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ABSTRACT 
Since the late 1970s, research and applied work has focused on the use of 
biofeedback as a technique to assist in the development of sports performance through 
different means, including improvement of sports skills, reduction of injuries, and 
improvement of muscle strength, among others. However, there is no scientific work 
statistically comparing these implementations using biofeedback. A meta-analysis was 
designed towards this gap in the literature; 33 investigations were gathered and 
statistically compared. Dependent variables, (e.g. the type ofbiofeedback, and the 
number of biofeedback sessions) were treated as moderators and their effect on the 
overall analysis were calculated. A random effect model was used due to the presence of 
heterogeneity across studies (F = 54.95 (p<0.001, 95% CI), that included variations on 
the studies' compared outcomes. The meta-analysis' overall result showed a significant 
effect of biofeedback interventions on sports performance through a strong effect size, d 
= 0.72, with a high significance Z= 6.77,p < 0.001, (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.51-
0.93). Significant moderators ' effects were found indicating that studies using EMG 
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modality (d= 0.891, 95% CI 0.60 -1.18,p < 0.001, Z= 6.05), studies with the number 
of sessions higher than 8 (d= 0.84, 95% CI 0.40 -1.27,p < 0.001, Z= 3.77), studies 
targeting outcomes indirectly linked to sports performance (d = 0.91, 95% CI 0.59- 1.22, 
p < 0.001 , Z = 5.64), and studies using biofeedback along with other interventions (d = 
0.90, 95% CI 0.48 -1.32,p < 0.001 , Z= 4.18) had higher effect on the overall analysis. 
The meta-analysis findings are an important reference for researchers and 
practitioners using biofeedback, because they indicate that biofeedback interventions 
have a positive effect on sports performance. Moreover, the meta-analysis point to 
methodological factors playing an important role on interventions using biofeedback, as 
studies that had a greater effect were those with methods using EMG biofeedback 
modality, studies with more than eight biofeedback sessions, studies focusing on outcome 
measures indirectly related to sports performance, and studies that included biofeedback 
interventions along with other interventions. 
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1. Introduction 
Through the course of the history of sports, competition has glorified winners 
within the social spheres, creating heroes and myths intensifying the love for sports, the 
love for the game. This also has an imp01tant influence on people's dreams, role models 
they aspire to follow, careers they want to pursue, or simply, which athletes they want to 
watch and follow. 
The value of sp01is winners fluctuates according to a number of factors and 
differs from time to time and from place to place; nevertheless, a constant is the fact that 
winners in sports have always been highly appraised by society (Gems, Borish, & Pfister, 
2008). 
The search for winning, for reaching the fust place has driven athletes to pursue 
the best training to prepare for competition across decades and centuries (Zirin, 2008); 
with the evolution of sports, levels of competition have also evolved further motivating 
athletes on the pursue more advanced improvements in sports performance. 
From sports performed only as a leisure activity, to elite level sports competitions, 
sports practices are governed by rules and regulations; this allows competitors to play 
sports as equals, with equal opportunities and challenges. Unfortunately, throughout the 
history of sports, some athletes have competed without fully abiding the rules. Many 
have sought improvement in performance through illicit means, including the use of 
performance enhancement drugs, steroids, and other prohibited resources (Zimniuch, 
2009). 
On the other hand, the search for legal ways to enhance performance has grown 
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with the evolution of sports. Athletes and teams have sought specialized enhancement 
that has promoted the development of research and specialized education in different 
fields of study, including physical training, sports psychology, biomechanics, 
physiotherapy, and medicine. 
Among these specialized fields is sports psychology, which has proposed 
grounding theories for the relation among body, mind, and sports in different ways. 
Some researchers have focused on paramount factors affecting this relation among body, 
mind, and sports perfmmance, which include goal setting (Locke, Frederick, Lee, & 
Bobko, 1984), mental fatigue (Marcora, Staiano, & Manning, 2009), self-efficacy (Feltz, 
Short, & Sullivan, 2008; Locke & Latham, 1985), positive emotion (Baltzell, 2011), flow 
and task engagement (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999), anxiety (Martens, Vealey, & 
Burton, 1990), emotions and zones of optimal perfmmance (Hanin, 1995; Hanin, 1997), 
and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). 
Sports psychology has made use of a plurality of techniques and tools to assist 
athletes to achieve better performance, mental health, and overall wellness; amid these is 
biofeedback, which is used to focus on the relation among body, mind, and sports 
performance since the first studies in the 1970s (Blais, 1978; Blais & Orlick, 1977; 
Dorsey, 197 6) 
Biofeedback is a technique used to make individuals conscious of physiological 
processes that norinally occur without their full awareness (e.g., cardiac and respiratory 
rhythm, perspiration, and muscle activity). Biofeedback consists of assessing the 
individual's physiologic data, transforming the data into an easy to understand 
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representation, and informing the individual being assessed of the physiologic data 
through auditory, visual, or tactile feedback (Galloway & Lane, 2005). 
The biofeedback technique has been used by itself and in conjunction with other 
important techniques such as relaxation and mental focus, targeting perfonnance 
enhancement, injury prevention, and management ofwellness, among other objectives 
within the sports scene. Besides research work, practical implementations have been 
developed in the past few decades for athletes preparing for Olympic competition 
(Beauchamp, Harvey, & Beauchamp, 2012; Blumenstein & Lidor, 2007; Hammond, 
2007; Harkness, 2009; Harvey, Beauchamp, Saab, & Beauchamp, 2011 ; Hammond, 
2007; Pop-Jordanova & Demerdzieva, 2010), and on professional sports organizations 
making use ofbiofeedback as an aid to athletes' preparation and injury prevention 
(Wilson, Peper, & Moss, 2006b ). Applied work differs from research work mainly 
because it may be adapted during its implementation, as opposed to research work, which 
has a predetermined set of methods. 
While research and applied work has focused on a number of different 
applications of biofeedback in regard to sports performance, including regulation of pre 
competitive anxiety (Blais & Orlick, 1977; Costa, Bonaccorsi, & Scrimali, 1984; Dorsey, 
1976; Prapavessis, Grove, McNair, & Cable, 1992), development of muscle strength 
(Croce, 1986; Lucca & Recchiuti, 1983) improvement of reaction time (Harvey et al. , 
2011), and prevention of injury during games and practice (Edvardsson, 2010), among 
others; it is still unclear how biofeedback interventions or training programs using 
biofeedback affect sports performance. 
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Some encouraging results have been found on research focusing improvement of 
sports performance using biofeedback in different sports, (e.g., volleyball, hockey, tennis, 
gymnastics, golf, and swimming); however, there is still no scientific evidence on the 
overall effect of biofeedback on sports performance. 
This gap in the literature was the main focus of the present investigation, which 
compiled studies using biofeedback teclmiques geared toward the improvement of sports 
performance (either directly, e.g. , studies focusing on improvement of basketball passes 
accuracy, or golf putting ability; or indirectly, e.g., studies focusing on reaction time, 
development of muscle strength, or athlete' s health maintenance through injury 
prevention) and traced statistical comparisons. 
The aforementioned comparisons were conducted to answer the main research 
question whether using biofeedback had a significant effect on sports performance. 
Other important variables in this analysis were factored, including the type of 
biofeedback, the number of biofeedback sessions administered, if the measured outcome 
had direct or indirect effect on sports performance, if biofeedback was the only 
intervention used or if it was used as part of broader set of interventions, if investigations 
focusing different sports had different effects, and a comparison of different 
methodological approaches. 
Statement of Problem 
In the field of sports psychology and sports science there is a growing interest in 
the use of biofeedback as a technique to assist on the improvement of athletes' and 
teams ' performance (Blumenstein & Lidor, 2007; Harkness, 2009; Thompson, Steffert, 
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Ros, Leach, & Gruzelier, 2008; Vernon, 2005). 
Even though research on biofeedback has proliferated, including experimental 
studies (Anderson, Harrison, & Lyons, 2002; Chung, Kim, Jang, & Choi, 2001; 
Edmonds, Kennedy, Hughes, & Calzada, 2009; Kappes & Chapman, 1984), single case 
· studies (Harkness, 2009; Lagos, Vaschillo, Vaschillo, Lehrer, Bates, & Pandina, 2008; 
Lagos, Vaschillo, Vaschillo, Lehrer, Bates, & Pan dina, 2011; Silverman, 2011 ), and 
theoretical investigations (Sandweiss & Wolf, 1985; Schwmiz, 1987; Schwmiz & 
Andrasik, 2003; Thompson et al. , 2008), debate persists about the effect that biofeedback 
interventions may have on sports. 
The emerging number of empirical studies reviewing biofeedback's effect on 
sports resulted in two main outcomes for the scientific society. First, it provided 
evidence on the effectiveness of biofeedback applications by explaining how they affect 
athletes' abilities to achieve better results on sports-specific tasks. Second, because of 
the independent nature of the studies, their objectives have been scattered (in regard to 
which performance outcomes they targeted and within which sports the investigations 
were conducted); thus, there is a demand for a better understanding about the overall 
effect of biofeedback in sports. 
Biofeedback has grown as an applied technique in different fields, including as a 
form of treatment for children with attention deficit disorders (Lubar, Swartwood, 
Swartwood, & O'Donnell, 1995; Monastra, Monastra, & George, 2002), as an aid to 
muscular difficulties recovery (Bolton, Cauraugh, & Hausenblas, 2004 ), and as a form of 
treatment for migraines (Nestoriuc & Martin, 2007; Nestoriuc, Rief, & Martin, 2008). 
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The expansion of empirical studies in each of these fields has yielded to meta-analytic 
investigations summarizing the findings, discussing specificities, and providing scientific 
evidence to ground the applied work. The same need exists in the use of biofeedback and 
its effect on sports performance. 
When investigating the use of biofeedback as an aid in the treatment of migraines, 
Nestoriuc and Martin (2007) considered treatment differences as categories, including the 
biofeedback modality used, whether the studies used only clinical training or clinical 
training with the addition of home training, and assessed how these variables, treated as 
moderators, affected the main research questions. Conclusions from Nestoriuc and 
Martin (2007) have provided significant statistical evidence towards the fact that 
biofeedback has been shown to be more efficient than no treatment in the control groups, 
towards the treatment of migraine. The authors were also able to statistically indicate 
that blood volume pressure feedback is a more effective technique when compared to 
skin temperature and muscle tension feedback training. 
A similar accomplishment, focusing on details about the use of biofeedback 
towards sports performance has yet to take place; not only as an overall analysis, but also 
investigating the influence of moderators, like biofeedback modalities. 
Purposes 
The main purpose of the present investigation was to gather the available 
empirical studies focusing on the use of biofeedback as a tool to assist on the 
enhancement of outcomes that affect sports performance, and to provide an overall effect 
size for these investigations, shedding light into the discussion of the use of biofeedback 
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towards sports performance. 
Another purpose was to investigate how modalities of biofeedback such as skin 
conductivity, brain activity, respiratory rhythm, heart rate, and muscle tension differed in 
their effect on sports performance outcomes. This resulted in treating each of the 
modalities as a moderator variable, a practice that allowed a better comprehension of 
possible differences across modalities and across studies. 
Studies that were included in the present meta-analysis were those focusing on 
outcomes directly linked to sports performance (e.g. , shooting accuracy in hockey, or 
batting averages in baseball) and those indirectly linked to sports performance (e.g., 
muscle strength, pre competitive anxiety, and athletes' flexibility). Investigating possible 
differences on the effect of biofeedback in these two categories by treating them as 
moderators was another goal of the present meta-analysis. 
Yet another objective was to better understand if biofeedback interventions had 
similar effects on different sports; thus, studies were categorized according to the sport 
that they investigated, each sport was treated as a moderator and analyzed for group-
effect sizes. 
Furthermore, some interventions used biofeedback and no other interventions, 
while some used biofeedback combined with other training methods such as relaxation, 
goal setting, and focus training among others. Understanding if there were differences in 
effect sizes between biofeedback interventions that used only biofeedback, and those that 
used biofeedback as part of a broader set of interventions was another objective of the 
present investigation. Therefore, studies were grouped according to these differences in 
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methodologies and treated as moderators in the meta-analysis. 
Finally, the question regarding the efficacy of biofeedback interventions for sports 
performance was how relevant the number of biofeedback sessions were. The present 
meta-analysis also investigated these variables by considering them as moderators. 
Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Research question 1 
Do biofeedback implementations have a significant effect on sports perfom1ance 
outcomes? 
Hypothesis 1 
Biofeedback interventions will yield higher significance on sports performance 
effect sizes (g) across studies when compared with control groups under no treatment 
conditions, or when comparing pre and post intervention scores for the same group in 
studies with a longitudinal design. 
Research question 2 
Is there meta-analysis heterogeneity in the overall analysis of the studies? 
Hypothesis 2 
Due to the independent nature of the studies (in regard to sports and the sports 
performance outcomes investigated) there will be a significant variance among effect 
sizes (g). A meta-analysis of heterogeneity across studies will show heterogeneity, 
measured by the P statistics. 
Research question 3 




Because of the distinct nature, and unique characteristics of each of the 
biofeedback modalities, the overall sports performance effect sizes (g) will be moderated 
by biofeedback modalities. 
Research question 4 
Do the number of biofeedback sessions have an effect on the overall effect size? 
Hypothesis 4 
The number of biofeedback sessions will moderate the sports performance 
outcome's effect sizes (g). Interventions of a higher number of biofeedback treatment 
sessions will show proportionally higher sports performance effect sizes. 
Research question 5 
Do interventions that use biofeedback and no other techniques or approaches 
(such as relaxation or focus training) yield the same results in sports performance 
outcomes as those interventions that use biofeedback as part of an intervention program 
and other techniques and approaches? 
Hypothesis 5 
The interventions that use only biofeedback and no other methods will have lower 
effect on the sports performance outcomes compared with interventions that use 
biofeedback as part of a broader set of interventions. 
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Research question 6 
Do biofeedback interventions affect outcome measures that are directly related to 
sports performance (such as shooting accuracy in hockey and basketball free throw 
accuracy) and outcome measures that are indirectly related to sports performance (such as 
muscle strength and reaction time) similarly? 
Hypothesis 6 
Biofeedback interventions will yield similar effect on outcome measures directly 
related to sports performance (such as shooting in soccer, or putting in golf) and on 
outcome measures that are indirectly related to spmis performance (such as muscle 
strength, reaction time). 
Plan of Inquiry 
With the objective of better understanding biofeedback's effect sports 
performance, this study gathered the available literature on the subject. Studies with 
applied work or experimental methodologies were screened, and a thorough analysis of 
the data available in these publications was conducted. 
Meta-analysis was the chosen method to conduct such analysis of the data; the 
procedures included a selection of publications to be included in the analysis, selection of 
the data in each of the studies that best reflected how biofeedback affected participants, 
overall data analysis of the statistical significance, and a meticulous analysis of details 
pertaining to this investigation, such as the type of biofeedback used, whether 
biofeedback was the sole intervention or not, whether the goal of the intervention was to 
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directly improve performance or to indirectly improve performance by improving the 
athletes' abilities that would reflect on performance enhancement, the number and 
duration of biofeedback sessions, through analyses of moderators. 
Significance 
The sports psychology field has been studying a significantly broad array of 
alternatives to assist athletes to enhance perfmmance. The body of science surrounding 
investigations about the psychological aspects affecting athletes has grown since the late 
1800s when Norman Triplett made impmiant progress in the field of sports psychology 
with his investigations on the differences between cyclists' performance when riding 
alone and their performance when riding with other cyclists (Weinberg & Gould, 2010). 
Research on the effect of the use of biofeedback to enhance performance has been 
growing through the efforts made by psychologists and other professionals. 
Biofeedback's use in sports assists athletes gain awareness of previously unknown 
physiological information such as muscle tension, respiration rhythm, and heart rate in 
regard to a number of performance related purposes including regulation of anxiety levels 
and gain of muscle strength. 
Early theoretical and empirical work on biofeedback dates from the late 1970s, 
(Blanchard & Epstein, 1978; De Witt, 1979; Dorsey, 1976). Besides the technological 
evolution of the biofeedback apparatus and the growth in availability ofbiofeedback 
devices, there has been a rise in the promise of fast and tangible performance 
enhancement for athletes through biofeedback training. 
This is evident in the growth of the number of biofeedback centers being 
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implemented in professional sports organizations, including A. C. Milan in Italy (Wilson 
et al., 2006b), Chelsea F.C. in England (The Telegraph, 2009), the Vancouver Canucks in 
Canada (The Vancouver Sun, 2009), and by a number of Olympic athletes and Olympic 
teams seeking biofeedback practitioners ' assistance on projects targeting performance 
enhancement (Dupee, 2008; Harkness, 2009; Pop-Jordanova & Demerdzieva, 2010). 
Tllis raised relevant questions about biofeedback' s practical application and about how 
efficient it really is for athletes. 
With more interest being drawn to biofeedback' s use for enhancing performance 
in sports, there was a similar interest in the production of scientific evidence to ground 
the existing and emerging theories. Nevertheless, most of the scientific work was done 
by investigators who worked from different academic and professional perspectives. 
As in many areas of research, different investigations have been used as 
references and as grounding arguments for the elaboration of other studies; however, 
these investigations' findings have never been compared. 
The meta-analysis proposed by the present study shed some light onto the 
discussion of the effect of biofeedback implementations in sports performance; how 
different biofeedback modalities affected sports related outcomes differently; whether 
direct and indirect outcomes were affected by biofeedback interventions differently; 
whether different sports were affected differently; if and how difference in the number of 
biofeedback training sessions, among other peculiarities witmn these discussions. 
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2. Literature review 
Biofeedback 
This chapter will introduce the concept of biofeedback; what it is, the difference 
between biofeedback and physiological assessment, what are biofeedback modalities, and 
what are some of the biofeedback applications in the realm of performance in sports 
What is Biofeedback? 
From its inception, biofeedback has had numerous definitions. Although a 
consensus about an ideal definition of what biofeedback is hasn't been reached, the most 
comprehensive and less controversial definition used for the purposes of the present 
investigation is the one provided by Schwartz and Schwartz (2010). The authors define 
biofeedback as: 
A group of therapeutic procedures that uses electronic or electromechanical 
instruments to accurately measure, process, and feed back, to persons and their 
therapists, information with educational and reinforcing properties about their 
neuromuscular and autonomic activity, both normal and abnonnal, in the form of 
analog or binary, auditory, and/or visual feedback signals. Best achieved with a 
competent biofeedback professional, the objectives are to help persons develop 
greater awareness of, confidence in, and an increase in voluntary control over 
their physiological processes that are otherwise outside awareness and/or under 
less voluntary control, by first controlling the external signal, and then by using 
cognitions, sensations, or other cues to prevent, stop, or reduce symptoms~ (p. 35) 
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Biofeedback consists of a series of stages when applied in practice as follows: 
first, there is assessment of an individual's physiological data. With the use of a 
biofeedback apparatus the data is then transformed into a signal that can be easily 
understood by the individual. The data is then fed back to the individual. The 
biofeedback practitioner now assists the individual in using techniques to regulate the 
previously unconscious physiological state level. The physiological level targeted 
correlates with change in a symptom or with improvement in perfonnance. 
Next is a practical example of the aforementioned stages of applied biofeedback: 
a sensor is used to measure an individual's respiratory rhythm; the respiratory rhythm is 
transformed from a constantly varying number into a graphic display (e.g., a windmill 
that has its blades turning according to the individual's respiratory rhythm). The 
individual now looks at a screen with the windmill displaying his on-time respiratory 
rhythm (biofeedback). The biofeedback practitioner helps the individual to target ideal 
ranges of respiratory rhythm (figure 1 ); this can be done by setting a threshold (e.g. , 7 
breaths per minute), when the respiratory rhythm is within the targeted threshold a 
stimulus is provided to the individual (e.g. , an auditory stimulus, or the windmill 
changing colors from red to blue). The correlation between the physiological change and 
symptom/performance in this case is that lower respiratory rhythm correlates with lower 
anxiety. 
After having the biofeedback concept defined, it is also important to understand 
the theoretical reasoning grounding its use as a therapeutic procedure, and as a procedure 
to enhance performance. 
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Figure 1 - Raw respiratory rhythm data (data available for the practitioner) I respiratory rhythm 
is translated into a windmill reflecting on-time respiratory rhythms 
The main model, adopted by numerous biofeedback authors, is based in the 
premise that as a result of a close relationship changes in an individual's physiological 
state will result in changes in a specific symptom (Collins, 2002; Blumenstein, Bar-Eli, & 
Tenenbaum, 1997; Peper & Schmid, 1983; Sandweiss & Wolf, 1985; Strack, 2005; 
Vernon, 2005). 
A useful example to elucidate this model is the direct correlation between 
respiratory rhythm and anxiety (Lehrer, 2003; Meuret, Wilhelm, Roth, 2001), in which 
biofeedback techniques are used to assist with the regulation of an individual's 
respiration pace; a decrease in respiratory pace correlates with an expected decrease in 
the anxiety level. 
Biofeedback vs. Physiology Assessment 
It is crucial to clarify an important distinction between biofeedback and 
physiological assessment. The first, as previously defined, has an information component 
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fed back to the subject, either by an auditory, visual, or sensory signal using a 
biofeedback apparatus. Unlike biofeedback, physiological assessments only measure an 
individual's physiological information. The physiological data may be translated into an 
intelligible format but only for analysis purposes; however, the data is not informed back 
to the subjects, thus, they may not use the data as a reference to make changes to their 
own physiological responses. Biofeedback, in contrast, displays the data back to the 
individuals as a reference to assist them to regulate physiological states for a specific 
purpose. 
Many studies make use of physiological measurements (Bolliet, Collet, & 
Dittmar, 2005; Cooke, 2010; Pitzalis, 1998) to keep track of physiological changes and to 
trace comparisons between them prior to, during, and after experimental conditions. 
There are many reasons for the common misconception of equating biofeedback with 
physiological assessment; however, one of the main reasons is the fact that the same 
apparatus used for biofeedback purposes can also be used for the physiological 
assessments. 
Biofeedback Modalities 
Biofeedback equipment allows scientists, practitioners, and researchers to make 
use of different modalities, different sources of physiological assessment, and feedback. 
The modalities include, among others, heart rate, heart rate variability, skin conductivity, 
skin temperature, brain activity, muscle activity, respiratory rhythm, body balance, and 
blood volume. 
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Throughout biofeedback's history, multiple terminologies have been used to 
identify similar modalities, causing lack of clarity and confusion. This has occurred for 
several different reasons. First, it may happen due to established standardizations, in 
other cases it may result from similar, yet different, physiological measurements taken 
(e.g., heart rate and heart rate variability). Such facts emphasize the need for clarification 
ofthe anay of modalities available and the terminologies and abbreviations used; 
therefore, a table explaining the most common biofeedback modalities is provided below. 
Name Description Abbreviation/terminology 
A measurement of how much time an 
electrical signal takes to travel from Measurement of skin conductance has 
one sensor to another through an been referred to as: skin conductance 
Skin individual 's skin; it is a measurement level (SCL), galvanic skin response 
of how much an individual sweats, 
conductivity because the more humidity is present (GSR), psychogalvanic reflex (PGR), 
on the skin the faster the electrical electrodermal response (EDR), and 
signal travels from sensor A to sensor skin conductance response (SCR). * 
B.* 
This assessment may provide different 
data to be used including heart rate 
Measures the heart's electrical (HR) and heart rate variability (HR V), 
Electrocar- activity and provides information which is the variation in the time interval between heartbeats. It has also diography about the interval, amplitude, and been referred to as beats per minute pace of the heartbeats.* (BPM), electrocardiography (ECG), 
and by its German nomenclature, 
Elektrokardiogramm (EKG). * 
It has been referred to as: muscle 
Is the measurement of muscle electromyography (EMG), and surface 
Electromyo- activity, or tension, taken by a sensor electromyography (SEMG). Some 
assessing the electrical signals EMG sensors made use of tiny graphy 
emitted by the muscles when needles; however, most of the current 
contracting.* EMG sensors take measurements with 
the use of a skin surface sensor* 
Is self-explanatory and refers to the 
Skin temperature of an individual's skin. It It has been referred to as skin 
temperature is measured by a thermometer, or by temperature (ST), or simply as 
an electric resistor placed on the temperature (T). * 
surface of an individual ' s skin.* 
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It has been given the following 
Electroence- Is the measurement of brain activity nomenclatures: 
phalography through sensors placed on an electroencephalography (EEG), individual 's scalp.** neurobiofeedback, neurofeedback, and 
neurotherapy. ** 
It is a measurement of the amount of Used nomenclatures include: blood 
blood at a specific area of the body, at volume pulse (BVP) and 
a given time. It is measured by a photoplethysmograph (PPG). Blood photoplethysmograph and provides Estimations of heart rate variability 
volume information that can be calculated to (HRV), and heart rate (HR) may also 
estimate blood volume, heart rate and be traced by this sensor and measure 
heart rate variability.* (not as accurately as calculations gathered with the electrocardiograph)* 
* Peek (20 1 0) **Neumann, Strehl & 
Birbaumer (2010) 
.. Table 1 -Biofeedback Modalities 
Biofeedback and Sports 
The number of research and applied work on the implementation of biofeedback 
for sports-related purposes is very limited when compared to other biofeedback uses. 
Some examples of how biofeedback has been studied in the literature are as an aid in the 
treatment of children with attention deficit disorders (Lubar et al., 1995; Monastra et al., 
2002), as a tool to assist on the recovery of muscular pathologies (Bolton et al., 2004), 
and as an assistance on the treatment of migraines (Nestoriuc & Martin, 2007; Nestoriuc 
et al., 2008). 
Although the number of studies on the use of biofeedback for sports performance 
purposes is still very limited, it has been the focus of a growing number of researchers 
and practitioners throughout the past decades. The number of publications and reports of 
applied work focusing on the use of biofeedback in sports has grown significantly since 
the late 1970s. Figure 2 shows the progression on the number of publications or reports 
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of applied work using biofeedback in sports performance across decades. The graphic 
begins in the 1970s , ending in the 20 lOs. 
It is possible to notice that there is a considerable growth after the 1970s, which 
was followed by a plateau in the 1990s and consistent growth in each of the following 
decades (taking in consideration that only about a third of the 2010s decade is reported in 








1970's 1980's 1990's 2000's 2010's 
Figure 2. Number of publications on the use of biofeedback in sports across decades. 
These investigations or reports of applied work included both work focusing on 
outcome measures that indirectly affect sports performance (e.g., relaxation prior to 
competitions, development of muscle strength, and development of flexibility), and work 
focusing on outcome measures that directly affects sports performance (e.g., shooting 
accuracy, passing accuracy in basketball, batting averages in baseball, and overall 
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volleyball performance). 
A calculation of percentages performed in the present study shows that before the 
2000s decade most of the reported work (76.5%) focused on outcomes that were 
indirectly related to sports, while only 23.5% focused on outcomes directly linked to 
sports performance. From the year 2000 until2012 this trend reverses, because most of 
the work (69.2%) focused on outcomes directly linked to spmis, while 30.8% accounted 
for outcomes indirectly linked to sports. 
Besides the escalating number of scientific publications using biofeedback geared 
toward outcomes directly linked to sports performance, there is the growth of the applied 
use of biofeedback in competitive sports (Blumenstein, Bar-Eli, & Tenenbaum, 2002). 
Olympic athletes have been making use of biofeedback training to enhance performance 
in the last few decades (Beauchamp et al., 2012; Blumenstein & Lidor, 2007; Dupee, 
2008; Hammond, 2007; Harkness, 2009; Harvey et al., 2011; Pop-Jordanova & 
Demerdzieva, 2010). 
An example of this phenomenon is Abhinav Bindra, an Olympic shooter from 
India; he trained with a biofeedback specialist, Timothy Harkness. Bindra underwent 
heart rate variability biofeedback training to achieve control of parasympathetic 
responses prior to and during shooting competition. Bindra was also trained with the use 
of brain activity biofeedback to develop focus and avoid interior monologue while 
shooting (Harkness, 2009). Bindra won a gold medal in the Summer Beijing Olympics in 
2008. 
Besides Olympic athletes, professional teams are beginning to make use of 
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biofeedback for performance enhancement, prevention of injuries, assistance with the 
recovery of injuries, and with practices to assist athletes' with sleep and rest 
management. 
A. C. Milan, an Italian professional soccer club, was the pioneer in implementing 
biofeedback for athletes. The club has created a center for applied sciences including 
biofeedback, neurofeedback, and other practices (e.g., kinesiology, athletes' activity 
tracking, and athletes ' move tracking). The center, named Milan Lab, may assess or train 
up to six athletes at the same time (Derfel, 2006). Among the training offered to athletes 
is the development of self-awareness of muscle activity, tension, and muscle fatigue 
during the game; this is done to provide players with information that assists them to use 
adequate amounts of effort during a game to avoid injuries. Further biofeedback-based 
training include enhancement of focus, improved field awareness, and fatigue control 
during games and during practices, among others. 
Other professional teams have followed A. C. Milan's efforts opening similar 
centers for their athletes. These teams include Chelsea F.C., a professional soccer team 
in England (The Telegraph, 2009), and The Vancouver Canucks, a professional ice 
hockey team in Canada (The Vancouver Sun, 2009). 
Even though the number of practitioners and researchers working with 
biofeedback in competitive sports is still very limited, the aforementioned growth in the 
applied use of biofeedback in competitive sports may have happened due to the growing 
number of scientific studies being produced, and due to the technological advances that 
have made biofeedback equipment portable. 
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Nowadays, researchers and practitioners can use biofeedback interventions during 
practice, because biofeedback apparatuses allow data to be transmitted to a remote 
computer through the use of wireless technology. This characteristic has broadened the 
biofeedback's applicability in sports, which may create a new trend in applied research 
for the use of biofeedback geared toward sports performance and for applied work in 
competitive sports. 
Biofeedback and Sports-Review of Applied Research, Relevant work, and 
Literature 
This review will include work targeting outcomes directly and indirectly linked to 
sports performance such as development of strength, ability to relax before and during 
competitions, enhanced focus for the performance of sports tasks, objective sports skills, 
abilities, and overall performance (e.g. , running and swimming speed, passing and 
shooting accuracy in basketball, golf putting accuracy, and others). 
The present search considered work found between the years of 1976 and 2012, as 
research in biofeedback may be traced back to 1976, when Dorsey completed a 
dissertation on EMG biofeedback work geared toward gymnasts' performance 
enhancement. 
A table with important aspects such as the number of biofeedback sessions that 
each method used, the length of the sessions, the number of participants, and which 
biofeedback modalities were used in the investigations, among other details can be seen 
in appendix 2. 
Dorsey's (1976) work investigated the effect ofEMG biofeedback training on 
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state anxiety of gymnasts and on their performance: "The effects of biofeedback assisted 
desensitization training on state anxiety and performance of college age male gymnasts" 
(p. #). 
The participants in the research by Dorsey were 35 members of a university level 
gymnastics team who were considered to have high levels of anxiety, an assessment 
which was made either by their coach's evaluation or by the athletes' score on the 
Spielberger Stait-Trait anxiety scale. 
Dorsey' s design consisted of two intervention groups and a control group. The 
first intervention group underwent EMG biofeedback training, and the second underwent 
relaxation training sessions, while the control group had no training but regular 
gymnastics training routines. 
The results indicated that the EMG group had better results for lowered anxiety, 
followed by the relaxation group, with the worst means found in the control group. 
Another investigation conducted in the dissertation by Dorsey was to find whether 
the improvement in relaxation affected the gymnasts' competition performance or not. 
Dorsey found that the results had no statistical significance, providing two explanations: 
first, the author believed that the number of participants was not sufficient, and second 
that relaxation affects performance differently, depending on the type of gymnastics 
apparatus that the athletes are competing on. 
The fact that Dorsey randomly assigned groups with participants that competed in 
different gymnastics apparatus within the same group may have limited the quality of the 
analysis. Although a stratified selection would have decreased theN number even 
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further, such approach would have provided a much more detailed analysis of the effect 
of the different training on performance enhancement. 
In the same year, a biofeedback-based training program for improved 
performance for athletes was created by Lawrence Klein and Nory Laderoute, "Mind 
over Muscle." The program included a printed guide, audio tapes, and portable skin 
resistance biofeedback equipment; an updated DVD version was released years later. 
The program provides biofeedback-based relaxation and visualization training. 
The printed material has orientations, tenninology, and explanations about biofeedback 
and its correlation with performance. 
"Mind over Muscle" was used by numerous professionals and teams, including 
the Canadian Olympic team, by military programs, and by Bruno Demichelis, an 
authority in biofeedback training for sports. This training program has been used with 
considerable frequency due to its objective and straightforward approach and because it 
was developed by professionals who were able to simplify the use of biofeedback for 
athletes and for performance professionals in sports. 
A year later, Blais and Orlick (1977) published an article in the proceedings of the 
9th Canadian Psycho-Motor Learning and Sports Psychology Symposium. The 
publication discussed reasoning for the development of research studies using 
biofeedback to reduce athletes ' anxiety before competition. 
The authors highlighted their participation in experimental investigations that 
were being conducted in 1977. Blais and Orlick discussed details about the 
investigations and theories grounding the research design; nevertheless, no results were 
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discussed because the experiments and analyses were not concluded at the time of their 
publication. 
Blais, one of the authors from the previous publication, completed a dissertation 
that represented an important contribution to biofeedback work geared toward sports 
performance entitled "Electromyographic Biofeedback as a Means of Competitive 
Anxiety Control." 
The author investigated the effect of an EMG biofeedback intervention on young 
athletes ' anxiety and perfmmance. The selection of participants for this research used the 
Sports Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT); 261 individuals of ages between 10 and 13 
took the SCAT. Eighty had high scores; they were randomly assigned to either a control 
group or a biofeedback intervention group, and a random selection assigned 10 
participants per group to participate in the research. 
Blais made use of a simulation instead of a real competition, because he intended 
to control for variables such as audience influence, quality of the opponent, and the effect 
that success or failure in the competition had on each athlete. The competition consisted 
of participants trying to keep balance when on a stability platform for the longest period 
of time they could. 
The method entailed a baseline session and five simulated matches in which the 
control group had no feedback whatsoever, while the intervention group received 
feedback of their frontalis muscle activity levels (as indicators of anxiety-higher muscle 
activity correlated with higher anxiety) and attempted to use the information to decrease 
anxiety before the competition. 
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Blais's results showed that participants who had received biofeedback displayed 
less variation on their frontalis activity before the competition when compared with the 
control group. The author traced a con-elation between this result and the amount of 
focus athletes showed before competitions. 
One of the author's hypotheses was that the group that received EMG 
biofeedback would have better performance when compared with the control group. 
Statistical analysis showed no significant differences confirming the null hypothesis. 
Another hypothesis was that state anxiety would also differ between the groups, a 
hypothesis which was also not confirmed because of the absence of significant statistical 
findings. The only statistically significant result was on trait anxiety, in which the 
treatment group showed lower results after the training during the simulated 
competitions. 
The research design by Blais accounted for variables that could be important 
sources of anxiety depending on the characteristics from each athlete, which included the 
presence of spectators, quality of the opponent, and success or failure in the competition. 
A design comparing the effect of EMG intervention across groups, with groups 
controlling for the anxiety-related variables, while others were exposed to the variables, 
would provide interesting data to further ground the effect of biofeedback on 
performance and on reduction of competitive anxiety. 
A few years later, in 1980, a publication by De Witt presented two separate 
studies investigating the effect of biofeedback training to reduce stress associated with 
sports competition. 
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In the first study by De Witt (1980), the participants were six university football 
athletes who had, according to their coach, displayed consistent stress during 
competitions. The author conducted a survey and determined that most football athletes 
reported tension on the frontalis , trapezius, and masseter muscles; therefore, De Witt 
administered 12 sessions, lasting 30 minutes each, with EMG biofeedback training with 
the goal to diminish the tension level in the aforementioned muscles. 
According to De Witt, each session consisted of" ... (a) clinical interview and 
assessment, (b) EMG recording without feedback for 2 minutes, (c) general relaxation 
training, and (d) specific myographic feedback, cognitive training, and discussion." (p. 
289). De Witt used an initial interview with each athlete to determine which muscles 
were more affected by stress and by football performance problems related to stress. It 
was the first time in the literature that individual characteristics were taken into 
consideration regarding the development of the interventions; this is an important factor 
to be taken into consideration in the subsequent meta-analysis of the studies. 
During the sessions, each athlete was asked to visualize scenarios associated with 
stress, while also asked to keep EMG activity within a specific range; the range was 
. either determined by an initial baseline or by activity range associated with a relaxed state 
(:S 2 microvolts for the frontalis). The results indicated that EMG biofeedback sessions 
assisted athletes to significantly decrease muscle tension levels; moreover, performance 
ratings showed significant differences after the intervention period, with further support 
from the coach's report that four of the six players improved their perfo1mance during 
competition. 
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De Witt's (1980) second study included 12 basketball players, randomly assigned 
to either a control group, or an intervention group with 11 training sessions, lasting 60 
minutes each. From the 11 sessions, 2 were EMG and heart-rate biofeedback sessions, 
while the others consisted of mental rehearsal and cognitive behavior regulation training 
sessions. The author used performance ratings administered before and after the training 
program for the comparisons. The ratings were given by team managers who were 
unaware of the training program. 
The results reported by De Witt showed significant difference between the control 
and intervention groups' performance rating averages (ratings which were given by the 
coaching staff), with a higher average for the intervention group. The author also found 
that there was a significant decrease in the athletes' heart rates and muscle activity 
comparing the results from the first and from the last sessions. 
While both studies by De Witt reported important findings on the effect of 
biofeedback training on physiological control and on sports performance; results could 
have been even more significant for practical applications and for the scientific field had 
the author used objective measurements for the performance assessments instead of 
performance ratings. In addition, more similar methods for the two studies would have 
allowed further comparisons and a generalization of the results. 
Daniels and Landers (1981) published their study "Biofeedback and Shooting 
Performance: A Test ofDisregulation and Systems Theory" on the effect of heart rate or 
respiratory biofeedback training geared toward the improvement of psychophysiological 
patterns and improved performance for competitive shooters. It was the first time in the 
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literature that heart rate and respiratory biofeedback were used in regard to sports 
performance enhancement. 
The design consisted of separating eight shooters, with at least 7 years of 
experience in shooting, into two groups of four; the first group received auditory 
biofeedback and the second received verbal instructions and no biofeedback. 
Much like De Witt (1980), Daniel and Landers (1981) used an initial assessment 
to determine individualized biophysiological characteristics to be fed back to the athletes. 
The authors investigated if respiratory patterns, heart rate, or heart cycle were affecting 
shooting performance. Characteristics detrimental to shooting performance, according to 
the authors were elevated heart rate before the shot, holding breath too long before the 
shot, and shooting in the middle of a heartbeat. 
The biofeedback training consisted of five sessions of 40 shots. The shooter 
received auditory feedback to regulate ideal patterns for optimal performance or "targeted 
response" (Daniels & Landers, 1981, p.67). 
The authors used an interview method to determine the level of awareness that 
each participant had about their biophysiological characteristics before and after the 
training. Participants in the biofeedback group showed significant improvement on 
awareness when compared to the control group after the training. 
Further findings by Daniels and Landers demonstrated that participants in the 
biofeedback group showed significant statistical improvement in shooting performance 
and in shooting performance consistency when compared to the control. 
The abovementioned findings by Daniels and Landers were important references 
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for the applied use of biofeedback training for sports, and, more specifically, for sports 
that demand a high level of precision from the athlete, such as shooting and archery. 
That the same year, Wilson and Bird (1981) published an a.J.iicle entitled "Effects 
of Relaxation and/or Biofeedback Training upon Hip Flexion in Gymnasts" which 
encompassed two separate studies assessing the effect ofEMG biofeedback on gymnasts' 
hip flexion. The first study investigated 10 male, university-level gymnasts who were 
separated into either a control group or a11 EMG biofeedback experimental group. 
According to Wilson and Bird, both groups tmderwent nine sessions that 
consisted of"(l) warm-up exercises, (2) biofeedback or self-induced relaxation 
procedure, and (3) flexibility testing."(p. 28); the experimental group received EMG 
biofeedback during all training sessions. 
After the training both groups improved hip flexion significantly; nevertheless, 
the EMG biofeedback experimental group showed improvement in hip flexion at an 
accelerated pace, with results achieved within a shorter time span, when compared to the 
control group. 
The second study conducted by Wilson and Bird (1981) investigated the effect of 
EMG biofeedback training on female gymnasts' hip flexion. Participants were 18 
members of a "high-caliber competitive gymnastics club" (p. 29) and were randomly 
assigned to a control group, to a relaxation group, and to a group that received both 
relaxation and EMG biofeedback. 
All groups underwent eight sessions consisting of state-trait anxiety inventory 
(STAI), followed by warm-up, specific group treatment, and a flexibility test (Wilson & 
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Bird, 1981 ). 
As in the first study, all groups showed significant improvement in hip flexion; 
however, the main difference between the findings from the two studies is that the slope 
analysis showed no significant differences across groups, with equal rates and pace of 
improvement across all groups. 
The investigation by Wilson and Bird was the first on biofeedback applied toward 
sports performance enhancement purposes to use two separate studies to evaluate similar 
concepts across genders. Although the studies were separate, it is possible to investigate 
important differences found due to the methodological similarity. The authors 
highlighted that one of the main qualitative differences found between the two studies 
was the fact that male gymnasts were very competitive and reportedly tried all that they 
could to outperform members of opposing groups, including fully engaging on the new 
trainings and performing everything else related to performance (e.g. stretches, warm-up 
exercises) at the best of their abilities. 
Muscle strength and adequacy in connection to sports tasks are among the main 
attributes of successful athletes; thus, work investigating muscle strengthening programs 
with the use of biofeedback are relevant to the present discussion. The first study in the 
literature to investigate the use of EMG biofeedback as an aid to muscle strengthening 
was conducted by Lucca and Recchiuti (1983). 
The author separated 30 female university participants into three groups of 10 
patiicipants each: a control group, an intervention group training with isometric 
exercises, and a group training with isometric exercises and EMG biofeedback. The 
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EMG was used to provide patiicipants with auditory feedback about ideal muscle tension 
levels during the isometric exercises. The results indicated that the isometric exercises 
group improved muscle strength at a slower pace than the group that received EMG 
biofeedback. 
Lucca and Recchiuti reported that a 19-day period was sufficient for the 
biofeedback a11d isometric exercise group to achieve significant improvement in muscle 
strength and torque, while the san1e period of time was not enough for the isometric 
exercises group or for the control group to achieve similar results. 
The investigation by Lucca and Recchiuti is a very important reference for work 
in muscle strengthening. The use of EMG biofeedback and isometric exercises shortened 
the time necessary for muscle strengthening, which is important information for trainers 
involved in athletes' preparation and in muscle recovery after long periods of forced rest 
(e.g., after injuries or after vacations). 
In the satne year, Peper and Schmid (1983) published an article in the "Somatics" 
journal about the use of electrodermal biofeedback to assist members of the U.S. 
Rhythmic Gymnastics Teatn to improve performance. 
The authors highlighted that an important part of the biofeedback training was to 
demonstrate to all participating athletes that thoughts affect the body. For this purpose, 
the authors had an athlete monitored for skin response with the auditory feedback being 
heard by all participating athletes. Peper and Schmid asked the athlete to picture herself 
in an embarrassing situation, and the auditory feedback immediately rose to a higher level 
as the participant's skin resistance levels raised. The same electrodermal auditory 
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feedback was used by the researchers to assist athletes to become aware of their progress 
during physiological relaxation sessions. The authors then implemented the feedback to 
assist athletes to perceive stressful circumstances when mentally rehearsing their 
competition routines. 
Finally, the authors set up a training method for improvement of concentration, in 
which athletes were given skin resistance biofeedback while other team members tried to 
create diversions to affect the athlete' s focus . The authors concluded the article by 
emphasizing that biofeedback was very useful as a teaching tool and in providing 
assistance for other mental training techniques. 
The article by Peper and Schmid (1983) represented a great contribution, because 
it focused on the use of biofeedback for athletes' performance enhancement from a 
practical elite level perspective. It also included instructional steps during preliminary 
stages of the biofeedback intervention, which is a great reference. The lack of statistical 
data is without question overshadowed by published statements about the successful use 
of biofeedback in practical settings and for athletes at an Olympic level. 
A year later, Cummings, Wilson, and Bird (1984) published an article on the 
effectiveness of EMG biofeedback training in developing flexibility for sprinters, and the 
effect that the training had in sprint performance as well. 
Although the main objective of the research was very similar to the investigation 
by Wilson and Bird (1981), the methodology differed considerably. Cummings et al. 
investigated 15 male and 15 female participants separated into three groups with both 
male and female participants: a control that received no intervention, a biofeedback group 
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that was trained with EMG biofeedback only, and a relaxation group that used 
visualization and progressive relaxation techniques and no biofeedback. 
Subjects were trained the techniques for eight sessions lasting 10 minutes each. 
The results showed that all groups improved flexibility across the study's length, with no 
significant difference between groups. The authors attributed this mass increase in 
flexibility to the fact that the participants were aware of the main purpose of the 
investigation and, therefore, may have increased the practice of their regular flexibility 
enhancement training, such as stretches and warm-ups during the length of the study. 
Contrary to the authors' early beliefs, the increase in flexibility found in all 
participating groups did not represent improvement in sprint performance. Cummings et 
al. commented on this factor highlighting the importance of flexibility development in 
regard to injury prevention for athletes; however, the authors did not account for injury 
occurrence rates during their study. 
The research conducted by Cummings et al. did not account for the possibility of 
athletes implementing other flexibility techniques simultaneous to the investigation; 
according to the authors, this was the main methodological factor that prevented the 
research from making an accurate assessment of the participants' flexibility variation. 
Another article was published in the same year by Kappes and Chapman (1984) 
who investigated how thermal feedback affected extremity temperature control. The 
study separated 25 participants into three groups, one training to control their 
temperatures indoors, a second training to control their temperatures outdoors, and a 
control group. Participants underwent eight training sessions lasting 15 minutes each, 
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over a period of 4 weeks in which they received temperature biofeedback while 
attempting to control their body temperatures. 
Kappes and Chapman compared measurements of temperature 1 and after the 
training and found no significant differences between participants' abilities to control 
their body temperatures. 
The article by Kappes and Chapman was titled "The Effects of Indoor Versus 
Outdoor Thennal Biofeedback Training in Cold-Weather Sports." The use oftemperature 
control for cold weather sports is a teclmique that has important effect on cold weather 
sports athletes' performance; not only for enhanced focus, but also for muscle readiness 
and balance. The authors did not find strong correlations between the control of 
temperature and the use of biofeedback. 
Yet in the same year, Costa et al. (1984) conducted research investigating the use 
of skin response biofeedback to decrease pre-competitive anxiety in team-handball. 
Eighteen participants from a team-handball team underwent the Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory, 10 participants with scores between 30 and 70 (considered as 
normal profiles by the authors) were selected to participate in the study. 
The investigation consisted of an experimental group undergoing seven sessions of 
biofeedback training along with techniques of concentration and relaxation, lasting 15 
minutes each. The authors administered a state-trait anxiety inventory before team-
handball competition events for participants in both groups. These tests were conducted 
prior to and after the biofeedback, concentration, and relaxation intervention. 
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Costa et al. reported significant decrease in pre competitive anxiety after the 
training period for the experimental group and no significant changes in the control 
group. Although the researchers concluded that biofeedback training proved to be 
effective for pre-competitive anxiety reduction, the study did not measure the effect of 
the reduction in stress levels on actual team-handball performance; this would have 
provided further support to the authors ' findings and for its application in spmts. 
In the following year, Sand weiss and Wolf (1985) co-edited the book Biofeedback 
and Sports Science. Besides the editors' contributions, the book counted with five other 
authors. The book by Sandweiss and Wolf(1985) presented an introduction about the 
use of biofeedback in the sports world, and included possible uses for performance 
enhancement, maintenance of athletes' health, and athletes' rehabilitation. 
Having different authors as contributors was important to allow readers to learn 
about biofeedback in sports through different points of view, given the contributors' 
different experiences and backgrounds. The book offered an important reference on the 
use of biofeedback in sports. 
Following the publication by Sandweiss and Wolf (1985), the dissertation by 
Blais (1978), above mentioned, received a more thorough investigation of the measured 
variables, including physiological aspects such as heart rate and respiratory rate; this was 
published in the Journal of Sports Psychology by Blais and Vallerand (1986). 
Combining the three physiological variables, the authors found differences 
between rest periods and competition periods, but no significant variations across the 
control and the experimental groups. 
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An analysis of covariance conducted by Blais and Vallerand showed that the 
experimental group that underwent EMG biofeedback training was able to reduce 
frontalis muscle activity before and during the simulated competitions. This new analysis 
provided thorough and detailed source of information for readers, allowing a specific 
interpretation of details of the findings. 
Golf is a sport that has in its history ope1mess to the use of different teclmologies 
to assist athletes to develop better perfom1ance and lower handicaps. Adding to this 
trend, McCurnin and Roemer (1986) were the first authors to investigate the use of a 
biofeedback device geared toward performance enhancement in golf. 
The authors used a sensor that provided athletes with feedback on their head 
muscle movement as an attempt to assist in the development of a smooth golf swing. The 
study failed to provide quantitative data but traced a correlation between athletes that had 
shown less activity during the swing, or as defined by the authors, athletes who had "a 
smooth swing" and better golf performance represented by smaller handicaps. 
The study (McCumin & Roemer, 1986) fell short in methodological quality and 
provided the reader with poor quantitative and qualitative data, with some reports of the 
successful use of the biofeedback apparatus to improve golf athletes' swing, and little 
data on the correlation between motion of the neck/head and performance of the swing. 
Croce (1986) conducted an investigation of the effect ofEMG biofeedback as an 
aid to isokinetic exercises for muscle strength acquisition. His study had methods and 
objectives similar to the ones conducted by Lucca and Recchiuti (1983). 
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Croce (1986) separated 21 physical education undergraduate students into three 
groups training to develop muscle strength with isokinetic exercises. The first group 
received EMG biofeedback assistance, the second group received false information that 
they were getting ultrasound assistance, and the last group trained with isokinetic 
exercises alone serving as a control group. Each subject trained 15 times over a three-
week time span to gain strength on the quadriceps muscle. As in the study conducted by 
Lucca and Recchiuti (1983), Croce (1986) concluded that all groups improved muscle 
strength over the experiment time. Croce (1986) found significant differences when 
comparing groups; the group training with EMG biofeedback presented the most muscle 
activity (measured by integrated EMG) and the greatest peak torque in the quadriceps, 
both statistically significant. 
The main difference between the findings by Croce (1986) and the ones by Lucca 
and Recchiuti (1983) was that Croce (1986) found a bigger improvement in muscle 
strength development in the EMG biofeedback group in the fmal measurement. There 
was an important methodological difference between the studies, because Croce (1986) 
did not take multiple measures during the training period; therefore, it was not possible to 
assess if the improvement pace in muscle strength development was faster for any of the 
groups that for the EMG group in the investigation by Lucca and Recchiuti (1983). 
Another important contribution to the body of literature was made with a book 
chapter by Zaichkowsky and Fuchs (1988). The authors provided a review of the 
literature on applications for biofeedback in exercise and athletic performance. It 
encompasses many publications that are important references providing grounding 
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theories for researchers who develop investigations on the use of biofeedback for athletes 
and for sports applications. An example was the review of studies investigating the 
ability to decrease heart rates during aerobic exercises with biofeedback assistance. 
A group of researchers, Landers, Petruzzello, Salazar, Crews, Kubitz, Gannon, 
and Han (1991), published a research assessing the effect ofEEG training on pre-elite 
archers' performance. Landers et al. ( 1991) separated 16 male participants and 8 female 
patiicipants into three groups: a EEG biofeedback training group that received training 
with feedback of ideal EEG ranges for archery performance; and incorrect EEG 
biofeedback training group that received feedback for EEG ranges opposed to those in 
the first group; and a final control group that received no EEG training. 
The authors administered a performance assessment before and after the 
intervention period and were able to notice significant improvement in performance for 
the EEG biofeedback group. The group receiving incorrect EEG biofeedback showed a 
significant decrease in performance, and the control group had no significant variations in 
performance. 
Landers et al. also assessed levels of confidence and concentration for all 
participants through self-reports; however, no significant differences were noticed for any 
of the comparisons. Landers et al. 's study supported the use of EEG biofeedback for 
assistance in performance enhancement for archers. Due to the fact that the group 
receiving incorrect EEG biofeedback displayed worst performance results following the 
treatment; it is evidenced that there is need for specificity in the training and for adequate 
methods to be applied, because poorly conducted training using EEG biofeedback may 
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lead to decrease in performance in archery. 
Also in the same year, Petruzzello, Landers, and Salazar (1991) published an 
article reviewing the current literature in the use of biofeedback for sports and exercise 
applications. The authors reviewed not only work that is directly related to sports, but 
also indirect work, which included research studies that were not specifically focusing 
spmis and exercise. The authors criticized research and results attained with the use of 
EEG biofeedback and EMG biofeedback, followed by a series of recommendations for 
improvement in research work using these techniques. 
Furthermore, Petruzzello et al. ( 1991) cited effective findings on research using 
heart rate and respiratory biofeedback, highlighting the importance of the close 
interaction between the cardiac and respiratory systems, and the effect one has on the 
other, including implications for biofeedback practices. 
The first case study in biofeedback and sports performance to appear in the 
literature is the one conducted by Prapavessis et al. (1992); the authors investigated the 
effect of a training series including the use ofEMG and heart rate biofeedback, along 
with educational and self-awareness activities and anxiety-management skills training, 
towards improvement in competitive shooting performance. 
Prapavessis et al. conducted several assessments including competitive shooting 
performance, anxiety levels, self-confidence levels, gun vibration, and urinary 
catecholamines (athlete's levels of noradrenaline and adrenaline). The athletes trained 
for a period of 6 weeks using the multi method training program. Comparison of pre and 
post intervention showed an increase in the shooter's performance and self-confidence 
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levels in the last assessment; furthermore, the later assessments resulted in lower anxiety, 
gun vibration, and noradrenaline and adrenaline levels. 
With these findings, Prapavessis et al. (1992) concluded that "a multimethod 
cognitive behavioral intervention program reduced state anxiety and improved 
performance for an elite rifle shooter" (p. 226). 
Although Prapavessis et al. (1992) was a single case ~tudy it represented an 
important contriqution for investigations focusing on perfonnance in precision sports. 
The authors' chosen method was an interesting approach to performance enhancement; 
the authors were able to achieve the performance enhancement goals by using a variety of 
interventions and by taking into consideration individual characteristics from each 
athlete. 
Blumenstein, Bar-Eli, and Tenenbaum (1995a) created a complex research design 
to verify how biofeedback may assist with performance enhancement when associated 
with other sports psychology techniques. The authors tested different interventions and 
their effect on the 100-m run performance. The design consisted of randomly assigning 
39 college students into five different groups: autogenic and imagery training group, 
music and imagery training group, autogenic music and imagery training group, placebo 
group, and control group. 
The treatment consisted of 13 sessions lasting 20 minutes each, of which the first 
10 minutes were devoted to relaxation training and the last 1 0 to excitation training. For 
the first seven sessions, there was no biofeedback associated with the techniques, and 
from the eighth session until the thirteenth session, EMG biofeedback for the frontalis 
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muscle was implemented for the intervention groups. 
The findings by Blumenstein et al. (1995a) described EMG biofeedback 
significantly affecting physiological conditions; furthermore, the performance in the 100-
m run improved significantly for the groups receiving treatment as compared with the 
placebo and the control groups. 
This study by Blumenstein et al. (1995a) presented a specific design and was a 
great contribution to the literature because it assessed the effect of biofeedback associated 
with different sports psychology techniques; this allowed for a broader understanding of 
the effect biofeedback on athletes' performance when used alongside other techniques, 
and, more specifically, on the 100-m run performance. 
In the same year, the same authors and one more contributor, Blumenstein, 
Tenenbaum, Bar-Eli and Pie (1995b), published a book chapter on the use ofbiofeedback 
in association with video techniques to assist elite athletes' performance enhancement. 
The authors' suggestion for this mental preparation technique consisted of a first stage in 
which athletes learned how to recognize and self-regulate physiological conditions, 
followed by a stage in which athletes learned to shift and maintain levels of arousal to 
optimal performance ranges. The final stage of the mental preparation consisted of 
implementing the learned skills prior to, during, or after competitive situations. 
The chapter by Blumenstein et al. (1995b) provided readers with grounding 
theories and purposes for the proposed methods; these were based on literature and on the 
authors' experience with sports performance. The publication is a good reference for 
investigations or applied work focusing performance in sports. 
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Still in the same year, Ren (1995) published an article investigating the effect of 
an EMG training program to assist with the competitive postural consistency of four 
archers. The reasoning behind the postural work was that, according to Ren (1995), 
postural consistency correlates with high levels of performance in archery. 
Ren provided participants with on-time EMG biofeedback from important 
muscles in the archery shooting process: upper trapezius, medium trapezius, deltoid, and 
biceps brachium. From the 46 shooting trials, 29 showed significant statistical 
differences in postural consistency. While the work by Ren investigated the effect of 
EMG biofeedback training on archers' performance, the data analysis information was 
not thorough enough for conclusions to be drawn from it. A more detailed discussion of 
the findings and comparisons for periods before and after the training would have 
definitely made the article more relevant. 
A publication by Blumenstein, Bar-Eli, and Tenenbaum (1997), the same group 
of authors who had published a book chapter in 1995, marked an important point in the 
history of the use of biofeedback training geared toward improvement in sports 
performance. The publication by Blumenstein et al. outlined a training procedure that 
consisted of five steps, as opposed to their dual step approach proposed in 1995. The first 
step was the introduction of the techniques, in which the athlete learns different 
physiological regulation techniques with biofeedback assistance. The second step was 
the assessment period, when it is determined what biofeedback modality is more 
appropriate to be used to achieve the goals of the mental training program. The third step 
in the program consisted of the use of biofeedback while athletes simulated stressful and 
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competition situations. The forth step is a transition period in which the athlete transfers 
laboratory training to training during sports practice. The fifth and final step proposed by 
Blumenstein et al. (1 is the implementation of the learned techniques during actual 
competition. 
The authors highlighted the importance of thorough procedures for each of the 
steps; Blumenstein et al. suggested implementation of 15 individual sessions for each of 
the four first steps, and 10 sessions for the final step. 
The publication, "A Five-Step Approach to Mental Training Incorporating 
Biofeedback" was an important reference, not only for practitioners, but also for 
researchers conducting investigations on the use of biofeedback for improvement in 
performance. The work became a reference generating some consistency across different 
investigations in sports performance enhancement using biofeedback. Their 5-step 
method was later named the "Wingate Protocol," named for the laboratory in which the 
investigations were conducted, the Wingate Institute in Israel. 
Also representing a great contribution was the pioneer study investigating the 
effects that single modality biofeedback and multi-modality biofeedback have on sports 
performance. (Kavussanu, Crews, & Gill, 1998). The authors conducted an 
investigation on the effect of biofeedback on basketball performance by comparing three 
groups with 13 basketball players in each of them; the first group received multiple 
biofeedback as training, including EEG, EMG, and heart rate biofeedback; the second 
group received EMG biofeedback only; while the last group, the control group, received 
no biofeedback. 
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Kavussanu et al. measured all participants' performance in a pre-test consisting of 
30 basketball free-throws. Following that the participants underwent six biofeedback 
sessions lasting 30 minutes each, with a day between each of the intervention sessions. 
During each session, participants were asked to increase and decrease the biofeedback 
signals thinking of stressful and calm situations respectively. All participants, including 
the control group, had the opportunity to practice free-throws every day for an equal 
amount of time. After the training sessions were administered to the treatment groups, all 
patiicipants underwent a new 30-free-throws test. 
The results indicated that all groups improved in free-throw performance, and no 
differences were found between groups. Neither the multi-modality biofeedback 
treatment group nor the single modality treatment group displayed significant 
improvement in comparison to the control group. The article was an important addition 
to the literature in biofeedback and its applied use in sports as it traced important 
comparisons between single biofeedback treatment and multi-modality biofeedback 
treatment and their effect in basketball performance. 
In the same year Carlstedt (1998) published "Mind Your Heart," a report on the 
practical application and theoretical reasoning behind a training protocol that had heart 
rate biofeedback as the main component of a sports psychology training protocol to assist 
tennis athletes to improve performance. The protocol outlined the importance of athletes' 
self-awareness and regulation of heart rates in entering ideal zones of performance. The 
publication outlined reports of the practical application of these concepts for young tennis 
players; it provided data for the athletes' progress while furthering their ability to 
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decelerate heart rates before and during important tennis game situations. 
Carlstedt put a lot of emphasis on the importance of initial assessments for the 
development of an effective training protocol, which is designed according to each 
athlete's characteristics when facing game situations and stressors. 
The author emphasizes the importance of constant adaptation of the protocol, in 
accordance to different circumstances and to changes in the athletes ' abilities, 
highlighting that this characteristic was paramount to successful implementation of 
performance enhancement training. 
Blumenstein and Bar-Eli (1998) published an article detailing a program designed 
to improve performance of elite competitive kayak:ing and canoeing athletes in Israel. 
The proposed program followed the 5-step protocol proposed by Blumenstein et al. 
(1997a). The program consisted of a series of techniques including imagery, relaxation 
and skin resistance biofeedback training conducted before and during sports practice. 
Blumenstein and Bar-Eli were very thorough in their description of the 
components included in the training program's methodology; the authors outlined the 
program providing readers with a practical example of a week of applied work, bringing 
the th~ories to a very tangible level for practitioners and researchers. The publication did 
not report sports performance or physiological data for the training period, which could 
have enhanced the article's relevance. 
A year later, Caird, McKenzie, and Sleivert (1999) published a research 
investigating the effect of heart rate and oxygen consumption biofeedback on relaxation 
and running training in regard to runners' performance. Running performance was 
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measured by running economy, which is how efficiently an individual uses oxygen while 
runrung. 
The authors subjected participants to a 6-week training period in which they 
practiced relaxation techniques for a total of 60 minutes. After that the subjects 
underwent running assessments: two sessions of 10 minutes with no biofeedback 
presented to them, and two sessions with heart rate and oxygen consumption biofeedback 
presented while they ran. 
According to Caird et al., participants were able to significantly improve running 
economy when using relaxation techniques and getting heart rate and oxygen 
consumption biofeedback. 
These findings by Caird et al. (1999) are important because they demonstrated the 
direct effect of a program using biofeedback associated with other techniques to directly 
improve athletes' performance. The research method proposed by the authors 
highlighted significant statistical differences between the use of relaxation techniques and 
the use of the same techniques in association with biofeedback. Comparisons of control 
groups and placebo groups would improve the findings and their value in the literature. 
In 2001, a group of Korean researchers Chung et al. (200 1) conducted an 
experiment investigating the effect of EEG biofeedback training on tennis athletes' 
concentration and performance, which was measured by the number and predominance of 
unforced errors during a match. The study counted with four participants in the 
experimental group; they underwent 12 weeks ofEEG training, four times per week with 
sessions lasting 20 minutes. The group was compared to a control group that received no 
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EEG training. 
Chung et al, assessed performance during tennis matches, measured by the 
number of unforced errors, and participants' overall concentration levels, measured by 
results in the Korean version of the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS). 
Results comparing the pre and post intervention periods showed that there was a 
significant difference in performance; the intervention group reduced the incidence of 
·unforced enors, while the control group displayed no significant difference. 
Concentration levels also showed significant differences for the intervention group, 
which displayed improvement over the length of the investigation. 
Another publication building on the biofeedback work for athletes and sports 
applications was the work by Sime, Allen, and Fazzano (2001). The authors published an 
article consisting of a series of case studies about methods to assist athletes to achieve 
ideal zones of performance with the use EEG biofeedback. The case studies 
encompassed work with athletes in golf, diving, and equestrian sports, and outlined 
important achievements for each ofthe cases. Although the intervention methods used 
for each of the case studies had similarities, it is important to highlight that Sime et al. 
were able to adjust them to the specific needs that each of the athletes presented, as well 
as to individual characteristics that each of the athletes displayed. 
The authors provided an invaluable reference, not only by describing their 
achievements in each ofthe cases but also by highlighting how the use of EEG 
biofeedback was becoming a proficient intervention for professionals to assist athletes. 
They describe the importance of EEG training to assist athletes to be more self-
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aware of the variables affecting their ideal zones of performance. They also elucidated 
that EEG biofeedback was demonstrated as effective in assisting athletes to be able to 
self-regulate and manage levels of attention, which affected their performance. 
In 2002, a compendium of the use of biofeedback for the enhancement of 
perfmmance in spotis was put together by Blumenstein, Bar-Eli, and Tenenbaum (2002), 
who co-edited the book Brain and Body in Sports and Exercise- Biofeedback 
Applications in Pe1jormance Enhancement. The book included conceptual principles of 
the use of biofeedback for performance enhancement, details about athletes ' 
psychophysiology, and research findings. 
The book served as a great reference for researchers and professionals, as it 
provided an update about the research efforts made until the date of the publication, as 
well as considerations for the practical application of biofeedback for the enhancement of 
athletic performance. 
In the same year, Anderson et al. (2002) presented a research study analyzing the 
effect of an accelerometer-based biofeedback system on rowers' performance 
consistency. The methods proposed included an adaptation period in which the 13 male 
participants practiced the rowing task with the rowing simulator for two sessions of 15 
minutes each. Following that, each subject completed three sessions of2000 meters 
rowing simulation time trials, with 2-week intervals between each ofthem; the first trial 
with no biofeedback, the second with summarized postural biofeedback, and the last one 
with graphic postural biofeedback. 
After the data analysis, Anderson et al. concluded that the interventions 
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represented no effect in overall rowing performance. Nevertheless, improvements in 
rowing technique consistency were significantly higher during the graphic biofeedback 
trials, with less improvement during the summarized biofeedback trials, and no 
improvement shown in the no feedback trial. 
The study showed that postural biofeedback can be an important aid to 
improvement in the development of rowing techniques and could be used as an 
educational tool. On the other hand, the use of postural biofeedback did not represent 
direct improvements in perfonnance, but increased the athletes ' interest to practice in the 
simulator, a factor that may play an important role in increasing deliberate practice for 
rowers. 
Furthermore, the authors theorized that the perceived improvement in rowing 
technique consistency may have represented improvement in rowing performance as it 
may have facilitated the rowing crew's harmonization during real rowing situations. 
The findings by Anderson et al. (2002) shed light on the important discussion of 
deliberate practice, as well as on biofeedback as an aid to the improvement of technical 
training. 
Also in 2002, Bar-Eli, Dreshman, Blumenstein, and Weinstein (2002), conducted 
an investigation with 38 male and female young swimmers, of ages between 11 and 14, 
on how an EMG, heart rate, and skin resistance, biofeedback-based intervention would 
affect swimming performance. They made use of an adaptation of the Wingate protocol, 
using 38 sessions lasting about 35 minutes each. The program associated biofeedback, 
visualization and autogenic training for the experimental group, while the control group 
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spent the same amount of time listening to music or playing table games. 
Performance for both groups was measured in time taken to complete a 50-meter 
swimming task. Both groups improved performance during the length of the 
investigation; however, there was a significantly higher improvement for participants in 
the biofeedback experimental group. 
This was the first practical investigation to assess the effect of the Wingate 
protocol in regard to perfonnance enhancement. The study provided sound data analysis 
on the investigation of the direct effect of biofeedback as part of an intervention program 
on athletic performance enhancement. 
In 2003, the book Biofeedback: A Practitioner's Guide, edited by Schwartz and 
Andrasik (2003) was published in a revised and improved 3rd edition, with components 
focusing on the use of biofeedback in sports. The book had previous editions in 1987 
and 1998 and provided not only a historical perspective of different areas of work, but 
also on the evolution of biofeedback instrumentation and on the curr.ent available. The 
new version included chapters on different field applications, including performance in 
sports and the performing arts. 
Besides the specific chapter on biofeedback and neurofeedback applications for 
sports, the book counted on grounding theories and practical applications for practitioners 
and researchers from different fields, including the use of biofeedback for arousal 
regulation, heart rate, and respiratory feedback specificities and issues concerning the 
implementation of biofeedback sessions. 
Due to the quality ofthe chapters and to the comprehensive array of theories and 
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practical issues concerning research and applied work, Schwartz and Andrasik's (2003) 
book was a very meaningful contribution to the implementation of biofeedback overall, 
as well as to biofeedback applications in sports. 
In the following year, Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004a) published a study with 
very similar characteristics to the one published by Bar-Eli et al. (2002) a few years 
before. The study by Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004a) investigated the effect of mental 
training with the use of biofeedback to improve swi1m11ers' perfo1mance. The 
investigation assessed 40 participants of ages between 16 and 18, who were separated 
into a group that undetwent the Wingate protocol and into a control group; each of the 
groups had 20 participants. 
The intervention group underwent the five steps proposed by Blumenstein et al. 
Subjects trained for 10 weeks and participated in 31 training sessions of about 30 to 35 
minutes each. The sessions included biofeedback training using heart rate, skin 
resistance and respiratory pace. The authors' data analysis, following the conclusion of 
the program' s implementation, pointed to the fact that the intervention group significantly 
improved their swimming performance when compared to the control group. Further 
detailing the analysis, the authors highlighted that most of the improvement was achieved 
during steps 4 and 5 of the training program, when athletes transitioned from using self-
regulatory techniques in the laboratory simulations to using them during actual 
swimming performance (Bar-Eli & Blumenstein, 2004a). 
The study took multiple data points across the length of the study and shed light 
on the efficiency of the Wingate protocol, which uses biofeedback for performance 
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enhancement; moreover, it emphasized the fact that most of the improvement in 
performance must be expected toward the end of the Wingate training program. 
The same authors, Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004b), conducted a similar study 
investigating the effect of biofeedback, as part of the Wingate protocol on adolescents' 
running performance. Participants were 79 male and female adolescents of ages between 
16 and 18 who were randomly assigned to either an experimental group or a control 
group. The experimental group underwent 12 weeks of training with 26 sessions lasting 
about 3 5 minutes each. The training started with heart rate biofeedback, followed by 
EMG and skin resistance, this order was chosen because the participants were familiar 
with the relation between heart rate modifications and relaxation. 
The authors' fmdings indicated that the experimental group improved 
performance in running, with a significant decrease in time to complete the 30 meters 
short run, when compared to the control group after the completion of the training 
protocol. 
Similar to their findings in the previous study (Bar-Eli & Blumenstein, 2004a), 
the most improvement in performance was found toward the middle and fmal portions of 
the intervention period. As previously mentioned, the findings suggested that when using 
the Wingate protocol progress in performance should be expected in mid to long term 
· periods. This information is very important in establishing goal setting accurately prior 
to implementation of the training teclmiques used by Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004a; 
2004b). 
In the following year, Vernon (2005) wrote a review of the EEG biofeedback 
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literature criticizing the influence of the use ofEEG biofeedback for overall performance 
enhancement in different areas, including sports. The author reviewed articles that used 
biofeedback and other articles that assessed psychophysiological differences during 
performance. Vernon (2005) concluded that due to a broad variety in methodological 
approaches and technical difficulties it was not possible to correlate biofeedback with 
performance enhancement, suggesting a series of procedures, including the creation of a 
methodological pattern to address these concerns. 
In the same year, Edmonds (2005) concluded a doctoral dissetiation investigating 
the effect of the Wingate protocol, which included biofeedback training, to improve 
performance in competitive race car simulation. 
Nine participants were randomly assigned to an optimal arousal regulation group, 
a poor arousal regulation group, and a control group. All participants were tested in a car 
race simulator prior to the intervention period. Participants in the intervention groups 
received biofeedback training to learn to self-regulate arousal levels, measured by skin 
resistance and heart rate. Participants underwent nine sessions of training over a 14-week 
period, with an average of 35 minutes per session. The optimal regulation group received 
feedback to self-regulate arousal levels to their optimal zones of functioning, while the 
poor arousal regulation group trained to be able to self-regulate and maintain poor zones 
of functioning levels of arousal. 
The findings confirmed the hypothesis that participants would be able to self-
regulate levels of arousal while performing the race time trials simulations. The author 
found improvement in race-time trial simulation for all groups. with higher improvement 
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for the optimal arousal regulation group, followed by the control group. 
Although Edmonds (2005) had a small number of participants, the quality ofthe 
analysis allowed for a very detailed investigation of the variables that played a role in the 
participants' performance. The author highlights individual differences each participant 
displayed during the study, confirming previous authors theories (Bar-Eli & Blumenstein, 
2004a, 2004b; Blumentein et al. , 1997). 
Edmond's (2005) dissetiation got published some years later by Edmonds, 
Tenenbaum, Mann, Johnson, and Kamata (2008) with the title The Effect Of Biofeedback 
Training on Effective Regulation and Simulated Car-Racing Performance: An 
Experimental Study. 
The influence of the work done by Blumenstein et al. (1997) can also be noticed 
in the work by Galloway and Lane (2005). The authors designed an investigation on the 
effect that the Wingate protocol would have on tennis athletes' serving perfmmance. 
In the research, six male tennis athletes of ages between 13 and 14 participated in 
a series of interventions based on the Wingate protocol. Each of the five suggested steps 
consisted of 12 sessions over a period of 3 weeks. On average, sessions lasted about 32 
minutes. Galloway and Lane provided a very detailed data set for each of the training 
phases, which allowed a good comparison of the results for each of the athletes. The 
single-subject design is beneficial in providing numerous details for each participant, but 
lacked the strength for generalization. The authors highlighted that the overall result of 
the study was confinnation of the hypothesis that the biofeedback based training would 
assist on the improvement of serving accuracy performance. 
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Still in the same year, Strack (2005) completed a dissertation in which 43 
participants of ages between 15 and 19 were randomly assigned to either a control group 
or an intervention group that received herui rate variability biofeedback training to 
improve baseball batting perfonnance. There were six sessions per participant, lasting 30 
minutes each. The author used biofeedback training independent from other techniques 
and evaluated the effect it had on baseball performance enhancement. The data analysis 
provided by Strack (2005) was very comprehensive and analyzed impmiant aspects in the 
interaction between the use of biofeedback training and athletes' performance. 
Among the analyses conducted by Strack (2005) was a demographic and 
physiological comparison between groups before the interventions. Strack provided 
important analysis of details, including subtle variations that participants had during the 
training periods, and how athletes were able to put into practice the orientations provided 
during the training sessions. 
The findings by Strack indicated that participants in the training group were able 
to regulate heart rates and control herui rate variability during the training sessions. 
Furthermore, both groups' performance improved over the length of the investigation; 
with the group that underwent biofeedback training having twice as much improvement 
than the control group. The methods applied, the detailed analysis of the gathered data 
and the investigated hypotheses, made his dissertation an important contribution to the 
better understanding the role of biofeedback in improving baseball players' batting 
performance. 
Yet another contribution to a better understanding of the role of biofeedback in 
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the improvement of tennis athletes' performance was a case study published by Wilinska, 
Walczak, Gracz, and Unierzyski (2005). The authors conducted a case study 
investigating the effect of an EEG biofeedback training program on tennis serving 
accuracy. The training consisted of eight EEG, biofeedback-based sessions of 20 minutes 
each over a 3 week period. Before and after the training, the athlete undertook a tennis 
serving test in which she was asked to serve inside pre-determined target areas placed in 
the comers of the serving zone. 
The authors reported improvement in serving accuracy and proposed the 
conelation between the training series using EEG biofeedback and the enhanced 
performance in serving precision. Wilinska et al. also acknowledged that there was need 
for further validation of the practices by conducting similar procedures with a larger 
number of participants. 
Still in the same year, Bajaj (2005) published a research that investigated how 
biofeedback associated with relaxation techniques could assist athletes to improve 
relaxation abilities. Thirty male participants of ages between 18 and 30 were assigned to 
3 different groups; the first group had athletes whose sports were aerobic in nature, the 
second group had athletes whose sports were anaerobic in nature, and the final group had 
athletes in sports with both aerobic and anaerobic natures. 
· The method consisted of 15 sessions of 30 minutes each in which heart rate 
biofeedback was provided to participants trying to relax with the use of music in the 
initial sessions, followed by imagery in the final sessions. The findings evidenced that all 
groups were able to reduce their average heart rates, with the athletes in the aerobic group 
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having the most expressive and statistically significant findings. 
The study shed light on the applicability of heart-rate biofeedback to improve 
relaxation, measured by heart rates and when used in association with music and 
visualization. Although the number of participants in each group was demographically 
uneven, the fact that athletes participating in sports with aerobic nature were able to show 
greater ability to decrease hemi rates is an interesting finding to be considered by 
professionals involved in athletes ' development. 
Wilson et al. (2006) published a book chapter on the imp01iance of concentration 
and how concentration affects athletes ' performance. The authors outlined a series of 
orientations and techniques to assist athletes to develop and maintain concentration when 
training and competing, which included biofeedback. In the chapter, they highlighted the 
importance of the use of physiological assessments as a monitoring tool for 
concentration, and biofeedback as a training tool to develop concentration abilities. 
Furthermore, the authors proposed detailed exercises with the use of biofeedback to 
enhance concentration. 
The chapter is an important addition to the body of literature as well as for 
practitioners m1d researchers interested in the use of biofeedback. 
In the same year Wilson et al. (2006b) published an article describing some of the 
applied work implemented in A.C. Milan, a professional soccer team in Italy, that 
decided to invest in sports sciences, creating the "Milan Lab." The center uses sciences, 
including biofeedback, to assist athletes to further develop skills, to recover from injuries, 
and to do work toward injury prevention. The publication highlighted the work done by 
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Dr. Bruno De Michelis, head of AC Milan's sports sciences program at that time. 
Wilson et al. (2006b) provided a brief description of some of the programs 
developed by De Michelis in the A.C. Milan sports science center, including "pre-
performance state training, physiological assessment to master 'zone of optimal 
functioning, desensitization and inhibition of self-talk." (p. 79) 
Although very concise, this publication denoted important references, not only by 
pointing to the use of biofeedback towards spmis performance enhancement, but also by 
providing the first peer reviewed report of the use of biofeedback by an important 
professional soccer team in the sports' world scene. 
Yet another important contribution, in providing a practical example of the use of 
biofeedback as an aid to the preparation of professional athletes, was the work done by 
Blumenstein and Lidor (2007). 
Blumenstein and Lidor (2007) delineate a four year sports psychology program 
designed and implemented to assist on the preparation of Israeli professional athletes with 
hopes to participate in the Olympic Games. 
The program consisted of a 5-step program with the use of biofeedback, 
psychological training, and response training based on the Wingate protocol. 
Blumenstein and Lidor (2007) worked with Olympic Games' prospects and athletes who 
ended up qualifying to compete in the Olympic Games. 
Steps and specificities of the program were for different sports; the authors 
provided readers with a great notion of how to apply similar programs with athletes and 
some discussions about the program's implementation. 
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More theoretical support was given by Hammond (2007) in his article about 
possible uses of EEG biofeedback geared toward improvement of athletes ' performance. 
The author discussed the application of EEG biofeedback to improve athletes' physical 
balance. Moreover, Hammond discussed ideal numbers of training sessions for athletes, 
highlighting the need for further research to ground practical orientations for practitioners 
on this topic. 
The article was a bold depiction of the possible use of EEG biofeedback for 
improvement of performance in sports; the author stated that he had successfully used 
EEG biofeedback training with an Olympic ski team member, but provided no detailed 
data, emphasizing the need for future controlled investigations. 
Still in the same year, Goudas, Theodorakis, and Laparidis (2007) published an 
article investigating the relation between heart rate deceleration and athletic endurance. 
Although many studies had investigated the effect of biofeedback on heart rate 
deceleration during aerobic exercises (Goldstein, Ross & Brady, 1977; Lo & Johnson, 
1984; Moleiro & Cid, 2001 ), Goudas et al. were the first to analyze its direct effect on 
sports performance by investigating the correlation between heart rate deceleration and 
endurance in cycling. 
The design consisted of randomly separating 80 participants of ages between 18 
and 21 into 4 groups; the first group received heart-rate biofeedback and goal setting for 
heart-rate deceleration; group 2 received the same as group one with the addition of goal 
setting for endurance; the third group received heart-rate biofeedback during the tasks 
and goal setting for endurance, but not for heart-rate deceleration; and the final group was 
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a control group only asked to do their best at every task. 
After the conclusion of the program, there was evidence that there was significant 
enhancement on endurance performance for participants in group 1 and 2, with the 
greatest improvement seen for group 1. The authors concluded that "heart rate feedback 
coupled with goal setting for heart rate decrease is effective in enhancing endurance 
perfonnance" (p. 63). 
The research was an important reference for future investigations that focus on 
endurance development with the use of heart-rate biofeedback or biophysiological 
measurements. 
Carlstedt (2007) proposed an evaluation and training protocol using different 
types of technology, including EEG biofeedback, quantitative EEG assessments, and 
wireless heart rate biofeedback. The author based the design of his protocol on 10 years 
of experience in the implementation of the aforementioned technological advances with 
tennis athletes. 
Carlstedt proposed a thorough investigation of details that are peculiar to each 
athlete, to only afterward determine what kinds of interventions are more adequate to 
reach specific performance enhancement objectives. After this step, a progression of 
techniques was implemented, in accordance to the athlete's characteristics. 
In spite of the fact that Carlstedt grounded the design of his protocol in research 
and experience, the protocol would have much more scientific validation and effect had 
he applied research methods previously used in the literature (e.g., the Wingate protocol). 
Arns, Kleinnijenhuis, Fallahpour, and Breteler (2007) conducted an interesting 
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investigation on the effect of EEG biofeedback training geared toward improvement of 
golfers' putting. The investigation consisted of an initial assessment with each of the 6 
participants (3 male and 3 female), followed by 8 series of 1 0 putts, totaling 80 putts 
each. During this assessment an individual profile for ideal performance was traced with 
the use ofEEG data. Following the initial assessment, each golfer underwent 3 sessions 
with the assistance of EEG biofeedback. Participants received a signal informing them if 
their EEG activity was outside the ideal zone and could only perform the next putt after 
regulating EEG levels to the ideal zone. 
The findings demonstrated significant difference in golfers ' performance during 
the first session and the second session with assistance of EEG biofeedback when 
compared to the initial assessment session. Participants showed no significant 
improvement in performance on the final session with EEG biofeedback. 
Ams et al. concluded that EEG biofeedback assisted on the development of golf 
putting abilities and increased performance for all participants, and, therefore, that EEG 
biofeedback provided significant assistance on the teaching process for golfers. Even 
though the design didn't account for other variables affecting performance such as 
training time and technical development, which could have been done with the use of 
control groups; the fmdings were expressive and pointed towards the fact that when used 
correctly, EEG biofeedback can be an important assistant in performance development 
for golf athletes. 
Technological advancements have allowed for the transition of the use of 
biofeedback from the laboratory to applications during the practice of sports. This 
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transition has also brought some challenges, because movement affects the data being 
recorded, which needs to be accounted for to precisely process the gathered information 
and to accurately provide feedback to athletes. 
These movement issues were addressed by Thompson et al. (2008), who 
published an article that discussed how researchers using EEG biofeedback were 
cunently addressing the movement issue. Thompson et al. outlined variables that affect 
EEG data collection during movement, including skin variations, tongue movements, 
facial expressions, and head-muscle movements among others. 
The publication is a very important addition to the literature of biofeedback 
training in sports, because it provided practitioners and researchers insight into variables 
that needed to be taken into consideration. Thompson et al. (2008) also provided 
suggestions about how to manage issues associated with EEG data collection and 
feedback during its application with athletes on the field. 
Further support of the practical application of biofeedback for athletes' 
perfmmance was provided by Blumenstein and Lidor' s (2007) publication, "The Road to 
the Olympic Garnes: A Four-Year Psychological Preparation Program." The authors 
described the implementation of a program developed to provide Israeli Olympic athletes 
with "psychological preparation" (p. 287) in the Olympic village, days before the 
Olympic Garnes. 
Blumenstein and Lidor (2007) provided readers with practical examples of the 
implementation of the program during the 2000 and the 2004 Olympic Garnes. In 
addition to that, the authors expressed concern with the development of biofeedback 
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applications in sports, and with the possible use of such methods by other professionals, 
describing specific recommendations for the efficient implementation of training. 
In the same year, Tanis (2008) completed a dissertation investigating the effect of 
heart-rate biofeedback training for 13 female volleyball athletes, members of the same 
. team. The training consisted of six sessions of 30 minutes each over the period of 6 
weeks. The author ' s hypothesis was that the biofeedback training would assist athletes to 
enhance their performance, which was measured by ratings given by the team' s coaching 
staff and by a comparison of points scored in volleyball matches. 
The findings by Tanis (2008) contradicted her hypothesis, because there was no 
significant improvement in performance after the heart rate biofeedback training. On the 
other hand, athletes were able to improve their abilities to self.:.regulate heart rates after 
implementation of the training. 
While the findings were not supportive of the unconditional correlation between 
the use of biofeedback and improvement in athletes' performance; they shed light into the 
need for careful consideration of the athletes ' and circumstantial characteristics for 
successful implementation of a biofeedback based training program. Determining 
correlations between targeted physiological changes and improvement in performance is 
one of the most important steps in a biofeedback intervention and must be an educated 
decision accounting peculiarities of the sports and of the skills in question. 
Lagos et al. (2008) also investigated the effect of variations in heart rate on sports 
performance. The authors conducted a case study with a golfer, in which he trained for 
10 sessions with durations varying between 30 to 45 minutes for each session. The 
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sessions were designed to assist the golfer to enhance his ability to regulate heart rates 
and reduce pre-competitive stress. While undergoing the biofeedback training, the golfer 
didn't practice golf or any other skills that could assist on his golf performance 
development. 
After the completion of the study, Lagos et al. (2008) were able to note a decrease 
in the golfer' s anxiety, measured by the Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2 (CSAI-
2). Fm1hennore, the golfer improved his ability to self-regulate and also improved golf 
perfonnance, measured by the number of strokes during golf competitions. Although 
case studies do not represent great statistical significance, the work by Lagos et al. 
provided support to the fact that training that made use of biofeedback may become 
effective for sports performance enhancement when taking into consideration individual 
characteristics from each athlete. 
Another investigation focusing on the use of biofeedback for athletes' preparation 
for competitions was a dissertation by Dupee (2008). The author conducted an 
investigation of the effect of a 35-hour program, including EEG and physiological 
assessments, followed by EEG and biofeedback training for six Canadian Olympic level 
athletes on competitive anxiety and focus. 
The origin of the program implemented by Dupee (2008) was the 5-step protocol 
proposed by Blumenstein et al. (1997). The program by Dupee (2008) started with an 
interview with each athlete, followed by psycho=physiological and EEG assessments. 
The training period consisted of 3 0 hours, and each of the 15 sessions consisted of 
about 2 hours of training, in which half of the time was devoted to biofeedback training 
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and the other half to EEG biofeedback trainmg. The fmal step consisted of a new 
interview with each athlete, followed by psycho-physiological and EEG assessments. 
The author presented the investigation in a multiple case-study design with 
detailed results for each athlete. Overall, athletes were able to develop awareness of the 
effect of anxiety on their bodies; moreover, athletes were able to improve their ability to 
self-regulate and decrease anxiety symptoms. 
The fact that Dupee was able to conduct her investigation with Olympic level 
athletes is important to provide a perspective from the elite level of competition. The 
author's findings demonstrate an important correlation between the methods used and 
success in achieving self-regulatory abilities and control of competitive anxiety with the 
use of biofeedback. 
The work by Edmonds (2005) that investigated the effect of biofeedback training 
on competitive racing was published in a peer reviewed journal by Edmonds et al. (2008), 
as previously mentioned. 
A year later Timothy Harkness, an experienced biofeedback practitioner in sports 
who currently works in the sports sciences "mind room" in the English soccer premier 
league team Chelsea Football Club, published a descriptive article about a series of 
biofeedback interventions and other techniques used to assist an Olympic level shooting 
athlete on preparations for the 2008 Olympic Games (Harkness, 2009). 
The article described a program that was implemented to assist a competitive 
shooter through a period of 9 months preceding the 2008 Olympic Games. Harkness 
(2009) highlighted that determining which interventions to use and the order in which to 
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use them was crucial to a successful implementation of the program, the author 
emphasized the fact that the program was specifically designed to fit the athlete's 
characteristics. 
Because shooting is a high precision sports, Harkness (2009) made use of 
techniques that assisted the athlete improve focus, steadiness, and reactivity for the shots 
during a competition. The author made use of respiration training, electrodermal 
biofeedback, thermal biofeedback, EEG biofeedback, and heart rate variability 
biofeedback training to assist in the athlete's performance enhancement. 
The shooter was able to improve performance not only by implementing the 
biofeedback training program, but also by maintaining his habitual competitive shooting 
practices and other interventions that included chiropractic manipulations and muscle 
activation training with other professionals. 
A new contribution was made by Ulahakone and Senanayake (2009) whose 
article represented the first investigation on the use of biofeedback for injury prevention 
in sports. 
The authors investigated how motion biofeedback affected two athletes' abilities 
to perform a landing motion after jumping during a "Drop Vertical Jump" assessment 
task. They studied ideal ranges of motion for the knee and set the biofeedback device to 
provide athletes with vibration feedback when the range of motion was outside the ideal 
zone. 
Ulahakone & Senanayake (2009) had each participant undergoing five jumping 
and landing trials with no biofeedback assistance, followed by five trials with 
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biofeedback assistance. The authors concluded that both athletes were able to learn better 
landing motion patterns during the "Drop Vertical Jump" test when using the biofeedback 
apparatus. 
This new area of applied work using biofeedback definitely needed fmiher 
investigations with a larger number of participants and a more thorough investigation of 
its effect on injury prevention. Maintenance of healthy motion patterns during spmis 
practices, which may lead to a reduction of injury occuiTences for athletes, is definitely 
an area of interest for professionals involved with athletes' training, development, and 
health management. 
Lagos (2009) completed a dissertation on the development of an assessment and 
training program using heart-rate biofeedback to assist athletes to develop self-regulatory 
abilities that may assist in performance development. 
The author conducted a pilot study with five golf athletes investigating the 
program's characteristics and adjustments that could be addressed for the development of 
an efficient biofeedback training program; these included the length of the training and 
when assessment sessions should be conducted. 
Lagos proposed a seven-session program, outlining details for each of the 
sessions, including the program's guidelines for training, assessments, and activities 
designed to be used in sports settings. 
Granting the fact that the program developed by Lagos (2009) was grounded in 
research findings and previous protocols using heart rate biofeedback, an evaluation of 
the program's effect on athletes' abilities to self-regulate and on enhancement of their 
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performance would without question provide futiher validation to the proposed program. 
Another dissertation, by Shaw (201 0), investigated the effect of a heart-rate and 
EEG biofeedback training program designed for 11 university-level, Division I female 
artistic gymnasts of an average age of 20. The training consisted of 10 sessions lasting 
10 minutes each, over a period of 6 weeks. 
Data analysis of the gynmasts' performance consisted of scores on the gymnastics 
balance beam apparatus. The scores taken into consideration were from a competition 
prior to the program's implementation, from two competitions while the program was 
being implemented, and finally from a follow up performance assessment accounting for 
retention, 4 weeks after the completion of the training. 
Shaw highlighted significant improvement in gymnasts' performance during the 
two assessments that were taken over the length of the training period. These scores were 
also significantly greater than the ones taken 4 weeks after the conclusion of the training 
period. 
The author provided a thorough analysis of the data, resulting in a great insight, 
which made the con-elations between, biophysiological data, EEG data, and performance 
data easy to be understood. 
The dissertation was an important addition to the body of literature, with its 
detailed data analysis and discussion of the findings, representing a great contribution on 
the use of biofeedback for sports performance applications. 
The second reference in the literature to investigate the effect of the use of 
biofeedback towards performance targeting injury prevention was a publication by 
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Edvardsson (20 1 0). The research design proposed by the author was much more 
complex than the initial work done a year before by U1ahakone and Senanayake (2009), 
and built on previous research methods. 
Edvardsson (2010) elaborated his interventions based on the 5-step protocol 
proposed by Blumenstein et al. (1997) that used heart rate and skin resistance 
biofeedback along with other techniques, including visualization and progressive 
relaxation. 
The investigation began with 2 7 young soccer athletes of ages between 16 and 19, 
separated into an experimental group with 13 participants and a control group with 14 
participants. The experimental group underwent 7 training sessions lasting from 30 to 60 
minutes each. The first session was an introduction to the program followed by a 
progressive relaxation technique; session 2 consisted of respiration training with 
assistance from heart-rate biofeedback. During the third session participants were asked 
to visualize stressful situations, while in the fourth session athletes trained relaxation 
techniques while skin resistance data was recorded, with no feedback for the participants. 
The fifth session consisted of video-assisted training to determine pmiions of the 
game in which the athlete lacked focus or presented elevated stress. During the following 
session the athletes were presented with game situations in which they needed to adjust 
their activation levels, which were measured and fed back to the athlete with the use of 
skin resistance data. 
The final session was devoted to summarize the study and the techniques learned 
and to provide orientations for the athletes on how to implement the learned skills during 
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the soccer season. 
Edvardsson (2010) compared the injury occurrences from the control group and 
the experimental group after the training sessions took place. The author found a 
significant statistical difference, while the intervention group had five injured players 
(with one injury each), the control group had 12 injured players with a total of 14 injuries. 
The study represented a noteworthy effect on the use of biofeedback and mental 
training for spmis purposes. Although the number of participants and the length of the 
investigation were limited, the investigation was a great reference for future studies to be 
conducted focusing on athletes' injury prevention. 
Another publication in the same year, by Larsson (2010), focused on the effect of 
the use ofEMG biofeedback geared toward the development of strength in association 
with isometric exercises. This work followed previous studies investigating a similar 
correlation between the use ofEMG biofeedback and the development of muscular 
strength (Croce, 1986; Lucca & Recchiuti, 1983). 
Larsson (20 1 0) proposed comparisons between a group of 10 participants training 
with isokinetic exercises and an experimental group with an equal amount of participants 
training the same isokinetic exercises with the addition of EMG biofeedback. The 
training consisted of 15 sessions over a period of 15 weeks. 
The hypothesis by Larsson (20 1 0) was that differences in muscle development 
would be found when comparing the groups; nevertheless, after the completion of the 
study both groups improved performance but with no significant differences between 
them. 
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In comparison to other studies investigating a similar conelation (Croce, 1986; 
Lucca & Recchiuti, 1983), the research design by Larsson (20 1 0) is much simpler and 
limited in time. The investigation had a pre and post assessment and does not provide 
assessments throughout the length of the study, a factor that makes an evaluation of the 
pace at which groups developed muscle strength impossible. 
In the same year, Pop-Jordanova and Demerdzieva (2010) conducted a case study 
with an Olympic-level skiing athlete. The investigation focused on the effect of a 2-
month training program consisting of skin resistance biofeedback and 2 different types of 
EEG biofeedback towards improvement in the athlete's skiing performance. 
The program began with training sessions twice per week lasting 45 minutes each; 
the athlete underwent a total of four skin resistance biofeedback sessions in which he 
trained to improve the ability to relax. 
The next phase of the training also lasted 2 weeks and consisted of a total of four 
EEG biofeedback training sessions, lasting 50 to 60 minutes each; the main objective for 
the athlete was to develop relaxation and to lower muscle tension and competitive 
anxiety. The final series of training consisted of 2 EEG sessions with the use of a Peak 
Achievement® biofeedback system, lasting 1 0 to 15 minutes each over a period of a 
week; these training focused on the athlete's ability to maintain attention while 
completing competitive tasks. 
The findings were expressive, because the athlete improved performance in all 
four official skiing competition modalities: slalom, giant slalom, super giant slalom, and 
super combination. Furthermore, the athlete showed improvement in the ability to relax 
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and to maintain focus, as measured by biophysiological assessments. 
Even though the findings were for a single participant, the publication by Pop-
Jordanova and Demerdzieva (2010) demonstrated a successful correlation between the 
series of training sessions and improvement in performance for an elite-level athlete and 
is an important reference for practitioners and researchers. 
Still in the same year, research done by Parnabas, Mahamood, and Ampofo-
Boateng (20 1 0), investigated the types of strategies used by Malaysian athletes to cope 
with anxiety derived from sports competitive situations. It highlighted the use of multiple 
techniques including relaxation, self-talk, biofeedback, and others by competitors from 
different competitive levels. The presence of biofeedback among other very well-known 
techniques was thought-provoking and provided further arguments for the discussion of 
how biofeedback was gaining space in the world of sports and in athletes' preparation for 
competitions. 
A year later, in 2011, the scientific magazine Biofeedback published a volume 
edited by Moss and Tattenbaum (2011) on advances ofthe use ofEEG biofeedback for 
optimal performance, which included articles on sports applications and applications in 
other areas such as the performing arts and business. 
The editors highlighted the growing number of studies investigating the use of 
EEG biofeedback for performance enhancement, and, more specifically for sports 
performance enhancement, including applications for athletes who competed in the 
Vancouver Winter Olympic Games in 2010. 
One of the articles in the "Biofeedback" special EEG biofeedback edition was by 
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Wilson and Peper (2011); the authors explain important differences between EEG 
biofeedback work done in a clinical setting and in the field of sports. 
Wilson and Peper (20 11) highlighted the importance of adapting the applied work 
to the specific circumstances presented by each athlete and by the characteristics of the 
sport they compete in. The authors propose a number of suggestions for practitioners and 
researchers, including how to design each session in accordance to the main purpose of 
the training. 
Wilson and Peper exemplified their set of suggestions for the applied use of EEG 
in sports with work done with a tennis player who was able to reduce anger with 
assistance of a training program including EEG biofeedback. 
Another article in the same edition was the report of applied work by Harvey et al. 
(20 11) using a biofeedback based training to assist speed skating athletes to improve 
reaction time performance. 
The participants were members of the Canadian Speed Skating national team, 
competing in the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympic Games, of ages between 18 and 28. 
Each athlete participated in a 5-week program that encompassed 10 sessions, over a 
period of 5 weeks, with a total of 600 reaction time trials. 
The authors used a reaction time device synchronized with a biofeedback device, 
which allowed collection ofEEG, EMG, hemt rate, and skin resistance biophysiological 
data. Each participant underwent reaction time trials that simulated the start of a speed 
skating race, with audio and video simulating the speed skating arena characteristics. 
Harvey et al. recorded results for each of the training sessions that allowed a 
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thorough discussion of the findings. The results comparing reaction time before and after 
the training program showed statistical significance, with improvement in average 
reaction time for the group of participants. This report by Harvey et al. provided an 
important contribution to researchers and practitioners, with practical applications of 
biofeedback training for Olympic level athletes. 
Building on the work of Arns et al. (2007) and Lagos et al. (2008) on the effect of 
biofeedback for improvement of golfers' performance, Lagos et al. (2011) published a 
case study investigating the effect of heart-rate biofeedback training on a golfer's ability 
to lower anxiety and improve golf performance. 
The training program proposed consisted of 10 training sessions over a period of 
10 weeks, with the addition of daily sessions at home, when the athlete trained by herself 
using a portable heart rate biofeedback apparatus. The participant was 21 years of age 
and competed at NCAA division I level. 
Besides physiological measurements and simulated golf performance scores, the 
authors investigated the athlete's anxiety and stress levels, using the Competitive State 
Anxiety Inventory (CSAI-2) and the Selby stress scale, respectively. The findings 
expressed improvement on the golfer's ability to self-regulate heart rates, lower anxiety 
and stress levels, besides improvement on the golfer's performance during completion of 
a simulated golf course. The investigation provided a detailed analysis of the data and on 
the correlation between the training, stress levels, anxiety levels, and performance scores. 
As highlighted by the authors, a study with more participants would have strengthened 
the findings; the authors addressed this issue mentioning that they were currently 
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conducting a larger scale study with similar intervention methods. 
Another contribution in the same year, by Strack and Woolsey (2011), 
investigated the effect ofhemi-rate biofeedback training on baseball batting performance. 
The research and findings were presented at the American College of Sports Medicine 
58th Annual Meeting. The investigation consisted of a series of heart-rate biofeedback 
training for the experimental group, while another group served as control and did not 
undergo any training. Pmiicipants were 43 young baseball athletes of ages between 15 
and 19. 
Strack and Woolsey (20 11) reported that both the experimental and the control 
group showed significant improvement in batting performance after the training period, 
with the experimental group displaying twice as much improvement when compared to 
the control. The research had a relatively large number of participants (43), when 
compared to other investigations focusing on biofeedback training geared toward sports 
applications. A formal publication of the findings, with data analysis and discussions, 
would have without question provided researchers and practitioners with a powerful 
reference for future work. 
Yet another contribution focusing on the improvement of performance for 
baseball athletes was the case study published by Silvennan (2011). The author was 
presented with a professional baseball athlete's complaint that he could not maintain 
focus and concentration throughout an entire baseball game. 
After an evaluation of the areas in which the athlete needed improvement, 
Silverman created an intervention program using EEG biofeedback training, "Interactive 
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MetronomeH (IM), a patented technology designed to enhance focus, concentration, 
coordination, and timing through a series of synchronized hand and foot exercises" (p. 
41 ), and information processing therapy. 
Because the athlete was a professional competitor with a complicated schedule, 
the author decided that instead of several sessions, the program would consist of 6 
sessions lasting 2 hours each. Silverman repmied that the athlete improved his timing 
and coordination and his ability to concentrate and to focus after the training sessions 
concluded. 
While the lack of pre and post intervention data for the case study limited the 
validation of Silverman's (20 11) conclusion, the publication added to literature 
supporting the use of biofeedback as part of a broader set of interventions (Harkness, 
2009; Harvey et al., 2011) to assist on athletes' performance enhancement. 
Perry, Shaw, and Zaichkowsky (2012) published an article with two separate 
research projects. The first was on the effect of heart-rate biofeedback training for the 
improvement of gymnasts' performance, which was a portion of the abovementioned 
dissertation conducted by Shaw (2010). The second research by Perry et al. (2012) 
investigated the effect of skin resistance and respiratory biofeedback training towards the 
improvement of ice hockey athletes' shooting skills. 
Participants in the second study were four NCAA Division I ice-hockey athletes 
of ages between 18 and 21. They underwent eight sessions of 12 minutes each, in which 
they were shown feedback of their skin resistance, and asked to self-regulate using six-
breaths per minute patterns to decrease skin-resistance scores. Participants underwent a 
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shooting task before and after the training period. During the final assessments the 
athletes were asked to use the respiratory techniques learned during the training. Perry et 
al. found that all participants improved shooting performance after the training. 
The publication provided evidence of positive correlation between biofeedback 
training and improvement in athletes' performance in two different sports, gymnastics 
and ice hockey. This factor is relevant as it provides further support on the range of 
applications of biofeedback training for performance enhancement in different sports. 
One more publication outlined a training program developed for Olympic level 
athletes' preparation (Beauchamp et al. , 2012). The authors described a comprehensive 
3-year program that was developed for 10 male and 10 female Canadian speed skating 
athletes who trained at a Canadian national training center, "Speedskating Canada". 
Beauchamp et al. described a 7-phase program, including orientation and 
observation, sports analysis, individual team assessment, concept-utilization, intervention 
strategies, implementations, and evaluations. During each of the 3 years of the program 
each athlete underwent components of each of the 7 phases including techniques like 
biofeedback training, psychological skills, imagery, mental toughness, and goal setting 
among others. 
Besides a broad variety of interventions, the program counted on a vast array of 
assessments as well, which included Ottawa Mental Skills Assessment Test (OMSAT-3), 
qualitative interviews, Recovery-Stress Questionnaire (RESTQ-Sports), Test of 
Attentional and Interpersonal Style (T AIS), and others. 
Beauchamp et al. was a very detailed and well-designed program with many 
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assessment and interventional components. The fact that the program was conducted 
over a long-term period required the authors to manage constant evaluations ofthe 
athletes and adaptations on the program's plan. 
While there are no specific analyses of pre and post program data, Beauchamp et 
al. highlighted that participants were able to perform as well at the Olympic Games as in 
other elite level competitions during the length of the training program. 
The publication by Beauchamp et al. (2012) may serve as reference for 
practitioners who want to develop mid to long term projects targeting improvement in 
athletes' performance. 
Building on the work by De Witt (1980) and Kavussanu et al. (1998), who 
investigated biofeedback-based interventions for basketball athletes, Paul and Garg 
(2012) conducted research assessing the effect ofheru.1-rate biofeedback training geared 
toward basketball athletes' performance and their abilities to self-regulate. 
Participants were 17 male and 13 female basketball athletes of ages between 18 
and 28, who had high anxiety scores on the Spielberger-state, trait anxiety inventory 
(STAI). The 30 participants were randomly assigned to three groups: control, 
experimental, and placebo. The experimental group underwent 10 heart-rate biofeedback 
training sessions lasting 20 minutes each for 10 consecutive days. The heart-rate target 
zones for each of the athletes were determined with a series of measurements taken 
during the first session, in which athletes were under different breathing pattern 
conditions. 
The placebo group watched motivational videos for 10 sessions lasting 20 
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minutes each for 10 consecutive days; while the control group received no training 
whatsoever during the same amount of days. Paul and Garg proposed a thorough 
investigation of the data, finding a significant improvement in performance, measured by 
basketball passing, shooting, and dribbling when comparing the experimental group to 
the control and to the placebo groups. Moreover; significant differences were found in 
the athletes' ability to regulate heart rates and decrease anxiety for the experimental 
group compared to the other two groups. 
The research by Paul and Garg (2012) provided evidence grounding the 
hypothesis that improvement in performance can be reached with the assistance of 
biofeedback training, specifically for athletes who develop the ability to control their 
heart rates and who are able to transfer this technique from the laboratory setting to a 
proper sports application. 
A high quality publication was made available in 2012, the book Case Studies in 
Applied Psychophysiology: Neurofeedback and Biofeedback Treatments for Advances in 
Human Performance, coedited by Edmonds and Tenenbaum (2012). The book counted 
with 12 case studies in which psychophysiological techniques were implemented to assist 
performers, including athletes, to achieve enhancement in performance. 
As each of the cases in the book by Edmonds and Tenenbaum (2012) is described 
by a different author, or by a different group of authors, it provided a variety of 
approaches and techniques; thus, the book shed light onto the broad array of ways in 
which biofeedback and psycho-physiological assessments may be used. 
The chapter by Wilson and Shaw (2012) outlined details about two separate case 
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studies using different biofeedback modalities for the enhancement of the athletes ' 
performance. The first intervention was done with an elite level archer, and the second 
with a 16-year-old winter biathlete. The authors used practical examples to emphasize 
the benefits of short biofeedback training sessions and of the use ofEEG as a powerful 
assessment tool for the development of a training program. 
For the archer, the authors were able to detennine ideal zones of brain activity, 
with the archer perfonning at his best with higher alpha activity and low beta activity. 
Wilson and Shaw reported that the archer had to intenupt training due to financial 
circumstances, which affected further development on his ability to regulate brain activity 
prior to each shot. For the biathlete, one of the main areas of training targeted the 
athlete's ability to maintain focus and avoid extensive self-talk. EEG assessments and 
training were administered, and the athlete was able to develop a better understanding of 
ideal zones for peak performance. Wilson and Shaw (2012) reported that a mid- to long-
term training program would assist the athlete to further his self-regulatory abilities and 
improve his performance. 
Another case study presented in the book by Edmonds and Tenenbaum (2012) 
was the work done by Arave (2012). The author explained details about the work done 
with a golfer and how he trained to decrease pre-competitive anxiety. The case study 
outlined details of the training program, which consisted of 16 sessions lasting from 90 to 
120 minutes each; on top of the training sessions, the golfer received training on how to 
use a portable, heart-rate biofeedback at home to assist on diminishing competitive 
anxiety. The work included heati rate, skin resistance, and EMG assessments, followed 
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by biofeedback-based training sessions, which began with EMG biofeedback to increase 
the golfer's self-awareness before golf strokes. 
Arave reported that the golfer was able to improve his self-control skills and, most 
importantly, to efficiently apply them for competition circumstances; the golfer lowered 
his competitive anxiety and improved his overall performance. 
This intervention by Arave (2012) was a good example ofthe successful use of 
biofeedback training to assist an athlete to overcome difficulties. Similar to many mental 
skills, biofeedback is best used when the athlete becomes independent from it after some 
training time and is able to perform with no assistance from the practitioner. 
Yet another case study that illustrated the use ofbiofeedback training to assist 
Olympic level athletes was provided by Blumenstein and Orbach (2012a). The authors 
described different training protocols that were used for each phase of the athlete's 
training; the training approach was based on the 5-step Wingate protocol by Blumenstein 
et al. (1997), and made use of skin resistance, heart rate, and EMG biofeedback training. 
The participant was an elite level judo athlete with aspirations to compete in the 
2004 Athens Olympic Games. The training consisted of 19 sessions during the 
preparation phase, followed by 18 sessions in a lab setting and 6 sessions during judo 
practices in the competition phase of the training. After the training, the athlete was able 
to improve self-regulatory skills and showed better concentration, reaction time and 
ability to relax before the competition. 
Furthermore, the authors highlighted that along with other training, the Wingate 
protocol assisted the athlete to win the bronze medal in the 2004 Olympic Games. 
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The description provided by Blumenstein and Orbach (2012a) with details about 
the interventions, their findings and the athlete's performance progress, was an important 
addition to the body of literature. 
The same authors, Blumenstein and Orbach (2012b), published another case study 
on the effect of a series of interventions, once again based on the 5-step Wingate 
protocol, with the objective to assist a windsurfer to improve mental skills and overall 
performance during competitions. The authors provided an overview of each step of the 
protocol, including details about the assessment and diagnosis period, in which they 
determined the main components of the athlete's characteristics that needed to be worked 
on. To do so, the authors used heart-rate measurements and EMG assessments to 
determine the athlete's abilities to relax and his tension levels. 
The authors made use of laboratory training and biofeedback training with 
wireless and portable technology on the sea, while the athlete practiced windsurfing; this 
reflected the current available technological capabilities, which are ever improving, 
making use in sports more practical and dynamic. The learning period of the training 
consisted of four sessions lasting from 55 to 60 minutes each, in which feedback was 
provided for the athlete while he was taught self-regulatory techniques. 
Blumenstein and Orbach followed this with a series of four training sessions 
called "identification," in which different biofeedback modalities were tested to 
determine the ones that the athlete best responses to. Next, the authors conducted three 
sessions of imagery and simulations, followed by the "transformation" phase in which the 
athlete trained with biofeedback on the sea and in a lab setting with the objective to be 
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able to quickly enter relaxation and concentration states. 
After the completion of the work with the windsurfer, Blumenstein and Orbach 
(2012b) highlighted the importance ofthe use ofbiofeedback techniques in association 
with regular training and other mental skills training. The authors stated that the athlete 
was able to develop self-regulatory abilities and to improve his performance by 
implementing the leamed skills during competitions. 
Yet another chapter in the book by Edmonds and Tenenbaum (2012) focused on 
sports applications of psycho-physiological assessments and biofeedback training. 
Carlstedt (2012) described details and examples of applications of what he denominates 
as "the Carlstedt protocol". 
The protocol proposed by Carlstedt had as first step the determination of a profile 
for the athlete, followed by assessment of the athlete's ideal zones of performance, by the 
implementation program, and finally, by actual interventions. The practical example 
provided was on the use of the protocol with 9 young baseball players. A bio-
physiological station was set up in the dugout area and players were measured for heart-
rate activity right before heading to the plate for batting or to the mound for pitching for 
13 games. 
Each player received heart-rate training with assistance of respiratory techniques. 
The technique proposed by Carlstedt consisted of synchronizing the inhale period to the 
pitch preparation with a quick exhale period when the pitch was thrown. 
The author provided statistical analysis of baseball performance for the 
participants comparing pre intervention scores to post intervention scores. Results 
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showed improvement on baseball perfonnance after the training. Carlstedt (2012) 
provided further details about some of the athletes by summarizing their progress 
throughout each of the phases of the protocol. 
The presence of baseball statistics before and after the training was a positive 
aspect of the chapter. Defining a new methodological approach may have been an 
important contribution to the field, as future work can use it as a reference for research or 
applied implementations. 
The last case study in the book to outline spmis applications for physiological 
assessments and biofeedback was written by Edmonds (2012). The author described 
work with a college Division I 400-m sprinter who was not able to manage his running 
speed because he would feel worried, anxious, and lacking confidence. Edmonds used 
the 5-step Wingate protocol to administer the assessments and training for the athlete 
over a period of 6 weeks. EMG biophysiological assessment was used for measurement 
of anxiety and tension levels, in addition to the Competitive State Anxiety Inventory 
(CSAI-2). 
Following the Wingate protocol the athlete underwent all 5 steps, which included 
introduction, identification, simulation, transformation and realization. 
After the athlete learned arousal regulatory techniques, it was identified that the athlete 
responded better to the EMG biofeedback than to the other modalities (skin resistance 
and skin temperature). After the completion of the interventions, the athlete was asked to 
perform the self-regulatory techniques and imagery moments before his competitions. 
Comparing the pre-program measurements and the post-program measurements, 
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Edmonds (2012) demonstrated a positive result, because the athlete improved confidence, 
decreased anxiety, and improved performance on the 400-m sprint during the track meets. 
The case study provided further support for the use of a comprehensive program 
including bio-physiological assessments, biofeedback and other techniques including 
imagery and relaxation, geared toward improvement in performance for athletes 
competing in different sp01is; furthermore, the proposed applied work highlighted the 
importance to adjust the training to the athlete ' s characteristics, such as with which 
biofeedback modality he had the best outcomes during training sessions. 
Meta-Analysis 
The most objective and succinct definition of meta-analysis is the one provided by 
Glass (1976), stating that "Meta-analysis refers to the analysis of analyses" (p. 3). It is an 
analysis method that uses statistics to synthesize multiple independent studies' results 
into a common metric. Furthermore, this method allows a quantitative comparison of the 
effect of each of the studies and of groups of studies geared toward the comprehension of 
a common phenomenon. 
Meta-analysis allows a researcher to aggregate a number of studies with similar 
objectives and to interpret its results as a group. This provides means to a more thorough 
understanding of a phenomenon being studied. Not only does it provide a better 
understanding of specific details, but it may also provide evidence for generalization of 
the investigations' findings, because it may look at similar studies investigating different 
· populations with different demographics but with a similar phenomenon in question. 
Although the concept may seem fairly simple, in practice it is not. The 
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complications emerge from the need of an ethical, comprehensive, objective, and precise 
series of procedures; these have as an objective to conduct an adequate application ofthe 
analysis. One example that may shed light on this problem is the choice of the studies to 
be added in a meta-analysis; ifthe selection procedure is arbitrary, the results may be 
biased and not properly answer the proposed questions. 
Aware of this more complex characteristic, Glass (1976) outlined a more detailed 
series of steps to conduct a meta-analysis. The author highlighted the importance of the 
use of objective and effective methods while searching for studies to be included. 
Furthermore, he stated that the characteristics of each of the selected studies must be 
expressed in quantitative terms. 
According to Glass (1976), another key step of a meta-analysis is the 
representation of the studies' treatment effects on a common scale of effect size. Finally, 
the author gave importance to yet another step, which is making use of statistical methods 
to put together studies and compare outcomes and procedures. 
Main Components of a Meta-Analysis 
Since the meta-analysis definition and the series of procedural steps proposed by 
Glass in 1976, meta-analysis as a research method has been evolving to adjust to 
questions raised by the scientific community regarding how adequate and appropriate 
meta-analysis procedures are. Some authors, including Abrami, Cohen, and d' Apollonia 
(1988) and Bullock and Svyantek (1985), have conducted research on the meta-analysis 
methods utilized in multiple investigations; they analyzed the procedures and highlighted 
some of the problems that may affect the quality of a meta-analysis. Among these 
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problems: how the studies considered are found, how the studies are included or 
excluded, and what are the procedures used to calculate effect sizes from different source 
of data. 
Questions such as the ones proposed by Abrami et al. (1988) and Bullock and 
Svyantek (1985) were very positive in the evolution of meta-analysis as a research 
method, because they resulted in modifications that were made with the objective to 
enhance the quality of a meta-analysis, as stated by Durlak and Lipsey (1991 ): "Meta-
analysis is an evolving research strategy with refinements and technical 
improvements"(p. 292). 
This methodological plasticity resulted in changes on what are now perceived as 
the main procedural components of meta-analysis research. This progress, reflected in 
the body of science (Durlak & Lipsey, 1991; Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Lipsey & 
Wilson, 2001; O'Rourke, 2007; Rosenthal, 1995;), indicates the current need for a well-
designed meta-analysis that includes formulation of a sound question; thorough and 
unbiased search for studies, unbiased coding and selection of studies to be included or 
excluded from the meta-analysis; analysis ofthe characteristics of the study (need of 
quantitative nature); adequate statistical conversion of the results into a common metric; 
calculation of studies' effect sizes; tests of heterogeneity; tests for bias; and finally, 
procedures on how the conclusions and interpretations should be drawn from the 
statistical results. 
Meta-Analysis-Historical Facts 
In 1904, the British government asked Karl Pearson to analyze the effects of 
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typhoid vaccines in the population, including mortality occurrences. Pearson analyzed 
data from 5 independent research studies that took place in different locations (Ilic, 2009; 
O'Rourke, 2007). 
This analysis conducted by Pearson in 1904 was known as the birth of meta-
analysis; however, according to today's methodological standards it could not be 
considered a meta-analysis due to the teclmique used to group different samples 
(O 'Rourke, 2007), which today would be considered inadequate. 
In 1976, Gene Glass wrote an article "Primary, Secondary, and Meta-analysis of 
Research" in which he defined what meta-analysis for the first time in scientific research. 
According to Glass (1976), "Meta-analysis refers to the analysis of analyses ... the 
statistical analysis of a large collection of analysis results from individual studies for the 
purpose of integrating the fmdings" (p. 3). 
After the definition by Glass (1976), the use of meta-analysis as a research 
method has been exponentially growing. According to an estimation published by Kulik 
(1984), by 1984, about 300 behavioral and social studies had made use ofthe meta-
analysis method; just a few years after that, Durlak & Lipsey (1991) estimated the 
number of meta-analysis publications to have grown to approximately six hundred. 
Further supporting the aforementioned exponential growth of the use of meta-
analyses, estimations made by Harter, Schmidt, Killham and Agrawal (2009) state that 
more than 1,000 studies have made use of meta-analysis methodology within the medical, 
behavioral, and social fields. 
Moreover; providing additional evidence ofthis growth, the ProQuest (2012) data 
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base for dissertations shows a growing number of dissertations with the term "meta-
analysis" in their titles. Between the years of 1980 and 1989 there were 176 
dissertations, between the years of 1990 and 1999 there were 346 dissertations, between 
the years of2000 and 2009 there were 522 dissertations, and between 2010 and 2012 
there already have been 131 dissertations with the term "meta-analysis" in the titles. 
Applications of Meta-Analysis 
Applications of meta-analysis are not limited to specific fields of study; as long as 
the methodological characteristics of the studies are of quantitative nature, a meta-
analysis may be used to analyze different studies' results. A meta-analysis may assist on 
the generalization of studies' findings. By combining different studies investigating the 
same phenomenon and outcome measures, a meta-analysis may assess the effect of each 
study and how the phenomenon is replicated within different demographics, including for 
example, studies conducted in different continents or with participants of different 
genders, age groups or ethnicity. 
Meta-analysis may assist in the understanding of a phenomenon by comparing 
different variables and their effect on the main outcome of the study. The method allows 
researchers to treat variables in different studies as moderators and allow for a better 
comprehension of the whole dynamic of the phenomenon. 
An example of the investigation of the effect of moderator variables is a research 
by Parks and Steelman (2008). The authors conducted a meta-analysis ofwellness 
programs for organizations. They investigated how participation in organizational 
wellness programs affected job satisfaction and absenteeism. Parks and Steelman 
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investigated the effect of the type ofwellness programs and the program' s 
methodological rigor as moderator variables. They found some differences between the 
aforementioned moderator variables, but no statistically significant effect on the overall 
findings . Therefore, the variables were not considered significant moderators in the 
overall investigation. 
Meta-Analysis on Biofeedback and Neurofeedback as Interventions to Improve 
Sports Performance 
While there has been an exponential growth on the use of meta-analysis as a 
method, no meta-analysis has focused on assessing the effect of biofeedback and 
neurofeedback as interventions to improve performance in sports. The current 
investigation is the first to use meta-analysis to compare scientific publications' effect 
sizes and relative weights on the use of biofeedback and neurofeedback towards sports 
performance. 
Meta-Analysis on Biofeedback and Neurofeedback in Different Fields of Study 
Researchers have investigated the effect of the use of biofeedback and 
neurofeedback for purposes other than sports performance. These included a meta-
analysis of neuromuscular reeducation through the use ofEMG biofeedback 
(Schleenbaker & Mainous, 1993), a meta-analysis on the use ofEMG biofeedback to 
assist on upper and lower mobility of people with partial paralysis (Glanz, Klawansky, 
Stason, Berkey, Shah, Pharr, & Chalmers, 1995), and a meta-analysis on the use of 
neurofeedback to assist on the treatment of ADHD (Ams, de Ridder, Strehl, Breteler & 
Coenen, 2009). 
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A meta-analysis conducted by Schleenbaker & Mainous (1993) focused on the 
effectiveness ofEMG as an intervention for neuromuscular reeducation for stroke 
patients. The authors searched for investigations between the years of 1966 and 1991 
that focused on the use of EMG biofeedback to assist subjects who had a stroke or a 
cerebral vascular disease. The inclusion criteria were: whether subjects had a cerebral 
vascular accident that resulted in hemiplegia, whether the study had a randomized or 
matched control group, whether the study measured a functional outcome, and whether 
EMG biofeedback was the independent variable. The analysis included eight 
independent studies. The authors calculated an average effect size of0.81 with a 95% 
confidence interval, which represent a strong significance and, according to Schleenbaker 
& Mainous (1993), that "EMG biofeedback is an effective tool for neuromuscular 
reeducation in the hemiplegic stroke patient" (p. 1304). 
Another study investigating the use of biofeedback as a tool to assist in the 
rehabilitation process was conducted by Glanz et al. (1995). The meta-analysis included 
eight investigations, six studies focusing on the effect of EMG biofeedback treatment for 
the improvement of the range of motion of paretic upper extremity, and three studies 
focused on the effect of EMG biofeedback treatment for the improvement of paretic 
lower extremity mobility (one of the studies was used for both assessments as it 
investigated rehabilitation of upper and lower paretic limbs). 
The investigation made use of the random-effect meta-analysis model, after 
having found significant heterogeneity between studies. The result of the overall meta-
analysis on the effect ofthe use ofEMG biofeedback to assist on upper extremity 
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mobility enhancement was non-significant (p > .05), as was the result for EMG 
biofeedback's effect on lower extremity mobility enhancement (p > .05). 
One more investigation assessed the use of EMG biofeedback, De Kruif and van 
Wegen (1996) investigated 10 independent studies on the use ofEMG biofeedback as 
part of a floor muscle exercise therapy method to assist on the control of involuntary 
urine loss due to weakened sphincter pelvic muscles. The study found 10 studies with 
control groups and statistical data withp values. Some meta-analysis ' authors chose to 
calculate estimates or transform quantitative findings for a study when there was no p-
value available; De Kruif and van Wegen (1996) chose otherwise and considered articles 
with no p values as statistically not significant. 
Four of the studies in the meta-analysis had no control group, while six studies 
compared exercise therapy with EMG biofeedback against exercise therapy not using 
EMG biofeedback. The authors chose to report the meta-analysis findings describing 
differences between each of the studies, instead of providing discussions on the average 
effect size and on the differences between each of the studies' effect sizes. 
This choice made the comparison with other meta-analysis findings hard to make, 
there were no heterogeneity values, effect sizes of funnel plot that account for bias. The 
authors summarized that "no conclusive evidence is presented" (p. 1 07) on how much 
effect there is on the use of EMG biofeedback for the treatment of stress urinary 
incontinence, when compared to floor exercise alone. 
A meta-analysis conducted by Moreland, Thomson, & Fuoco (1998) also 
investigated the effect of biofeedback treatment as an aid for stroke patients seeking 
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improvement in lower extremities movement by developing muscle strength. Eight 
studies were included in the analysis after a search of the literature was done for 
publications between the years of 1976 and 1992. 
The authors investigated the odds ratio statistics because most of the 
investigations had nominal results. Moreland et al. (1998) indicated that groups applying 
EMG biofeedback showed little to no superiority on their improvement of mobility when 
compared to groups that had undergone conventional treatment with no biofeedback 
assistance. Moreover, the authors highlighted the absence of significant statistical 
findings supporting that either of the treatments was superior to the other. Another meta-
analytic study investigating the same variables and treatment as the one by De Kruif and 
van Wegen (1996) was published a few years later, in 1999. The investigation conducted 
by Weatherall (1999) was a meta-analysis of three studies that were part of a previous 
systematic review indicating lack of effectiveness for EMG biofeedback treatment as an 
adjunct to floor muscle exercise therapy. 
The meta-analysis found results contradicting the results of the previous 
systematic review. As the findings of the studies were nominal, the authors chose a 
pooled odds ratio calculation. Any value superior to one would represent a positive 
indicator that the treatment was effective toward the measurement outcome, and the 
pulled result for the three studies was 2.1. 
Weatherall (1999) stated that there was significant statistical evidence pointing to 
the fact that the use ofEMG biofeedback "may be an important adjunct to pelvic floor 
muscle exercises alone in the treatment of female genuine stress urinary incontinence" (p. 
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10 15); however it's important to emphasize that the calculations and conclusions were 
drawn from a very small number (3) of studies. 
Yet another meta-analysis research on biofeedback interventions was the one 
conducted by Crider & Glaros (1999), which investigated the effect of electromyographic 
biofeedback (EMG) as a treatment for temporomandibular disorders. The investigation 
highlighted meta-analysis procedural details, such as the inclusion criteria that 
determined that only studies that had EMG biofeedback treatment compared with 
psychological placebo or with no treatment. 
The analysis looked at a total of 13 independent studies; six with control group 
designs, four with longitudinal design and three with uncontrolled trials. The meta-
analysis traced comparisons on a study to study basis and statistical comparisons of effect 
sizes. The results report left no doubt as to where the differences came from and how 
wide they ranged. The authors transformed data, when necessary, to compare effect sizes 
from all studies included in the meta-analysis. 
Five of the six studies had statistically significant differences between EMG 
biofeedback treatment and the control conditions; the mean effect size for control 
conditions was 0.47 and for the EMG treatment condition effect size was 1.04, 
approaching statistical significance p < .01 (Crider & Glaros, 1999). 
The authors highlighted that even though the extent of the findings were not 
superlative, they supported the fact that EMG biofeedback was an efficient aid to 
temporomandibular disorders. 
A more recent study was the one focusing on the efficacy of neurofeedback 
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interventions as a treatment for ADHD by Ams et al. (2009). The authors excluded any 
investigation that had no standard deviation available and ended up with a meta-analysis 
including a total of 15 studies, some experimental with control groups, other longitudinal 
studies. An interesting factor was that Ams et al. (2009) highlighted the total number of 
subjects included in the meta-analysis, by adding participants from each of the included 
studies the authors reported that 476 subjects were included in the controlled studies ' 
meta-analysis, while 718 were included in the longitudinal design studies ' meta-analysis. 
The meta-analysis grouped studies according to methodology and to the different 
outcome measures (inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity). A detailed result is given 
for each of the separate meta-analyses, Ams et al. (2009) chose this approach over 
running an overall meta-analysis and treating different outcomes and methods as 
moderators. The effect sizes found for each of the outcomes were: 1.024 for inattention, 
0.71 for hyperactivity, and 0.75 for impulsivity. 
After getting separate positive results for each of the separate meta-analyses, Arns 
et al. (2009) drew an overall conclusion that neurofeedback was an effective approach to 
treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. 
These studies are good examples of how meta-analysis could assist with 
comprehension of a specific phenomenon by comparing separate independent studies. 
However, these studies had different outcome measurements, methods, and treatments. It 
was possible to trace important comparisons and draw interesting conclusions as for the 
use of biofeedback and neurofeedback toward different goals. 
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3. Method 
By definition, "Meta-analysis statistically combines independent empirical studies 
that report quantitative findings into a conceptually and methodologically meaningful 
analysis, using well-defined procedures for data collection, coding and analysis" 
(Matsumoto & Van de Vier, 2011). The selection of adequate procedures for data 
collection, coding, and analysis represent direct effect on the quality and on the 
significance ofthe meta-analysis, hence, the emphasis given to the methodological 
methods for the present investigation. 
Operationalization 
First, there was the need to determine the problem investigated, and how the 
operationalization of the concepts is conducted. The present study's main purpose was to 
understand ifbiofeedback implementations had an effect on sports performance. If there 
is effect , it is relevant to understand how significant the effect is and to what direction it 
points, toward a negative effect or a positive effect. Given this main set of objectives, it 
is adamant to define the extent of the concept of biofeedback, and what it encompasses in 
the present investigation. 
Biofeedback 
It is important to emphasize the difference between biofeedback and physiological 
assessment. Biofeedback consists of physiological data that is gathered from an 
individual, translated into an easy to interpret graphic representation, and informed back 
to the individual. Physiological assessment is the gathering of physiological data without 
the feedback component, data is gathered for comparison purposes and not to be 
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informed to the individual being assessed. Confusion between biofeedback and 
physiological assessment may be caused, among other reasons because the same 
equipment may be used for both purposes. Furthermore, the data gathered, including 
modalities (e.g. , heart rate, respiratory rhythm) is the same for both, as are the metrics 
used. 
Through the course of investigations about biofeedback, different modalities 
have been used to represent the biofeedback construct. The terminology "biofeedback" 
encompasses different sorts of feedback including muscle tension or EMG, skin 
conductivity, and others. As an example, brain activity feedback through graphical 
representations has received different denominations, which include: EEG biofeedback, 
neurobiofeedback, neurofeedback, and neurotherapy. This specific modality of 
biofeedback has been used in many studies across different fields of investigation and 
almost separated from the concept "biofeedback"; nevertheless, it is still a biofeedback 
modality. Most researchers consider it as a modality of biofeedback. However, some 
have considered it a technique distinct from the biofeedback construct. 
The current meta-analysis considered the main biofeedback modalities that were 
most frequently used in applied work and academic research: neurofeedback, heart rate 
feedback, muscle tension feedback, respiration rhythm feedback, postural and motion 
feedback, skin temperature feedback, and sweat response feedback (including each of 
their different denominations) as modalities of biofeedback. 
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Studies Retrieval 
A literature search was conducted using the English language to gather empirical 
studies investigating the effect ofbiofeedback training in sports performance. The 
present research attempted to locate all scientifically published investigations on the main 
topic until the date of the present study. 
Bias could be detrimental to the overall goal of the study, which was to provide an 
accurate depiction and critique on the current scientific work being done focusing the 
effect of biofeedback on spmis performance. Therefore, the investigational procedure for 
the literature search conducted in the present study was not limited to major journals, 
"which may selectively publish only the results characterized by lower p values and 
larger effect sizes" (Rosenthal, 1995, p.184). 
The following physical and electronic resources were used to find the initial body 
of references: the Boston University's Electronic Catalog, MIT Libraries electronic 
catalog, Academic OneFile, Medline, Psychlnfo, Pro Quest Dissertation and Theses, 
Google Scholar, the Boston University's Library physical catalog, and the Internet search 
engines Google.com and Bing.com. 
Additionally, a search of the following specific journals with high relevance to the 
main topic of the current investigation was conducted: Journal of Applied Sports 
Psychology, Biofeedback Magazine, Journal of Sports Psychology in Action, Journal 
Psychology of Sports and Exercise, Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback Journal, 
and the journal Sports, Exercise and Performance Psychology. 
The studies were found using the following search words separately, or in 
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combinations: biofeedback, training, treatment, neurofeedback, EEG, EMG, HRV, EKG, 
skin conductance, skin temperature, athlete, sprinter, swimmer, runner, player, rower, 
shooter, runner, sports, skill, ability, strength, performance, conditioning, outcome, 
measurement, preparation, flexibility, speed, accuracy, precision, improve, enhance, 
develop. Permutations of the aforementioned words were also searched for (e.g. runner-
run - rumung; strength - strengthen - strengthening - strengthened) 
After the first search from all of the aforementioned sources was conducted, a 
total of 52 publications were found. Following the first retrieval of researches, a new 
search was conducted by analyzing the references of the obtained publications, which 
resulted in an additional set of eight publications. This raised the total to 60 
publications. 
Following that, a descendant search was conducted by analyzing publications that 
cited the 60 articles. These resulted on a new set of 1 7 publications, adding up to a total 
of 77 publications to be coded. After the coding, the articles were included or excluded 
in the meta-analysis, according to a set of specific criteria that took into consideration the 
methodology requirements of a meta-analysis and to the purposes of the present 
investigation. 
Criteria for Inclusion/Exclusion of Studies in the Meta-Analysis 
Although an important goal of the present investigation was to include as many 
scientific studies as possible in the meta-analysis, a number of criteria had to be 




To be included in the meta-analysis, studies had to have biofeedback (or 
interventions using biofeedback as part of a broader program) as the independent 
variable, and a measurable outcome directly or indirectly related to sports as dependent 
variable. 
Measured outcomes directly related to spmis were those that had an immediate 
effect in spmis, such as shooting skills in soccer, passing accuracy in basketball, 
swi1mning time to complete a distance, archery scores, and batting averages in baseball, 
among others. 
Measured outcomes indirectly related to sports were those with an indirect effect 
in sports, such as reaction time, muscle strength, management of anxiety and stress levels 
before competitions, athletes' flexibility, and athletes' balance, among others. 
Table 2 is a list of the studies included in the meta-analysis and their measured 
outcomes. 
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Table 2 - Studies included in the meta-analysis and their measured outcomes 
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Study's Method 
This criterion established that studies needed to have an experimental design with 
a biofeedback intervention, and measurement of pre and post outcomes; designs with a 
single group and longitudinal design comparing data points were also included. Because 
case studies or studies with case study design are not usually included in meta-analyses, 
the present investigation discussed their inclusion in the main meta-analysis, and a 
separate moderator analysis was conducted including these studies. The overall 
heterogeneity test and analysis of bias, including these studies, were assessed. Their 
results justified removal of these studies for the rest of the meta-analyses and moderator 
analyses, as described in details in the results. 
Statistical Data Availability 
Studies included in the meta-analysis were ones in which the authors provided 
data on the comparisons made in their investigations, including means, standard 
deviations, effect size, or significance levels. Studies that had no p values available, but 
had data for its calculation were included in the analysis, and calculations made. Case-
studies or studies with case-study design that had available data had an estimated effect 
size calculated according to recommendations by Kulinskaya, Morgenthaler, and Staudte 




Where "d " is Cohen's d effect size, "Xl-X2" is the mean average of treatment or 
comparison conditions, and "S" is the standard deviation. 
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Furthermore, as abovementioned, calculations with and without these studies' 
estimations were conducted in order to better understand how much effect these studies 
had in the analyses across studies. 
Sample Size 
Despite the fact that sample sizes play a determinant role on the quality of the 
publications and on the drawn conclusions, tllis factor wasn' t considered as an 
inclusion/exclusion criterion. 
Instead of excluding studies with small sample sizes, the sample sizes were 
analyzed and accounted for when effect sizes and other statistical comparisons were 
made in the present study's data analysis. Tills was an important factor in calculations of 
relative weights, willch are stated in the present analysis' results and discussion sessions. 
Quality of the Studies' Methodologies 
While some of the publications found during the literature search exillbited sound 
methodology procedures (including random selection of participants, control groups and 
intervention groups, assessment of retention levels, and thorough data analysis), others 
were not quite as systematic in their methodologies, statistical analysis and comparisons. 
Despite this heterogeneity, the quality of the chosen methods was not considered 
as an inclusion/exclusion criterion. Tills factor was also weighted during the analysis and 
discussions, and also played an impmiant part on calculations of relative weights. 
Other Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 
Previous meta-analyses have made use of other criteria for inclusion or exclusion 
of analyzed publications, willch narrowed the proposed investigations. 
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Given the scarcity of study availability using biofeedback interventions geared 
toward sports performance, criteria (e.g., date, location, etlmicity, gender, education 
level, athletic aptitude, sports experience, age, or religion) were not considered as factors 
in the inclusion/exclusion of the publications included in this meta-analysis study. These 
criteria are also used as moderators in some meta-analyses; nevetiheless, due to the 
plurality of the types of studies, and of their dependent and independent variables, such 
moderator analysis would result in skewed outcomes in the present analysis, and 
therefore, were not included as separate moderators. 
Coding 
Coding was developed as an effort to include, in the final statistical analysis, all 
studies that were pertinent to answer the questions raised in the present investigation. 
Furthermore, the coding procedure provided information on which statistical data 
was to be used in the calculations, and in other cases which data needed to be 
transformed, resulting on adequate quantitative analyses and comparisons. 
A coding form (appendix 5) was used for the assessment of each of the studies; 
though much simpler and shorter in size, the coding form for the present investigation 
used the form by Holt et al. (2012) as a reference for its formulation. 
The form served as a guide to determine the studies' substantive and 
methodological characteristics. Substantive characteristics are those used to describe 
theoretical specificities pertaining to the nature of each of the studies (e.g., lower anxiety 
and its relation with sports performance, activation levels and its effect on reaction time), 
while methodological characteristics are those describing details about the scientific 
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methods used (selection of participants, number of groups, number of assessments, 
duration of interval between assessments), usually generalizable across studies (Glass et 
al., 1981 ). 
The coding sheet was designed to allow categorization of each of the studies that 
were considered to be included in the meta-analysis, not only for inclusion or exclusion 
in the analysis, but also to provide data to determine if and how the study would be 
included in each of the moderator sub meta-analyses. These included data that 
determined if the study had a single case study design or an experimental design, if the 
variables being assessed in the study were directly or indirectly related to sport 
performance, among others. 
The previously mentioned criteria for inclusion of the studies in the meta-analysis 
needed to be confirmed in the coding form. Studies that fulfilled all criteria in the coding 
form were included in the analysis. On the other hand, studies presenting divergences on 
any of the criteria were reviewed once more and a final decision was made as for its 
exclusion or inclusion in the analyzed set of studies. 
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Articles and publications on biofeedback in sports -Inclusion I exclusion chart 
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Figure 3 - Studies retrieval I screening I final inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
Reasoning for Inclusion/Exclusion of the 63 Studies Screened on Biofeedback in 
Sports Performance 
A list with the title of each of these studies can be seen in Appendix 1. A list with 
studies' details, including number of participants, biofeedback modality used, number 
and duration of sessions can be seen in Appendix 2. Following is the explanation for the 
inclusion/exclusion of each of the final63 articles that were screened and had applied 
work or practical research: 
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Study 1. Dorsey's (1976) dissertation analyzed the effect ofEMG biofeedback 
training on state anxiety of gymnasts and on their performance. This research was added 
to the overall meta-analysis, because the design had two intervention groups and a control 
group, with data collected at two different time points with a series of interventions 
between them. 
Moreover, the investigation was added to the "biofeedback as pmi of a broader 
intervention" sub meta-analysis as it analyzed the effect of an intervention that used 
biofeedback teclmiques, while athletes trained for gymnastics performance a11d some 
trained for relaxation techniques. 
Finally, Dorsey's (1976) research was pati ofthe "indirect sports performance 
enhancement" sub meta-analysis as the research design accounted for the effect of 
relaxation through biofeedback training. 
Study 2. Blais and Orlick (1977) is a publication highlighting projects that the 
authors were involved in, explaining grounding theories behind the experiments. No 
results were published, but it was an overall take on how EMG biofeedback may assist on 
diminishing athletes' anxiety. Because of the lack of quantifiable data or results this 
paper was not included in the meta-analysis. 
Study 3. Blais (1978) conducted a dissertation on the effect of EMG biofeedback 
training on state and trait anxiety and its effect on sports performance. The methodology 
consisted of a control group and a group that underwent biofeedback sessions to decrease 
anxiety. The author provided data before and after the treatment for both groups, which 
allowed for its inclusion in the present meta-analysis. 
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Blais's dissertation was also included in the "solely biofeedback intervention" sub 
meta-analysis, because it provides direct comparisons between the control group and the 
group that underwent biofeedback treatment and no other intervention. 
Finally, Blais's research was included in the "indirect sports performance 
enhancement" sub meta-analysis, as it investigates the effect of the interventions on 
athletes' performance during a simulated competition of balance ability. 
Study 4a. De Witt (1980) conducted two studies, the first was a study 
investigating the use ofEMG biofeedback and its effect in decreasing competitive stress 
for six university-level football players. The methodology consisted of a pre and post 
intervention design with statistical data for both time periods, with no control group. 
Therefore, the study was included in the overall analysis. 
As the investigation assessed reduction of anxiety levels, it was also included in 
the "indirect sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. Because the 
interventions consisted of EMG biofeedback with the use of visualization techniques, the 
study was included in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-
analysis. 
Study 4b. De Witt's (1980) second study investigated the use ofEMG and heart 
rate biofeedback on basketball performance. The study presented data before and after 
the interventions for the experimental group and for the control group. Thus, De Witt's 
second study was included in the overall meta-analysis. 
Although the performance assessment was made with the use of player ratings 
given by team managers, the presence of performance data allowed its inclusion in the 
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"direct sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. 
Because the investigation included EMG and heart rate biofeedback with the 
addition of visualization and mental rehearsal techniques, the study was included in the 
"biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 5. Daniels and Landers' (1981) investigation focused on the effect of heart 
rate and respiratory biofeedback to assist on the regulation of ideal cardiac and 
respiratory patterns for shooting, and improvement in competition performance of 
experienced shooters. 
The authors' design consisted of a biofeedback experimental and a control group. 
The performance was assessed before and after the intervention, factor that qualified the 
study to enter the overall meta-analysis. 
Because the authors measured direct performance, this study was included in the 
"direct sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. Finally, Daniels and 
Landers study was added to the "solely biofeedback intervention" sub meta-analysis, 
because the intervention consisted of biofeedback training and no other interventions or 
techniques. 
Study 6a. The investigation conducted by Wilson and Bird (1981) assessed the 
effect ofEMG biofeedback on male gymnasts' hip flexion. The design consisted of a 
control and an experimental group. The study by Wilson and Bird offered data before 
and after the interventions for both groups, qualifying it for inclusion in the overall meta-
analysis. 
Because the investigation by Wilson and Bird (1981) measured hip flexion, which 
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is ability important for gymnastics performance, but not actual gymnastics performance, 
it was included in the "indirect sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. 
Because participants from both groups underwent warm-up sessions prior to the 
treatment consisting of stretch exercises, and as stretch exercises affect hip flexion, the 
study was included in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-
analysis. 
Study 6b. The second investigation conducted by Wilson and Bird (1981) also 
assessed the effect ofEMG biofeedback on gymnasts' hip flexion, but in this instance the 
subjects were female gymnasts. The research design also included experimental and 
control groups with pre and post intervention data, which qualified it for inclusion in the 
overall meta-analysis. 
Because the investigation's methods and characteristics were very similar to study 
Sa, it was also included in the "indirect sports performance enhancement" and in the 
"biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analyses due to the same 
reasoning previously outlined. 
Study 7. The investigation by Lucca and Recchiuti (1983) assessed the effect of 
an EMG biofeedback intervention associated with isometric exercises for a strengthening 
program. Participants were 30 female university students separated into three groups, a 
control group, an isometric exercise group, and a fmal isometric exercise and EMG 
biofeedback group. 
The study offered data comparing pretest and posttest, besides comparisons 
between averages for the strength development measured by peak muscle torque. The 
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presence of data and comparison between these groups allowed inclusion of the study in 
the overall meta-analysis assessment. 
Because the intervention consisted of a combination of isometric exercises and 
EMG biofeedback, the study was also included in the "biofeedback as part of an 
intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Finally, because the study investigated the possible improvement on strength 
development, which can indirectly lead to performance enhancement, it was included in 
the "indirect sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 8. Peper and Schmid (1983) published a paper outlining the importance of 
the use of electrodermal biofeedback in a program to assist rhythmic gymnastics athletes 
to enhance their performance. The authors provided overall achievements of the 
program, but did not provide specific pre and post intervention data. Due to the lack of 
data, the publication wasn't added to the meta-analysis. 
Study 9. Cummings et al. (1984) research focused on the effect of an EM G 
intervention on the development of sprinters' flexibility and the effect on their sprinting 
performance. The presence of data for pre and post training allowed the inclusion of the 
study in the overall meta-analysis. 
The study was also included in the "direct sports performance enhancement" sub 
meta-analysis as it evaluates the effect of the interventions on sprint performance. 
Finally, the study was included in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" 
sub meta-analysis, because participants used EMG biofeedback, relaxation techniques 
along with their usual flexibility enhancing techniques (stretching and warm-ups). 
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Study 10. The publication by Kappes and Chapman (1984), "The Effects of 
Indoor Versus Outdoor Thermal Biofeedback Training in Cold-Weather Sports" 
investigated the ability to maintain body temperature for sports performance in cold 
sports. This is an important variable as it affects athletes' ability to perform sports skills 
under cold temperatures; athletes that do not lose body temperature may have better 
reacting muscles, and reaction time, besides other performance advantages. The authors 
provided data for pre and post periods and comparisons of groups, allowing its inclusion 
in the meta-analysis. 
It was also added to the "solely biofeedback intervention" sub meta-analysis, 
because it only uses temperature biofeedback and no other interventions. It was also 
included in the "indirect sports performance enhancement" as the main outcome affects 
performance indirectly. 
Study 11. Costa et al. (1984) published an article investigating the effect of a 
biofeedback intervention on pre competitive anxiety for handball athletes. With pre and 
post data the publication was included in the meta-analysis. 
Because the authors' design consisted of measurement of anxiety levels before 
competitions and not direct performance outcomes, it was included in the "indirect sports 
performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. 
Finally, the investigation used biofeedback associated with concentration and 
relaxation techniques qualifying it for inclusion in the "biofeedback as part of an 
intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
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Study 12. The work by Blais and Vallerand (1986) on the effect of EMG 
biofeedback training on state and trait anxiety and its effect on sports performance 
provided a completely different analysis of the data. An ANCOVA investigated the 
effect of anxiety levels in conditions not previously analyzed, during a period right before 
the competitions, comparing interactions between athletes' abilities to control anxiety 
during competitions, stress periods, and rest periods that allowed for its inclusion in the 
present meta-analysis. 
It was also included in the "solely biofeedback intervention" sub meta-analysis, 
because it only used EMG biofeedback as intervention. It was finally included in the 
"indirect sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis, because it investigated 
relaxation ability as an outcome. 
Study 13. McCurnin and Roemer (1986) investigated the effect of the use of a 
head movement biofeedback device towards improvement of golf swing. The 
methodology provided very limited qualitative and quantitative data. Because the 
presence of quantitative allowing calculations of an effect size is paramount for studies' 
inclusion criteria, the study by McCumin and Roemer was not part of the current meta-
analysis. 
Study 14. Croce's (1986) study focused on the effect ofthe use ofEMG 
biofeedback as an aid to muscle strengthening along with isokinetic exercises. The 
methodology consisted of comparisons between three groups performing isokinetic 
exercises, the first with assistance ofEMG biofeedback, the second with a deception of 
ultrasound treatment, and the last as control. The author provided quantitative data pre 
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and post treatment for all groups which allowed inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
Because the effect for sports is indirect due to muscle strengthening, and the 
intervention combined biofeedback and isokinetic exercises, Croce's (1986) investigation 
was added to both the "indirect sports performance enhancement" and the "biofeedback 
as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analyses. 
Study 15. Landers et al. (1991) investigated the effect ofEEG biofeedback 
training on archery performance. The study included two experimental groups and a 
control group with pre and post intervention data available for all groups. These 
characteristics allow inclusion of the article in the overall meta-analysis. 
The authors investigate direct effect of EEG biofeedback in sports performance 
with no other training or intervention in between the measurements, qualifying the 
investigation for inclusion in the "solely biofeedback intervention" and in the "direct 
sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analyses. 
Study 16. Petruzzello et al. (1991) published a review of research focusing on 
applications of biofeedback for the exercise and sports fields. The review encompassed 
articles that are not pertaining to the main focus of the current dissertation. Authors did 
not provide readers with a statistical treatment of the reviewed research work. These 
characteristics did not fit the inclusion criteria for the current meta-analysis. 
Study 17. Prapavessis et al. (1992) was a single subject case study investigating 
the effect of a variety of interventions including heart rate and EMG biofeedback to 
improve a competitive shooter's performance. 
The authors provided data analysis before and after the set of interventions 
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including direct shooting performance. These characteristics allowed inclusion in the 
case-study overall meta-analysis with a calculated p value. 
Study 18. Blumenstein et al. (1995a) published a comprehensive investigation of 
the effect of EMG biofeedback on 100-m run performance, when associated with other 
sports psychology techniques. The data analysis provided comparisons of five groups 
including a placebo and a control group, their performance in the 100-m run after the 
interventions, and the effect of the interventions on physiological variables. Due to these 
characteristics, the study was included in the overall meta-analysis, in the "direct spmis 
performance enhancement", and in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" 
sub meta-analyses. 
Study 19. Blumenstein et al. (1995b) was a book chapter outlining mental 
preparation techniques using biofeedback and video techniques to assist elite athletes to 
improve performance. While the authors stated that the implementation of the described 
techniques provided positive outcomes for performance enhancement, the chapter lacked 
data to further ground the concepts and was not included in the meta-analysis. 
Study 20. Ren (1995) investigated how providing EMG feedback for four 
muscles involved in the archery shooting process would represent changes in postural 
consistency. In spite of the fact that the author provided a series of graphics comparing 
measurements, Ren failed to provide specific data to ground the proposed investigation. 
The quality of the graphics and the display style chosen by the author made it impossible 
to draw accurate numbers that could be used for statistical calculations. The absence of 
data excluded the article from the current investigation's meta-analysis. 
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Study 21. Blumenstein et al. (1997) is a publication outlining a step-by-step 
methodology for the use of biofeedback for performance development in sports. 
Although it provided data samples to elucidate the applicability and practical side of the 
proposed theories, the publication did not have data sets comparing pre training and post 
training results. Therefore, the study was not included in the meta-analysis. 
Study 22. Kavussanu et al. (1998) conducted an important research comparing 
the effect of single versus multi-modality biofeedback on basketball free-throws 
performance. The design consisted of two intervention groups and a control group pre-
testing with a 30 free-throws performance measurement, undergoing six intervention 
sessions and post-testing using the same performance assessment; the authors provide 
data comparing pre and post intervention performances for all groups. Due to these 
aforementioned factors, the study was included in the overall meta-analysis. Furthermore, 
due to the objective assessment of basketball performance it was included in the "direct 
sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. Finally, because the study 
investigated the use of biofeedback in association with free-throw practicing time, it was 
also added to the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 23. The work by Carlstedt (1998) "mind your heart" provided a detailed 
step by step procedure to assist tennis athletes to improve performance through self-
awareness and regulation of heart rates during tennis games. 
Although the author provided details about the progression made by some 
participants, the publication's approach was more descriptive than statistically sound, 
lacking pre and post data, and description of all the variables playing a role in the 
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athlete's progression. These characteristics precluded the publication's inclusion in the 
overall meta-analysis. 
Study 24. Blumenstein and Bar-Eli (1998) published an article with descriptive 
methodology on the applied use of biofeedback to develop peak performance for elite 
canoe and kayak athletes. The article did not depict a specific study but a series of 
orientations for applied work; thus, it was not included in the meta-analysis. 
Study 25. Caird et al. ( 1999) was an article investigating the effect of rum1ing 
training, relaxation and HR and oxygen consumption biofeedback on runners' 
performance. The authors provided a comprehensive analysis of the pre and post 
intervention periods for all participants; thus, the investigation by Caird et al. was 
included in the meta-analysis. 
Because the interventions consisted of biofeedback associated with relaxation and 
running training, the study was included in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention 
program" sub meta-analysis. Finally, because the main outcome assessed was rumling 
performance, the research was also included in the "direct sports performance 
enhancement" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 26. Chung et al. (2001) conducted a study investigating the effect ofEEG 
biofeedback training on tennis athletes' performance and concentration levels. The design 
consisted of an experimental and a control group. The presence of statistical data for both 
groups before and after the intervention allowed the research's inclusion in the analysis. 
Because the study consisted of tennis perfonnance assessment and the use of EEG 
biofeedback training with no other techniques, the study by Chung et al. (200 1) was 
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included in the "direct sports performance enhancement" and in the "solely biofeedback 
intervention" sub meta-analyses. 
Study 27. Sime et al. (2001) presented a series of case studies investigating the 
sports psychological training of athletes in different sports to achieve ideal zones of 
performance. Sime et al. made use ofEEG biofeedback providing some overall results. 
Neve1iheless, the study lacked to provide the complete methodology and data analysis for 
each of the case studies; due to the lack of the impmiant factors the publication was not 
added to the meta-analysis. 
Study 28. Anderson et al. (2002) assessed the effect of postural biofeedback on 
rowing simulation performance. The authors submitted the 13 participants to equal 
training and evaluation routines providing comparisons between three different types of 
assessment sessions with biofeedback as the only variable between them. These 
characteristics allowed the study to be included in the overall meta-analysis, and in the 
"solely biofeedback intervention" sub meta-analyses. 
Because one of the outcome measurements taken evaluated rowing performance, 
these findings were included in the "direct sports perfmmahce enhancement" sub meta-
analysis. 
Study 29. Bar-Eli et al. (2002) investigated the effect of biofeedback training for 
young swimmers. Half of the participants received biofeedback training while the other 
half did not; the authors presented swimming performance data before and after the 
interventions for both groups. According to inclusion criteria the study was included as 
part of the overall meta-analysis, and of the "direct sports performance enhancement" sub 
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meta-analyses. 
Finally, because the biofeedback intervention group received biofeedback training 
and autogenic regulatory training- and visualization, the study was included in the 
"biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 30. The investigation conducted by Strack (2005) consisted of a control 
group and an experimental group that underwent hemi rate variability biofeedback 
training to improve baseball batting performance. The author provided a very thorough 
analysis of the data collected before, during and after the intervention period. These 
characteristics allowed inclusion in the overall meta-analysis. 
Because the dissertation's treatment was composed by heart rate variability 
biofeedback sessions alone, it was also made part of the "solely biofeedback 
intervention" sub meta-analysis. Finally, the dissertation by Strack (2005) was included 
in the "direct sports performance enhancement" as it assesses participants' perfonnance 
in baseball batting. 
Study 31. Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004a) was a study with almost the same 
characteristics as study 29, by Bar-Eli et al. (2002). The defining characteristics 
determining inclusion were the same as the previous study; therefore, Bar-Eli and 
Blumenstein (2004a) was included in the meta-analysis and in the smne sub meta-
analyses as study 29: "direct sports performance enhancement" and "biofeedback as part 
of an intervention program". 
Study 32. Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004b) investigated how an intervention 
progrmn using biofeedback for relaxation affected running performance. The design 
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included two groups, an experimental group, and a control group with measurements 
before and after the intervention period. 
The study was included in the overall meta-analysis. Moreover, because the 
investigation consisted of different intervention techniques along with biofeedback, it 
was made part of the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Finally, the investigation by Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004b) was part of the "direct 
spmis performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis as it measured the effect of the 
interventions on rum1ing performance. 
Study 33. Edmonds (2005) conducted an investigation on the effect of 
biofeedback based training towards improvement in performance in race car time trials 
simulations. Although the "n" number is small (n = 9) the author's design consisted of 
three groups, an optimal zone of performance, a poor zone of performance and a control 
group. 
Edmonds measured performance in race time trials simulations before and after 
the interventions providing a thorough data analysis. The study was included in the meta-
analysis; additionally, the dissertation was included in the "biofeedback as part of an 
intervention program" as the techniques used followed the Wingate program including 
relaxation techniques besides biofeedback training. 
Finally, Edmond's dissertation was made part of the "direct sports performance 
enhancement" sub meta-analysis, because it measured direct performance improvement 
measured by time to complete a car racing course. 
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Study 34 -The study by Galloway and Lane (2005) investigated the effect of a 
Wingate approach with the use of biofeedback toward performance on tennis serves. Six 
participants underwent the training procedures and there was no control group; 
nevertheless the design consisted of a single subject, multi-element design comparing 
individual performance measures data before and after the program' s implementation. 
The study qualified for inclusion in the overall meta-analyses. As it followed the 
Wingate protocol, using different techniques for physiological regulation, it was included 
in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. Finally, it was 
included in the "direct spmis performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis as it assesses 
tennis serve, which is a direct component of tennis athletes' performance. 
Study 35. The article published by Wilinska et al. (2005) proposed the 
implementation of a series of EEG training sessions for the improvement of a single 
subject's tennis serve accuracy. Although the authors reported improvement in serving 
accuracy displaying a graphic of pre and post intervention performance, there wasn't 
enough data published, and the scores displayed in the graphic could not be accurately 
transferred to a data set. Due to these characteristics, the study was not included in the 
meta-analysis. 
Study 36. Bajaj (2005) proposed the use of heart rate biofeedback in association 
with other relaxation techniques to assist athletes to relax by decreasing their heart rates. 
Although the study's design had three different groups, the same interventions were 
proposed to all groups, the only distinction is the nature of the activity endured by the 
participating athletes (aerobic, anaerobic, or mixed). The study qualified for inclusion in 
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the meta-analysis. Due to the variety of interventions associated with biofeedback, and 
because the main measurements of the study were variations on relaxation levels, Bajaj ' s 
(2005) study was included in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" and in 
the "indirect sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analyses. 
Study 37. Goudas et al. (2007) investigated the effect of heart rate deceleration 
during cycling exercise, through the use of goal setting and heart rate biofeedback, on 
athletes' endurance. 
The research design consisted of three intervention groups and a control group 
with data for the pre and post treatment periods. These characteristics qualified the study 
for inclusion in the overall meta-analysis. 
Because the study investigated the effect of the training on direct sports 
performance, it was made part of the "direct sports performance enhancement" sub meta-
analysis. Finally, because the study investigated biofeedback techniques associated with 
goal setting, it was included in the "biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub 
meta-analysis. 
Study 38. Carlstedt (2007) presented in his publication a training protocol using 
EEG to evaluate athletes' individual differences and implement a series of training 
methods. Although the study was based on 10 years of data collection and testing of its 
practical application, the data used by the author was only intended to support the 
theories grounding the training program. 
There were no specific treatments, intervention period, and number of subjects for 
data to be extracted from and used in the meta-analysis. These factors were exclusion 
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criteria; thus, the article was not included in the meta-analysis. 
Study 39. Arns et al. (2007) developed a study to evaluate the effect of EEG 
biofeedback on golf putting performance. The investigation consisted of an initial session 
with no biofeedback, and three sessions with assistance of EEG biofeedback. 
With data from pre and post training periods the study was added to the meta-
analysis. Finally, because the only intervention used was EEG biofeedback and the main 
assessment was of its effect on golf putting performance, the study by Arns et al. was 
included in the "direct sports performance enhancement" and in the "solely biofeedback 
intervention" sub meta-analyses. 
Study 40. The dissertation by Tanis (2008) investigated the effect of heart rate 
biofeedback training on 13 volleyball athletes, and on their team performance. The author 
investigated performance ratings before and after the training and submitted all 
participants to six sessions of 30 minutes each, which included biofeedback training, with 
the use of respiratory techniques, while athletes were asked to think of positive emotions. 
These characteristics were inclusion criteria and, thus, the investigation was added 
to the meta-analysis. Because the research compared volleyball performance by points 
scored, it was included in the "direct sports performance enhancement" sub meta-
analysis. Finally, because besides biofeedback training, the athletes were asked to use 
metallization techniques, the study by Tanis (2008) was also included in the "biofeedback 
as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 41. The publication by Lagos et al. (2008) consisted of a case study 
investigating the effect of 10 heat1 rate biofeedback sessions on a golfer's competitive 
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anxiety and on his golf competitive performance. 
The authors provided comparisons ofbiophysiological and performance data for 
periods of time before and after the training. These characteristics were inclusion criteria, 
thus the study by Lagos et al. (2008) was included in the meta-analysis as a case-study 
with calculated p value. 
Study 42. The dissertation by Dupee (2008) investigated the effect of a 
biofeedback and EEG biofeedback training program towards improvement of anxiety for 
Olympic level athletes. 
The author proposed a multiple case study methodology, which allowed detailed 
discussions about the findings for each of the partiCipants. To be included in the meta-
analysis, these findings had to be transformed. The investigation was also part of the 
"case study" sub meta-analysis with calculated p value. 
Study 43. Although the article by Edmonds et al. (2008) was an experimental 
investigation on the effect of biofeedback training on competitive race simulation, it was 
a publication of the work done by Edmonds (2005) in his previously unpublished 
dissertation. Because the study by Edmonds (2005) had already been included in the 
analysis, and new calculations or comparisons were not made towards the questions of 
the present study, the publication by Edmonds et al. (2008) was not part of the meta-
analysis, because it would only represent a duplicate of data. 
Study 44. Harkness (2009) provided a general description of a program that was 
aimed to assist an Olympic level athlete to irriprove performance in competitive shooting. 
Although the author provided some competition scores from the participant, there were 
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no set of methods or data analysis that could be used in the present meta-analysis; 
therefore it was not included in the analysis. 
Study 45. Ulahakone & Senanayake (2009) investigated the effect of the use of 
motion biofeedback geared towards the improvement of athletes' knee motion during 
landing while perfonning the "Drop Ve1iical Jump" tests. 
The study by Ulahakone & Senanayake (2009) used a case study design and was 
included in the case-study meta-analysis with a calculated p value. 
Study 46. Lagos (2009) developed a heart rate biofeedback based training 
protocol for athletes. To do so, the author created a pilot study, followed by a final study 
with golfers. 
Lagos provided a review of details about the program and an analysis of the 
quality of the program's design, but there was no statistical analysis of the effect that 
such training program had on the participants. 
The goal of the dissertation was the development of a program and not an 
evaluation of the effect that the program may represent in performance enhancement or in 
the ability to self-regulate heart rates. 
Study 47. Shaw (2010) proposed an investigation ofthe effect ofheart rate and 
EEG biofeedback training program towards improvement of gymnasts' perfonnance on 
the balance beam apparatus. The author provided a thorough analysis of the data with 
data sets before, during, and after the intervention period. This qualified the study for 
inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
In addition, because Shaw's investigation compared competition scores, it was 
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included in the "direct sports performance enhancement"; furthermore, because the only 
training consisted of the use of heart rate and EEG biofeedback sessions it was added to 
the "solely biofeedback intervention" sub meta-analysis 
Study 48. Edvardsson (20 1 0) conducted an investigation on the use of 
biofeedback associated with relaxation and visualization techniques towards reduction of 
mJury occurrences. 
Because the author proposed an experimental design with a control and an 
experimental group followed by data analysis, using multiple interventions, the 
investigation was included in the overall meta-analysis, and in the "biofeedback as part of 
an intervention program" sub meta-analyses. 
Finally, because Edvardsson investigated the reduction in the occurrence of 
injuries the investigation was added to the "indirect sports performance enhancement" 
sub meta-analysis. 
Study 49. Larsson (20 1 0) proposed an investigation of the effect of five weeks of 
isokinetic muscular strengthening program in association with EMG biofeedback. The 
design consisted of pre and post assessment with a control group and an experimental 
group; therefore, it was included in the overall meta-analysis. 
Larsson investigated muscular strength development, which qualified the 
investigation to be included in the "indirect sports performance enhancement" sub meta-
analysis. 
Finally, because the interventions in the study used a combination of EMG 
biofeedback and isokinetic muscle training the investigation was added to the 
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"biofeedback as part of an intervention program" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 50. Pop-Jordanova and Demerdzieva (2010) conducted an investigation on 
a series ofbiofeedback based intervention towards an athlete's ability to self-regulate and 
improve performance in skiing. 
The investigation clearly outlined scores for periods of time before and after the 
set of interventions, which allowed inclusion in the meta-analysis. As a p value needed to 
be calculated it was included in the calculated p value meta-analysis. 
Study 51. Harvey et al. (20} 1) proposed an investigation on the effect of 
biofeedback based training on the improvement of speed skaters' reaction time. The 
analysis had a pre and post analysis for the entire group of 10 participants, with no 
control but the longitudinal design. Therefore, the investigation was included in the meta-
analysis. 
Furthermore, because the investigation by Harvey et al. evaluated the athletes' 
abilities to improve reaction time, the analysis was included in the "indirect sports 
performance enhancement" sub meta-analysis. Finally, because the only variable 
affecting changes in reaction time was the biofeedback based program, the research by 
Harvey et al. was also made part of the "solely biofeedback intervention". 
Study 52. Lagos et al. (2011) conducted a single subject investigation on the 
effect of a heart rate biofeedback program towards improvement of performance and 
diminishment of anxiety and stress levels. 
The investigation provided detailed analysis of the pre and post intervention 
periods, allowing inclusion in the meta-analysis as a case-study with a calculated p value. 
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Study 53. The research by Strack and Woolsey (2011) on the effect ofheart rate 
biofeedback geared toward the improvement of baseball batting performance provided 
overall results lacking statistical data. This was due to the fact that the results were only 
made available as an abstract. Because of these factors , the research was not included in 
the meta-analysis. 
Study 54. The case study by Silverman (20 11) reported on the effect of a 
progran1 using biofeedback amongst other training techniques to assist on the 
development of an athlete ' s ability to concentrate. The data provided by the author was 
limited, which disqualified the study for inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
Study 55. Perry et al. (2012) was a sum of two different studies on the effect of 
biofeedback training to assist on athletes' performance enhancement in gymnastics and 
ice hockey. The study on gymnastics was previously added to the meta-analysis (Shaw, 
2010) and wasn' t considered for inclusion. The ice hockey study included limited data; 
thus, estimate calculations of effect sizes were made, according to the criterion 
determined for such cases, and it was included in the meta-analysis with calculated p 
value. 
Study 56. Beauchamp et al. (2012) was a training program targeting performance 
enhancement for 20 speed skating athletes with the use ofbiofeedback and a broad 
variety of other interventions. The report did not provide specific data analysis for 
periods before and after the intervention program. Therefore, the publication could not be 
included in the meta-analysis. 
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Study 57. Paul and Garg (2012) investigated the effect of heart rate biofeedback 
training on basketball athletes' performance and ability to regulate heart rates. The 
investigation counted with an experimental group, a placebo group, and a control group 
with comparative data on basketball performance for pre and post intervention periods. 
These characteristics qualified the study for inclusion in the meta-analysis and in the 
"direct sports performance enhancement" sub meta-analyses. 
Because the investigation controlled for other variables, and biofeedback was the 
only intervention affecting performance, it was included in the "solely biofeedback 
intervention" sub meta-analysis. 
Study 58. Wilson and Shaw (2012) was a book chapter describing two case 
studies on the effect of the use of biofeedback techniques, and biophysiological 
assessments to assist two athletes (an archer and a biathlete) to improve their 
performance. The chapter did not provide data that would allow inclusion in the meta-
analysis. 
Study 59. Arave (20 12) was also a book chapter that investigated the effect of a 
series of biophysiological assessments and biofeedback training to assist a golfer to 
improve his abilities to relax. The findings were descriptive with not enough data for 
inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
Study 60. Blumenstein and Orbach (2012a) described details of a series of 
interventions, including multi-modality biofeedback training; moreover, the authors 
outlined how these practices assisted on a judo athlete's development of self-regulatory 
abilities and of his judo performance. 
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The publication was a case study with detailed explanations of procedures and 
some of the results achieved. This allowed inclusion in the overall meta-analysis and in 
the "case study" sub meta-analysis, with calculated p value. 
Study 61. Blumenstein and Orbach (2012b) case study was on how a series of 
interventions, which included biofeedback, assisted a windsurf athlete to develop mental 
skills abilities and to improve performance. Nevertheless, the publication did not offer a 
thorough comparison of data, which excluded it from the meta-analysis. 
Study 62. Carlstedt (2012) described the practical application of an assessment 
and training protocol based on hemi rate measurements and biofeedback training for nine 
young baseball athletes. 
The data analysis compm·ed pre and post program results from the nine athletes as 
a case-study design. Therefore, the publication was included in the case-study meta-
analysis with calculated p value. 
Study 63. Edmonds (2012) was a single case study describing details about the 
implementation of a program including biofeedback, physiological assessments and 
implementation of other techniques, including imagery, for a 400-meter sprinter. 
The author provided performance measures for periods before, during and after 
the conclusion of the program. These allowed inclusion in the case-study meta-analysis, 
with calculated p value. 
Data Analysis 
There have been numerous debates to determine which procedure is best for a 
meta-analysis; however, there is a consensus that regardless of the chosen methods, a 
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well-designed meta-analysis needs the following: analysis of frequency of observations 
of the characteristics of the study, conversion to a common metric, calculation of effect 
sizes, test of heterogeneity, and, in most recent studies, test for bias. (Glass et al. , 1981; 
Lipsey and Wilson, 2001; Rosenthal, 1995;) 
Consistent with recommendations and procedures adopted in recent meta-analysis 
work (Harter et al. , 2009; Parks & Steelman, 2008), in articles discussing meta-analysis ' 
procedures (Abrami et al. , 1988; Egger, Davey-Smith, & Phillips, 1997a; DeCoster, 
2004, Heudo-Medina et al. , 2006; Durlak & Lipsey, 1991 , Higgins & Thompson, 2002; 
O'Rourke, 2007) and in meta-analysis focusing biofeedback (Arns et al. , 2009; Glanz et 
al. , 1995; Schleenbaker & Mainous, 1993), the present study included the following 
components. 
Studies Characteristics 
The first set of analyses provided information about the descriptive statistics for 
the studies included in the analysis, including the overall number of studies included, 
total added number of participants, standard error, and variance. Other characteristics of 
the included studies can be seen on the table describing the year of the publication, 
number of participants, biofeedback modality used, the number of sessions and duration 
of sessions (appendix 2) 
Common Metric 
Due to the magnitude of the techniques used in the investigations, measures of 
outcome and treatments are reported with a range of different values and needed to be 
organized into a comparable metric. Different variables were converted into common 
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metrics when necessary, in order to provide accurate statistical meta-analysis (Botella & 
Gambara, 2006). 
Calculating Effect Sizes 
The main exploration in a meta-analysis is the effect sizes calculation, which 
investigates the strength of the relationship between two variables (Kulinskaya et al. , 
2008; Whitehead, 2002). A general estimation of effect sizes between control groups and 
experimental groups was conducted. 
Teclmiques for such analysis include Cohen's d, Glass's .6., and Hedge's g. The 
articles selected for the final analyses presented significant variations in sample sizes. 
Researchers suggest that a Hedge ' s g effect size can account for such variations and 
possible bias by conducting a multiplication of the mean differences by a correction 
factor J(Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins and Rothstein, 2009; Lipsey and Wilson, 2001). 
The present investigation calculated Cohen's d, and Hedge's. Nevertheless, as 
many of the recent literature available on meta-analysis use Cohen's d effect sizes as the 
only value, these values were the main reported and discussed data, for comparison 
purposes. A table with Hedge's g values for each of the studies is available (appendix 6) 
In accordance to Kulinskaya et al. (2008), Cohen's d effect size is calculated by 
subtracting mean differences of the control (XI) and experimental (X2) groups, and 




Where "d" is Cohen's d effect size, "Xl-X2" is the mean average oftreatment or 
comparison conditions, and "S" is the standard deviation. 
For the sample size correction, the Cohen's d value must be multiplied by the 
correction termj. Kulinskaya et al. (2008) defined the correction term} by the following 





After the metrics standardization and after calculations of effect sizes, a meta-
analytic forest plot was generated in order to provide an overall view of the scope and 
direction of the data available from the analyzed studies. 
Given the variety in the number of participants on each of the studies, the forest 
plot not only provided information on effect sizes, but also on the relative weight of each 
of the studies. 
Forest plots are graphical representations that are mainly used to demonstrate the relative 
strength of the treatment effects in the studies being analyzed (Borenstein, Hedges, and 
Rothstein, 2007). 
Moreover, the forest plot may assist in the interpretation of the overall effect 
size's origin, if it derives from all studies or from just a number of them. It also shed light 




As meta-analysis is a technique designed to assess findings across different 
studies, it is of significant importance to determine the magnitude of the variation of the 
findings of each of the studies. 
If the results are too distinct from each other, the meta-analysis's overall results 
are not as clear as ifthe magnitude of the results were more homogeneous. In such 
occasions, the investigator must proceed with a new set of statistical analysis weighting 
and factoring moderators to try to explain the encountered heterogeneity. (DeCoster, 
2004; Rosenthal, 1995) 
Influenced by this important aspect, most meta-analyses use a test of 
heterogeneity to demonstrate how homogeneous or heterogeneous its overall results from 
the set of analyzed references are. 
Toward an attempt to provide the most accurate explanations about the 
phenomena being investigated, the present study used the P statistic, which is a value that 
takes into consideration how much of the variation across the studies may be explained 
by heterogeneity, and not by chance. (Higgins & Thompson, 2002; Higgins, Thompson, 
Deeks, & Altman, 2003). 
Cochran's Q is historically the most used statistical method for testing 
heterogeneity in meta-analysis. However, its use is more appropriate for meta-analyses 
that include a larger number of investigations (Higgins et al., 2003). Furthermore, 
according to Huedo-Medina, Sanchez-Meca, Marin-Martinez, and Botella (2006), 
Cochran's Q accounts for the existence of heterogeneity, while the P statistic accounts 
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for the existence of variance and also for the extent of the heterogeneity in the meta-
analysis. Cochran's Q was also calculated as a reference, but won't be the primary index 
of heterogeneity. 
Moderator Variables 
Sequentially, it was determined if there were additional variables to be treated as 
moderators for the present study' s statistical analysis. This encompassed variables that 
moderated the strength of the relationship between biofeedback and spmis performance, 
supporting discussions that were relevant to the questions raised in the present 
investigation. 
The moderators of the present investigation were biofeedback modalities, the 
number of the biofeedback interventions, whether biofeedback was the sole intervention, 
or part of a broader set of interventions, and whether outcome measure was an objective 
measure of sports performance (such as free-throw accuracy in basketball or batting 
averages in baseball, among others), or an indirect measure that affects sports 
performance (such as anxiety levels, focus and relaxation, among others). 
Number of Biofeedback Sessions 
To provide a comparison between studies with a lower number of biofeedback 
sessions against those with a higher number of sessions, a median for the number of 
sessions for each of the studies was calculated. For moderator comparisons, studies with 
a number of biofeedback sessions below the calculated median of eight were considered 
"lower number of biofeedback sessions", and those above the median were considered 
"higher number of biofeedback sessions". 
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Biofeedback Modality 
Different studies used different types of biofeedback modalities. Some studies 
used single biofeedback modalities, such as heart rate EEG, EMG, and skin temperature, 
while others used more than one modality for assessment and feedback. For moderator 
comparisons studies were grouped according to individual biofeedback modalities that 
were used, and those investigations that used more than one modality were grouped as 
"multi-modality". 
Testing the Strength of the Moderator Variables 
The present investigation intended to provide a clear and unbiased explanation of 
the effect of biofeedback in sports. There are moderator variables that can affect the 
overall outcome of the investigation. Thus, it was paramount to assess how much of the 
results could be justified by moderators, and how much could be justified by the overall 
effect size. These factors highlighted the need for a statistical investigation on the effect 
of the moderators. 
Fixed vs. Random Effect Models 
In fixed effects, effect sizes provided from each study derive from a common or 
similar mean; in random effects, some of the difference in effect sizes is explained by the 
variation of the distribution, which has an estimated mean and variance (Kulinskaya et 
al., 2008). 
The choice between fixed or random effect models directly depends on the results 
from the heterogeneity test and from the origin of the studies' effect sizes. A fixed effects 
model would be the most adequate when an P statistic shows low variation between 
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trials; while, in the other side of the spectrum, the random effect model would be the 
most appropriate choice if the P results were from medium to elevated (Ades & Higgins, 
2005; Higgins & Thompson, 2002). 
Fixed-effect models are usually selected when studies investigate the same 
dependent and independent variables from different studies (Huedo-Medina et al., 2006), 
and there is low heterogeneity deriving from differences between the variables. A study 
using the fixed effect model is likely to find a more direct relation between the main 
variable and the main outcome of the meta-analysis. 
Due to the plurality in the types of studies included in the present investigation 
and to the heterogeneity test's result the model chosen for the meta-analysis was the 
random effect model. 
Fail Safe Analysis 
The fail safe N analysis is an indicator of how many studies with null effects 
would have to be added to the data set in order to significantly reduce the results to an 
overall low or null effect size (Orwin & Cordray, 1985). 
Therefore, the higher the number of studies needed (N), the more obtuse are the 
results ofthe meta- analysis findings. The fail safe N data is proportional to the study's 
scope of investigated studies; it may be compared across meta-analyses with similar 
number of studies being investigated. 
Publication Bias-Funnel Plot 
Another method used to assess the validity of a meta-analysis is the funnel plot, 
which is an indication ofthe study's bias. (Egger & Smith, 1995; Egger, Smith, 
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Schneider & Minder, 1997b ). 
The funnel plot is a graphic representation of an analysis of the trials' effect 
estimates against sample size. It is a systematic review used in many studies to indicate 
bias in the selection process, and inclusion/exclusion process for the studies being 
considered in the analysis. The analysis explicates the fact that an estimation of the 
treatment effect increases in equal proportion to the sample size of the studies being 
analyzed. Thus, an indication of absence of bias is a two-axis graphic with data 
resembling an inverted funnel (Egger et al. , 1997b ). 
Meta-Analysis Software Package 
Most of the calculations for the analyses conducted in the present study were done 
with the assistance of meta-analysis specific software called (CMA-2) Comprehensive 
Meta-Analysis- version 2. This software package was released in 2005. 
Among its applications CMA-2 allows for: calculation of effect sizes, generation 
of forest plots, analysis of the effect of moderator variables and of their interactions, 
generation of funnel plots, and the assessment of the potential effect of publication bias. 
Calculation of estimated effect sizes 
Besides calculations done with the software, as previously mentioned, case 
studies and studies with a case study design and methodology had an estimated effect size 





Where "d" is Cohen's d effect size, "XI-X2" is the mean average of treatment or 
comparison conditions, and "S" is the standard deviation. Following (table 3) are the data 
utilized for such calculations for each ofthe IO case studies, or studies with case study 
design; the data includes the mean averages for initial condition (XI), after treatment 
(X2), standard deviations (S), and the result for the calculations of the estimated effect 
sizes (d). Further data for each of these studies, including means, standard eiTors and 
variance are reported on the table "Studies I meta-analysis data type I data" (Appendix 4). 
Study Type o{mea.suremeut. XI X2 Standard d estimated De,iation effect size 
Prapavessis et aL (1992) Shooters average of the sum of the shots 39 30Ji 6.11 1.41 distances to the middle of the target 
Lagos et aL (2008) GDifers number of strokes to complete a 91 76 10.61 1.41 course· 
Gymnasts' number of top 10 and top 3 
Dupee (2008) appearances for e.ad! athlete on World 13 21 4.24 1.41 
Cup competitions 
Ulahakone & Senanayake (2009) Knee angular motion in degrees 71.4 89.2 1259 1.41 
Pop-Jordanova andDemerdrieva (2010) Sl:ieis times to complete 4 ski competition 96.82 78.86 12.7 1.41 
modalities 
Lagos et al. (2011) Golfers number of strokes to complete a 46 
course 
30 11.31 1.41 
Perry et al. (2011) Hockey athletes' shots that hit targets 6.75 11 3 1.41 placed on the goal's comers 
Blumensteirum and Oroach (20 12) Judoka's time to complete a reaction time 170 151.67 12.96 1.41 test 
Carlstedt (20 12) Baseball athletes' batting averages 296 354.33 41.24 1.41 
Edmonds (20 12) Runnel's time to complete 400-m 52.99 49.87 2.21 1.41 
Table 3 - Data used for effect sizes calculations for case studies 
On the study by Prapavessis et al. (1992), the comparison measures were averages 
of multiple shots provided by the authors; the values represent the distance between the 
central point of the target and the point where the bullets hit the target, for pretreatment 
(XI) and post treatment conditions (X2); the averages were calculated using data 
provided by the authors (Appendix 7). Therefore, the lower the result the better the 
performance. 
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The values provided by Lagos et al. (2008) are for the average number of strokes 
a golfer took to complete an 18-hole competition before treatment (X1) and after 
treatment (X2). 
The research by Dupee (2008) investigated if bio/neurofeedback training resulted 
on performance improvement for 6 gymnastics athletes. The performance was assessed 
by the number of top 10 and top 3 appearances for each athlete on World Cup 
competitions; the sum for the 6 athletes ' top 1 0 and top 3 appearances before (X 1) and 
after treatment (X2) were used for the calculations. These sums were calculated using 
data provided by the authors (Appendix 7). 
The investigation by Ulahakone and Senanayake (2009) investigated if knee 
angular vibration feedback could improve knee angular motion. The measures are 
averages of knee angular motion during vertical jump and landing. Two participants' 
knee angular motion were compared before (X1) and after biofeedback intervention (X2). 
These averages were provided by the authors. 
The case study by Pop-Jordanova and Demerdzieva (2010) investigated if 
neurofeedback training assisted a ski athlete to improve performance. The measures used 
in the analysis are averages of 4 different competition times, the data refers to the time 
needed to complete 4 different ski competition modalities, the averages before (X1), and 
after neurofeedback training (X2) were used for the calculations. These averages were 
calculated using data provided by the authors (Appendix 7) 
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Lagos (20II) conducted a case study investigation of a golfer's performance. The 
data analyzed are the number of strokes needed to complete a virtual I8-hole golf course 
before (XI) and after biofeedback based training (X2). 
The research by Perry et al. (20 II) had a case study design and investigated ice 
hockey shooting perf01mance, the data used in the analysis is the average number of 
shots that hit the target before training (XI), and after training (X2) for all players. These 
averages were calculated using data provided by the authors (Appendix 7) 
Blumensteinan and Orbach (20I2) investigated a judoka' s performance on a 
series of reaction time tests. The data used in the calculations are averages of the judoka's 
reaction times before (XI) and after a series of interventions including biofeedback (X2). 
These averages were calculated using data provided by the authors (Appendix 7). 
The interventions by Carlstedt (20 I2) focused on improving baseball athletes ' 
performance utilizing a program that included biofeedback trainings. The data used in the 
analysis is the average ofbaseball batting averages (BA) for 6 athletes before (XI) and 
after the training programs (X2). These averages were calculated using data provided by 
the authors (Appendix 7) 
Finally, Edmonds (20I2) used a combination of different biofeedback modalities 
to assist a 400-m runner to improve his performance. The data used for the effect size 
calculation was the time needed to complete a 400-m competition before (Xl) and after 
the implementation of the trainings (X2). 
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4. Results 
The first relevant findings are the overall meta-analysis descriptive statistics. It 
was possible to analyze every selected study due to the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis 
software's capability to calculate and compare data from studies with different statistical 
treatments. The statistical treatments included analysis of variance (ANOVA), 
multivariate analysis ofvariance (MANOVA), analysis of means (t-tests), analysis of 
different groups' frequencies (Chi-square), and estimated effect size of variance through 
analysis ofraw(Cohen's d variance). 
The total number of analyzed studies was 3 3, with a total number of participants 
(added from each ofthe 33 studies) N = 776, standard error of0.107 and variance of 
0.0 11. Further descriptive statistics can be seen in table 4. 
95% confidence Interval 
Model Number of (N) added number Point Standard Lower Upper 
studies of participants estimate error Variance limit limit 
Random 33 776 0.722 . 0.107 0.011 0.513 0.931 
Table 4- Overall Meta-Analysis' Descriptive Statistics 
The next important finding was in regard to which meta-analysis model would be 
used for the calculations; either a fixed-effect model or a random-effect model, as 
described on the methods section. 
Before having the meta-analysis calculated, it was believed that a random-effect 
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model was to be used; the reason for this is the fact that the random-effect model is 
recommended when there is a broad variation on the distribution of the results (Higgins 
& Thompson, 2002; Huedo-Medina et al., 2006). Because the present meta-analysis 
investigated studies that do not have similar outcome measures it would be advised to use 
the random-effect model. 
Nevertheless, there was a need to confirm the choice for the random-effect model 
after analysis of the P results, which accounted for variation between trials, and how 
much of the variation across the studies may be explained by heterogeneity. (Higgins & 
Thompson, 2002; Higgins et al., 2003; Hunter & Schmidt, 2000). When an P statistic 
shows low variation between trials, a fixed effects model would be the most adequate; 
however, if the P results were from medium to elevated the random effect model would 
be the most appropriate (Ades & Higgins, 2005; Higgins & Thompson, 2002). 
The results showed P = 54.95, meaning that 54.95% of the variation was due to 
variation between studies; this, in accordance to Higgins and Thompson (2002), is a 
strong determinant of the choice for random-effect models for all the calculations in the 
present meta-analysis. 
Research question 1. Do biofeedback implementations represent a significant 
effect on sports performance? 
Hypothesis 1. The hypothesis was that biofeedback interventions would yield 
higher significance on sports performance effect sizes (d) across studies when compared 
to control groups under no treatment conditions or to pre-intervention measurements in 
longitudinal studies. Thus, the null hypothesis was that effect sizes would be not 
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significant for biofeedback interventions. 
Hypothesis 1 findings. After running the meta-analysis for the 33 investigations, 
the overall effect size, or a Cohen's d, was high d = 0.72, indicating a strong effect size 
for studies using biofeedback interventions. This finding allowed for the rejection of the 
null hypothesis. 
Furthermore, the overall meta-analysis' significance was very high, Z = 6.77, p < 
0.001 , with a 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.51- 0.93 . Factor that confinned hypothesis 
1, that there would be a significant effect of biofeedback interventions on sports 
perfonnance. 
Different studies contributed differently to the aforementioned findings. It is 
possible to know how much each study contributed to the overall results by analyzing the 
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When analyzing relative weights it is possible to notice significant differences. As 
an example, Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004b) had a relative weight of 5.50, while Arns 
et al. (2007) had a relative weigh of 1.26. 
These differences reflected calculations that took into account the amplitude of 
the findings, the statistical treatment used, the number of participants and the 
measurements taken, among other details. Some differences that may be highlighted in 
this comparison are the difference in the number of participants; Bar-Eli and Blumenstein 
(2004b) had 79 participants, while Arns et al. (2007) had six patiicipants. Another 
determining aspect was the use of a control group by Bm·-Eli and Blumenstein (2004b ), 
while Ams et al. (2007) compared means within the same group. 
Research question 2. Is there meta-analysis heterogeneity in the present overall 
analysis ofthe studies? 
Hypothesis 2. Due to the independent nature of the studies there will be a 
magnitude of methodologies used by the empirical investigations. Thus, a significant 
variance will be found among effect sizes (g). A meta-analysis of heterogeneity across 
studies will show the presence of heterogeneity (P). 
Hypothesis 2 findings. The present study used the P statistic, which takes into 
consideration how much of the variation across the studies may be explained by 
heterogeneity, and not by chance. (Higgins & Thompson, 2002; Higgins et al., 2003). It 
also reports the Q statistic to allow comparison with other meta-analysis studies that used 
this statistic value for the measurement of heterogeneity. 
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The within-study variability represents variability due to how samples differ from 
study to study. Whereas the between-studies variability represents variability in the 
studies' characteristics, including treatment, research methods and statistical treatment. 
(Brockwell & Gordon, 2001; Hunter & Schmidt, 2000). 
According to Higgins et al. (2003), scale of heterogeneity, the present meta-
analysis had a moderate and significant heterogeneity, P = 54.95, and p < 0.001 with a 
95% confidence interval; which means that 54.95% of the variation was due to variation 
between studies. This was expected because of how different the outcome measures 
where and how different other studies' characteristics were as well, including the 
research methods and quantification of the comparisons. The complete heterogeneity 
results are represented in table 5. 
Heterogeneity 
Q-value df (Q) P-value 1-s:quared 
71.037 32 0.000 54.953 
Table 5- Overall - Heterogeneity test data 
Overall meta-analysis' fail safe analysis. The fail safe N number is an important 
reference in meta-analysis, as it represents the number of hypothetical studies with null 
effect size results that would need to be added to the meta-analysis in order to make the 
fmdings statistically non-significant (Orwin, 1983). 
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The classic fail-safe for the present meta-analysis was N = 863; which means that 
863 studies with low or null effect sizes would need to be added to the present meta-
analysis in order to bring the statistical significance p < 0.001 to a non-significant value 
ofp=.05 or higher. 
Overall meta-analysis' funnel plot. The funnel plot analysis is a procedure to 
assess possible bias in the meta-analysis. It measures how studies are distributed on an 
axis that accounts for effect sizes and standard deviations (Kulinskaya et al. , 2008). 
For a meta-analysis without bias, participant studies with higher standard errors or 
less precision in the study are expected to have higher variation on the effect sizes; while, 
on the other hand, studies with more precision will have less variation in effect sizes. An 
analysis such as this would generate a plot that resembles an inverted funnel (Kulinskaya 
et al., 2008). The symmetry of the findings in a plot distribution has been a common 
practice used for meta-analysis investigations among other statistical analyses (Light & 
Pillemer, 1984). The current meta-analysis' funnel plot displayed symmetry and indicated 
no bias (figure 5). 
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Figure 5 - Overall meta-analysis funnel plot- Standard error by effect sizes in means 
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Although, because of the funnel shape and symmetry, an overall presence of bias 
was discarded; it is possible to notice in the funnel plot that the inverted funnel was not 
centered towards 0, but toward the positive side of the effect sizes' means. 
This represented a predominance of studies with positive fmdings that can 
probably be attributed to the fact that investigations with negative results are published 
with a lower frequency than investigations with positive results (G0tzsche, 1987; 
Kulinskaya et al. , 2008). 
Inclusion of case studies and studies with case study design. Adding case 
studies and investigations with no statistical treatment to the meta-analysis required 
calculation of estimated effect sizes. This procedure was done according to 
recommendations for studies without effect sizes but with available data (Kulinskaya et 




Where "d " is Cohen's d effect size, "Xl-X2" is the mean average of treatment or 
comparison conditions, and "S" is the standard deviation. 
The overall result of the meta-analysis including studies with true effect sizes and 
studies with estimated effect sizes was also significant, where Z = 7.08, p < .001 with a 
95% confidence interval (CI) 0.50- 0.89. However, when the studies with estimated 
effect sizes were grouped and compared to the studies with true effect sizes, it was 
possible to notice an important difference; while the studies with true effect sizes have a 
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very high significance (Z = 6.77, p < .001 , 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.51- 0.93), the 
studies with estimated effect sizes' significance was much lower (Z=0.68, p=0.49, 95% 
confidence interval (CI) -1.95- 4.04). 
Table 6 - Studies with single subject, or case study design. 
Another important factor that was taken into account when including the studies 
with estimated effect sizes was the fact that each study's estimated effect size only 
differed from another estimated effect size on the fourth decimal. As an example, 
Blumensteinan and Orbach (2012a) had an estimated effect size of d = 1.414242, while 
Carlstedt (2012) had an estimated effect size of d= 1.414232. 
Furthermore, when analyzing the data for bias, using the funnel plot, the expected 
inverted funnel shape was no longer represented (figure 6). This change on the shape, 
when comparing to the inverted funnel shape found in the analysis without the estimated 
effect sizes (figure 2), can be justified by the effect that the estimated effect sizes and 
their respective standard errors had on the representation. According to Egger et al. 
(1997b) and to Kulinskaya et al. , (2008), the lack of a shape resembling an inverted 
funnel confirms the presence of bias in the selection ofthe studies in the meta-analysis. 
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Figure 6 -Meta-analysis including estimated effect sizes funnel plot- Standard error by effect 
sizes m means. 
Another important aspect was the magnitude of the difference between effect size 
d values (standard difference in means) for studies that investigated case studies and 
every other study in the meta-analysis. A superficial analysis of the forest plot (figure 7) 
would seem to indicate that therewas a larger effect size for the case study subgroup; 
however, there is need to consider the Z value, the p value and the confidence interval. 
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Figure 7 - Statistics and forest plot of effect sizes' means by study (case study, with estimated d 
Vs group studies). 
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Finally, it was important to look at the statistical weight that each study had on the 
overall meta-analysis when adding the studies with estimated effect sizes. It was clear 
that the studies with estimated effect sizes had a very low weight in comparison to every 
other study (figure 8). 
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Figure 8 - Study by study data, forest plot of Cohen's d effect sizes and relative weight-
including studies with estimated effect sizes. 
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The mean statistical weight of the studies with estimated effect sizes was 0.042, 
while the weight from the studies with true effect sizes ranged from the lowest 0.3, from 
the study by Bajaj (2005), to 7.85, from the study by Edmonds (2005). 
Research question 3. Do different biofeedback modalities used in different 
interventions affect the measured outcomes differently? 
Hypothesis 3. Because of the distinct nature, and unique characteristiCs of each 
of the biofeedback modalities, the amplitude of the spmis performance effect sizes (g), 
will be moderated by biofeedback modalities. 
Hypothesis 3 findings . By running a sub-meta-analysis treating different 
biofeedback modalities as moderators, it was possible to realize that the difference 
between the biofeedback modalities' effect sizes was statistically significant (p = 0.465, 
95% CI), which allowed for rejection of the null hypothesis. 
Furthermore, it was possible to see that some of the biofeedback modalities had a 
significant superiority on effect sizes when compared to the other modalities. It is 
important to highlight that the outcome measures varied a lot from study to study, which 
affected the magnitude of the initial statistical analysis from each of the studies. 
While EEG biofeedback had the highest d effect size (d = 1.086, 95% CI 0.40-
l.77,p = 0.002, Z= 3.10), by analyzing the d effect size (or standard difference in means) 
along with the Z-value and with the p value, which is a more comprehensive and 
recommended analysis (Kulinskaya et al., 2008), the fmdings pointed to EMG 
biofeedback as the modality with the strongest effect on sports performance (d= 0.891, 
95% CI 0.60 -1.18,p <0.001 , Z= 6.05) as can be seen in figure 9. 
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Figure 9- statistics and forest plot of effect sizes ' means by biofeedback modality 
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It is also important to highlight that studies using temperature biofeedback ( d = 
0.66, 95% CI -0.14 -1.47,p = 0.106, Z= 1.62) and postural biofeedback (d = 0.43, 95% 
CI -0.67- 1.54, p = 0. 441 , Z = 0. 77) were the ones with the lowest effect on the outcome 
measures. Furthermore, it is possible to see that studies utilizing multiple modalities of 
biofeedback (d= 0.38, 95% CI 0.24- 0.53 ,p <0.001, Z= 5.15) had a lower effect on the 
outcome measures when compared to studies utilizing either of the three modalities with 
the strongest effect, EEG biofeedback, EMG biofeedback or HR biofeedback (d = 0.50, 
95% CI 0.26- 0.73,p <0.001 , Z = 4.13). 
Research question 4. Do the number of biofeedback sessions have an effect on 
the outcome and on sports performance? 
Hypothesis 4. The number of biofeedback sessions will moderate the progression 
of the sports perfonnance effect sizes (g). Interventions with a higher number of 
biofeedback treatment sessions will show proportionally higher sports performance effect 
sizes. 
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Hypothesis 4 findings. A median for the number of biofeedback sessions for all 
studies in the meta-analysis was calculated; studies with a number of biofeedback 
sessions below the calculated median of eight were considered "lower number of 
biofeedback sessions," and those above the median were considered "higher number of 
biofeedback sessions." By running a sub-meta-analysis comparing studies with a "lower 
number of biofeedback sessions," with studies with a "higher number of biofeedback 
sessions," treating them as moderators, it was possible to confirm the hypothesis that 
studies with a higher number of biofeedback sessions had higher effect sizes (d = 0.84, 
95% CI 0.40 -1.27,p <0.001, Z= 3.77) when compared to the studies with lower 
number of sessions (d = 0.68, 95% CI 0.45- 0.90, p <0.001 , Z = 5.95). Therefore, it was 
possible to reject the null hypothesis (figure 1 0). 
lower number of sessions 
bigber number of sessions 0.402 1214 
Figure 10- statistics and forest plot of effect sizes' means by number of sessions 
Research question 5. Do interventions that use biofeedback and no other 
techniques or approaches (such as relaxation or focus training) yield the same results, 
towards sports performance outcomes, as those interventions that use biofeedback as part 
of an intervention program, along with other techniques and approaches? 
Hypothesis 5. The interventions that use only biofeedback and no other 
interventions will have lower effect on the sports performance outcomes when compared 
to interventions that use biofeedback as part of a broader set of interventions. 
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Hypothesis 5 findings. By running a sub-meta-analysis treating studies that used 
biofeedback interventions and no other interventions or approaches and studies using 
biofeedback interventions as part of a broader program as moderators, it was possible to 
realize that studies using biofeedback as part of a set of interventions had higher effect on 
the outcomes (d= 0.90, 95% CI 0.48 -1.32,p <0.001 , Z= 4.18) when compared to 
studies using only biofeedback (d = 0.66, 95% CI 0.41 - 0.91 ,p <0.001 , Z= 5.22), as 
may be seen in the forest plot representation in figure 11. 
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Figure 11 - Statistics and forest plot of effect sizes' means by interventions that used only 
biofeedback interventions V s. interventions that used biofeedback as part of a broader set of 
interventions. 
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These statistical differences confirmed the hypothesis that studies implementing 
biofeedback as part of a broader set of interventions or training would have a higher 
effect on the sports performance outcome measures when compared to studies that used 
only biofeedback, also meaning that the null hypothesis was rejected. 
Research question 6. Do biofeedback interventions affect outcome measures that 
are directly related to sports performance (such as shooting accuracy in hockey or 
basketball free throw accuracy) and outcome measures that are indirectly related to sports 
performance (such as muscle strength or reaction time) similarly? 
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Hypothesis 6. Biofeedback interventions will yield similar effect on outcome 
measures directly related to sports performance and on outcome measures that are 
indirectly related to spmis performance. 
Hypothesis 6 findings. By running a sub-meta-analysis treating studies that 
targeted variables that were directly related to sports outcomes and studies that targeted 
variables that were indirectly related to sports as moderators, it was possible to see that 
the moderator analysis showed a significant difference between these two groups of 
studies. 
The effect size and overall impact that the studies investigating the effect of 
biofeedback interventions on variables that indirectly affect sports performance had (d = 
0.91 , 95% CI 0.59- 1.22,p < 0.001, Z = 5.64), was significantly higher than the ones by 
studies targeting variables directly related to sports (d= 0.57, 95% CI 0.31- 0.84,p < 
0.001 , Z = 4.27), as can be seen in figure 12. 
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Figure 12- Statistics and forest plot of effect sizes' means by interventions that targeted 
variables directly related to sports performance Vs. interventions that targeted variables indirectly 
related to sports performance. 
These findings contradicted the present study's hypothesis 6, and confirmed the 
null hypothesis that there would be differences between the effect that studies had on 
sports performance when taking into consideration whether the variables targeted were 
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directly related to sports performance, or indirectly related to sports performance. 
Other relevant results. Although not one of the research questions, another two-
moderator analysis was conducted in the present meta-analysis to provide further data for 
the discussions. The first sub-meta-analysis investigated the type of sports as moderator 
variable. 
The effect sizes and statistical significances were scattered and showed a lot of 
variation; neve1iheless, w hen attention was given to the number of studies and to the 
statistical data, basketball with 3 studies (d= 1.35, 95% CI 0.86 -1.85,p <0.001 , Z= 
5.38) and gymnastics with 5 studies (d= 1.09, 95% Confidence Interval (CI) -0.16-
2.35,p < 0.01 , Z = 1.71) stood out from the other types of sports, as can be seen on figure 
13. 
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Figure 13- Statistics and forest plot of effect sizes' means by spmis. 
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The second sub-meta-analysis investigated studies that either utilized or based 
their interventions on the Wingate protocol in comparison with investigations that did not 
use the Wingate protocol as moderators for the analysis. Wingate protocol is a set of 
methodological guidelines created in the Wingate Institute in Israel by a group of 
researchers, Blumenstein et al. (1997). 
The reason for analysis of the studies using the Wingate protocol is mainly 
because there is not much methodological consistency across studies investigating 
biofeedback interventions and its effect in sports. However, the Wingate protocol has 
been the only methodological set of guidelines that have been used or used as a reference 
by different authors; from the studies being analyzed in the present overall meta-analysis, 
four have used the Wingate protocol as a reference for their methodological choices (Bar-
Eli & Blumenstein, 2004; Blumenstein et al. , 1997; Edvardsson, 2010; Galloway & Lane, 
2005). 
By conducting the sub-meta-analysis comparing the four studies that used the 
Wingate protocol and the rest of the studies as moderators it was possible to notice that 
the studies using the Wingate protocol had a weaker effect on the outcome measures (d = 
0.54, 95% CI 0.16- 0.916,p = 0.005, Z= 2.79), when compared to the other studies (d= 
0.77, 95% CI 0.53 -1.01 ,p <0.001, Z= 6.33), as can be seen on figure 14. 
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The main purpose of the present investigation was to better understand the effect 
of biofeedback interventions on sports performance outcomes; results from the meta-
analysis suggested that interventions using biofeedback training have a significant and 
positive effect on sports performance outcomes. Furthermore, analysis of the studies 
included in the meta-analysis indicated a strong variation between studies and a lack of 
consistency across studies. 
The data analysis of variables treated as moderators indicated that different 
biofeedback modalities (EMG, HRV, EEG) yielded different effects on sports 
performance outcomes. Another variable that influenced the overall effect on sports 
performance outcomes was the number of biofeedback sessions administered per 
investigation. It was found that higher numbers of biofeedback interventions resulted in 
larger effect on sports performance outcomes. 
Another important finding was the fact that interventions that had only 
biofeedback as a variable and no other treatments had lower significance on the sports 
performance outcome measures when compared to interventions that used biofeedback 
interventions along with other variables, like relaxation techniques, stretching exercises 
and focus training. 
Yet another variable that affected the overall meta-analysis was the outcome 
measurement. Analysis of the sub-meta-analysis indicate that biofeedback interventions 
are more efficient towards outcome measures that were indirectly affecting sports 
performance (such as focus, relaxation, reaction time, and muscle strength), when 
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compared to outcome measures that were directly related to sports performance (such as 
passing and shooting in basketball), which contradicted the initial hypothesis. 
Additionally, a moderator analysis indicated that although there are some 
differences on how biofeedback interventions affect different sports, there was no 
statistical significance in the findings. Finally, it was found that investigations following 
the Wingate protocol had less effect on sports performance outcomes than those not 
following this specific methodological approach. Following is a more thorough 
discussion of the data for each of the research questions and for the two additional 
moderator analyses. 
Discussion of Research Question 1 
Finding an answer to this important question was crucial to shed light into the 
discussion about the possible uses and possible efficacy of using biofeedback techniques 
for sports performance purposes. The results indicated that there was a positive effect of 
interventions using biofeedback techniques on sports performance, which confirmed the 
hypothesis and rejected the null hypothesis. However, it is important to highlight the fact 
that, even though the funnel plot analysis indicated no significance in bias, it also 
indicated predominance of articles publishing positive results. This, according to Egger et 
al. (1997b) may be due to a tendency to publish articles when there is presence of 
positive results rather than negative. 
As aforementioned, many articles had multiple data available; thus, there was 
need for selection of the data to be used in the present meta-analysis. This selection was 
made in an unbiased way, which did not consider the data's significance or direction of 
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the fmdings. The selection was made by looking at data that would be the main source to 
answer to the main research questions raised by the authors, and by looking at data 
reporting on interactions between biofeedback interventions and direct sports 
performance when possible. 
It is interesting that from the 33 studies with true data, there were only two 
investigations with negative effect sizes; an investigation by Tanis (2008) (d = - 0.44, 
95% CI -1.01- 0.13, p = 0.127, Z = -1.53), and an investigation by Shaw (2010) (d = -
0.81 , 95% CI -1.49- -0.13,p = 0.02, Z= -2.33), which were both doctoral dissertations. 
Furthe1more, the study with the lowest positive effect size (d = 0.27, 95% CI -0.85-
0.903,p = 0.952, Z = 0.06) was also a dissertation, by Blais (1978). The majority of the 
publications included in the present meta-analysis (28 out of 33) were not dissertations 
but scientific journal publications or applied interventions published in academic books. 
This may support the theory, by Egger et al. (1997b), that publications in scientific 
journals have a tendency to report positive fmdings. 
Another essential factor is that there weren't many studies investigated in the 
meta-analysis, only 33. Moreover, the meta-analysis was conducted by gathering studies 
focusing different objectives and using distinct research methods, both factors reduce the 
significance of the overall fmdings for the practical comprehension of how biofeedback 
affects sports performance. 
Through another statistical analysis, the calculation of relative weight, it was 
possible to understand to which proportion each of the studies contributed to the result 
that biofeedback interventions affect sports performance significantly. 
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The relative weight takes into consideration the method used for the initial 
statistical calculations from each study, the number of participants and the sizes of 
control groups and intervention groups, when available. This data bears strong 
implications for future investigations. Studies with strong and weak relative weights may 
serve as methodological references for practices to be adopted or to be avoided when 
designing a research study on the effect of biofeedback in sports. 
After this analysis it was possible to see some studies standing out, including 
Edmonds (2005) with the highest relative weight of 6.96, out of a total of 100, or 6.96%, 
Bar-Eli and Blumenstein (2004b) with a relative weight of 5.50% and Goudas et al. 
(2007) with a relative weight of 5.49%. (figure 15). 
By analyzing each ofthese studies it is possible to see important peculiarities that 
affected these strong relative weights. Edmonds (2005) had a strong method design using 
a Chi-square analysis to compare differences in pre and post intervention scores of 
performance for the control and the intervention groups. The investigations by Bar-Eli 
and Blumenstein (2004b) and Goudas et al. (2007) also had a high number of participants 
(N = 79 and N = 80, respectively). 
These factors and the overall research design utilized by the aforementioned 
authors (Bar-Eli & Blumenstein, 2004b; Edmonds, 2005; Goudas et al. , 2007) should, 
without question, be considered by researchers developing investigations on the effect of 
biofeedback interventions in sports performance in the future. Such practice may assist 
on the formulation of a sound research design and also assist in a positive way on the 
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Figure 15 -Relative weights from the overall meta-analysis. 
Discussion of Research Question 2 
Answering this question was essential for the present meta-analysis. As 
mentioned in the results section, in accordance to the scale of heterogeneity by Higgins et 
al. (2003), the present meta-analysis presented a moderate and significant heterogeneity, 
P = 54.95, and p < 0.001 with a 95% confidence interval, meaning that 54.95% of the 
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variation was due to variation between studies. Tllis statistical finding confirmed the 
hypothesis and rejected the null hypothesis. 
Moderate heterogeneity can be perceived as a positive result, because some 
heterogeneity was expected, because each study differed considerably in regard to 
methods, outcome measures and results. Had the heterogeneity test showed results which 
studies were highly distinct from each other, the meta-analysis' overall results would not 
be clear (Higgins et al. , 2003). 
When heterogeneity is present, it is necessary to conduct a series of statistical 
analysis weighting and factoring moderators as an attempt to explain the heterogeneity 
(Rosenthal, 1995; DeCoster, 2004). Separate moderator analyses were conducted 
answering some of the research questions raised, and adding to the explanation of 
heterogeneity. 
The present meta-analysis included treating biofeedback modalities as 
moderators, treating the number of biofeedback sessions as moderators, treating whether 
biofeedback was the sole intervention or not as moderators, treating different sports as 
moderators, treating the nature of the outcome measures, whether they were directly 
related to sports or not as moderators, and treating the methodological approach used, 
either based on the Wingate protocol or not as moderators. 
The moderator analysis comparing four studies that used the Wingate protocol (by 
Blumenstein et al., 1997) and the remaining studies showed that the 4 studies had smaller 
effect size and statistical significance (d= 0.54, 95% CI 0.16- 0.916,p = 0.005, Z= 
2.79), than the other studies (d= 0.77, 95% CI 0.53 -l.Ol,p <0.001, Z= 6.33). This was 
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an interesting finding for methodological discussions, but did not address the 
heterogeneity question, as the differences between these 2 results were not significant. 
Discussion of Research Question 3 
This question is very important to a better understanding of how biofeedback 
interventions affect sports perf01mance outcomes. It was not only important to assess if 
there were differences between biofeedback modalities' effect sizes but also to analyze 
which of them had the stronger effect on sports performance outcomes. 
Moreover, and maybe more important for procedural discussions, is the analysis 
of relative weights within each ofthe moderators (each ofthe biofeedback modalities). 
These factors provided important references for analysis of investigational procedures, 
allowing future researchers to have a better understanding of which research methods and 
which intervention methods yield more significant results per biofeedback modality. 
As stated in the hypothesis, due to the distinct characteristics of the biofeedback 
modalities, and to what each of the studies targeted, there was a significant difference 
between the biofeedback modalities' effect sizes (p = 0.465, 95% CI), result which 
rejected the null hypothesis that there would be no differences. 
If there was a difference between modalities or not, is not as relevant of an 
investigation as was the investigation of how modalities differed from each other. Two of 
the biofeedback modalities stood out for their high effect sizes and significance, studies 
using EEG (d= 1.086, 95% CI 0.40 -1.77,p = 0.002, Z= 3.10), and those using EMG (d 
= 0.891, 95% CI 0.60 -1.18,p <0.001, Z= 6.05) 
On the other side of the spectrum were the modalities with the lower effect sizes, 
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and, therefore, with less effect on sports performance outcomes; these were studies using 
temperature biofeedback (d= 0.66, 95% CI -0.14 -1.47,p = 0.106, Z= 1.62) and 
postural biofeedback (d= 0.43, 95% CI -0.67 -1.54,p = 0.441, Z= 0.77). Studies using 
multiple modalities of biofeedback (d = 0.38, 95% CI 0.24- 0.53,p < 0.001, Z= 5.15) 
also had lower effect on the outcome measures when compared to studies using EEG or 
EMG biofeedback. 
The magnitude of the differences between effect sizes for biofeedback modalities 
also justified some of the heterogeneity present in the meta-analysis, which can be fully 
interpreted after considering all of the moderator analyses. 
These findings bare important meaning for the development of future research 
and of future practical implementations targeting direct or indirect sports performance 
outcomes through the use of biofeedback. Likewise, an analysis of which investigations 
had more effect on these findings was very relevant. Within investigations using EEG 
biofeedback, the work by Landers et al. (1991) had an outstanding result on the analysis 
of relative weight (65.90%), while the other 2 studies Chung et al. (2001) and Arns et al. 
(2007) had 17.70% and 16.40% relative weights, respectively. 
It is important to highlight that Landers et al. (1991) found a significant difference 
between groups of archers undergoing EEG biofeedback training when compared to 
those not getting training or to the group receiving incorrect EEG biofeedback training. 
Another important aspect of the design by Landers et al. (1991) was that the training 
period did not have a specific time for participants; instead, participants trained until they 
reached a predetermined ideal EEG condition. This was a very important factor that 
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differentiated the investigation from many others that had stipulated specific amounts of 
minutes of training per participant. This peculiarity supported the statements by Bar-Eli 
(2002) that biofeedback interventions need to be adapted to each individual ' s 
characteristics, including learning speed and adaptability to the training methods. 
There was much more consistency and similar distribution of relative weights for 
investigations that made use of EMG biofeedback. From the 11 studies only 2 had a 
relative weight that differed more than 3 percent from the other studies, as may be seen 
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Figure 16- Relative weights of studies using EMG biofeedback. 
With a higher number of studies in the meta-analysis than any other biofeedback 
modality, and with the aforementioned consistency across studies, EMG biofeedback 
definitely stood out as a reference in regard to work targeting sports performance 
outcomes. However; it is important, as it is for any other modality, to have the 
investigation procedures replicated with other participants ' demographics, to further 
support its use for the improvement of sports performance outcomes. 
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Discussion of Research Question 4 
Answering this question may seem like an obvious task. Nevertheless, studies 
have reported data pointing to the fact that significant effect on performance may be 
achieved within very few training sessions (Ams et al. , 2007; Perry et al, 2012). 
Due to the fact that the number of training sessions was yet another variable with 
very low consistency across investigations, there was need to categorize the number of 
sessions in order to best answer the proposed question. Therefore, a median for the 
number of biofeedback sessions for all studies in the meta-analysis was calculated (8), 
and studies with a number of biofeedback sessions below eight were considered "lower 
number of biofeedback sessions," and those with a number of biofeedback sessions above 
eight were considered "higher number of biofeedback sessions." 
The results confirmed the hypothesis that interventions that administered higher 
numbers of biofeedback sessions had stronger effect on sports performance (d = 0.84, 
95% CI 0.40- 1.27, p <0.001 , Z = 3.77) when compared to the studies with lower 
number of sessions (d = 0.68, 95% CI 0.45- 0.90, p <0.001 , Z = 5.95), which allowed 
rejection of the null hypothesis. 
The number of sessions may also have a significant effect on retention levels of 
the improvements obtained after biofeedback interventions. Unfortunately, as most of the 
studies did not account for retention, it was not possible to treat this variable as a 
moderator within the moderator analysis. This is certainly an analysis that needs to be 
done in the future and that will represent a very important advance in understanding how 
biofeedback interventions need to be managed, and how follow-up training sessions need 
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to be administered. 
Although it was important to understand that interventions with higher number of 
sessions yield better results, it was also important to analyze individual differences that 
may play a role into this variable; furthermore, it would be important to analyze the rate 
at which perfmmance progresses in relation to the number of sessions. This would 
require comparison of training by training data across different investigations. Thus, a 
need for change and higher consistency of investigations in regard to their methods. 
Finding the balance between the number of biofeedback sessions needed to 
achieve a specific goal, the number of sessions needed to maintain the results, and the 
rate at which results change throughout sessions is crucial for the development of ideal 
training programs. The difference in effect sizes found between studies that had less 
biofeedback sessions and studies with more biofeedback sessions further justified the 
heterogeneity found in the present meta-analysis. 
Discussion of Research Question 5 
This is yet another very important discussion. Can biofeedback alone produce 
significant effect in sports, or only as part of a broader intervention program? Two things 
were very important to answering this question: the first was the fact that, overall, studies 
investigating the sole use of biofeedback interventions were able to affect sports 
performance outcomes (d= 0.66, 95% CI 0.41- 0.91,p <0.001, Z= 5.22); the second 
was the fact that intervention programs that used biofeedback along with other techniques 
(such as relaxation, muscle stretching and others) had a much higher effect on sports 
performance outcomes (d= 0.90, 95% CI 0.48 -1.32,p <0.001, Z= 4.18); which 
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confirmed the investigation's hypothesis and rejected the null hypothesis. 
So one would ask: Why using only biofeedback to achieve a goal, ifthere is 
evidence that a combination of techniques will provide better results? To answer this 
question more questions need to be asked, such as whether there is a time limitation for 
the goals to be achieved by or if the practitioner has the skills to use multiple types of 
interventions, along with other important questions. The simple answer to the question 
would be: if the circumstances allow, it is always best to combine techniques with 
biofeedback rather than performing it by itself. 
This moderator analysis showed a significant difference between these two 
categorized groups of investigations. This also explained some of the overall 
heterogeneity found in the meta-analysis previously. 
Discussion of Research Question 6 
The answer to this question rejected the present investigation's hypothesis that 
there would be no significant differences on the effect that biofeedback interventions 
have on outcome measures that are directly or indirectly related to sports performance. 
Studies investigating the effect of biofeedback interventions on outcome 
measurements indirectly related to sports had a significantly higher effect size and 
statistical significance (d= 0.91, 95% CI 0.59 -1.22,p < 0.001, Z= 5.64), than the ones 
by studies investigating variables directly related to sports (d = 0.57, 95% CI 0.31 - 0.84, 
p < 0.001 , Z = 4.27); which confirmed the null hypothesis that differences between these 
2 subgroups would be present. 
These findings are very relevant to the discussion of how biofeedback 
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interventions can affect sports performance outcomes. As the studies included in the 
present meta-analysis had a broad variation on the types of interventions and intervention 
programs, it is not easy to state a rule that will apply to every sports, skill, or ability. 
Nevertheless, there was strong indication that in order for the achievement of more 
significant results, biofeedback interventions should target things that indirectly affect 
performance in sports, like balance, muscle strength and reaction time among others. 
This difference between the moderator variables definitely justified some of the 
variability found earlier in the overall meta-analysis' heterogeneity test. 
Discussion of Sports as Moderators 
When different sports were considered as moderators, the results of the analyses 
showed plenty of variation on the findings. Because there was a lot of variation on the 
research methods used within each sport, and as some ofthe sports being compared only 
had a single investigation; it wouldn't be prudent to outline conclusions based on the type 
of spmis being investigated. 
However; basketball and gymnastics stood out from the other sports due to the 
number of investigations and to the significance of their data analysis and effect sizes; 
basketball had 3 investigations (d= 1.35, 95% CI 0.86 -1.85,p <0.001, Z= 5.38) and 
gymnastics had 5 investigations (d= 1.09, 95% CI -0.16- 2.35,p < 0.01, Z= 1.71). It's 
also interesting to highlight the disse1iations by Strack (2005), on baseball, and the one 
by Shaw (2010) on gymnastics, which had the highest relative weight within each of their 
sports, 58.14% and 22.19% respectively. 
There is a demand for a broader number of investigations within a specific sport 
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to allow further comparisons and statistical analyses that may assist on the better 
understanding of how biofeedback interventions affect sports performance outcomes; 
ideally, these future investigations should target similar outcome measures within each of 
the sports. 
Discussion of the Wingate Protocol 
The Wingate protocol is a series of procedures for the implementation of 
assessments and training targeting improvement in sports perfonnance, including the use 
of biofeedback, created by Blumenstein et al. (1997). 
The Wingate protocol brought some guidance and a much needed consistency 
across studies ' procedures. Only because of its implementation by four of the studies 
present in the overall meta-analysis was it possible to see some methodological 
consistency across studies. After comparing these 4 studies (d = 0.54, 95% CI 0.16-
0.916,p = 0.005, Z= 2.79) against the rest ofthe studies (d= 0.77, 95% CI 0.53 -l.Ol , p 
<0.001, Z = 6.33) it was possible to notice that the Wingate protocol did not yield better 
effect on sports performance outcome measures. As one of the main topics of the current 
analysis has been the lack of consistency across investigations, it would not be wise to 
conclude that the Wingate protocol should no longer be implemented. Instead, possible 
modifications on the protocol could be investigated, while some of the aforementioned 
findings of the present analysis may serve as a reference for these possible modifications. 
Discussion of the Moderator Analyses and Heterogeneity 
It was expected that moderator analyses (that were pertinent to the meta-analysis 
investigation) would provide valuable information on the analysis of heterogeneity 
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(DeCoster, 2004; Rosenthal, 1995). Significant differences were found for each ofthe 
aforementioned moderator analyses, which justified some of the present meta-analysis 
heterogeneity (P = 54.95, and p<O.OOl with a 95% CI). There was, clearly, part of the 
heterogeneity that was justified by other differences and variables due to the lack of 
methodological consistency across the investigations, factor which did not allow for 
analysis of other moderator analyses. 
Discussion of the Inclusion/Exclusion of Case Studies and Studies with Case Study 
Design. 
The inclusion of investigations that needed calculation of estimated effect sizes, 
which included case studies and studies with case study methodology, implicated on the 
use of an estimated effect size calculated according to a formula by Kulinskaya, et al. 
(2008). 
The effect sizes from these calculations only differed after the fourth decimal, 
because the main calculations in the present meta-analysis take into account effect sizes, 
inclusion of these 10 investigations would represent a quarter of the total analysis and 
mask the effect that the other 33 investigations with true effect sizes would have on the 
analysis. This was confirmed with the funnel plot bias analysis that indicated the presence 
of bias when these case-studies were included. 
Due to these aspects, the 10 investigations were excluded from the overall 
analysis, with the main purpose of preserving the quality of the overall analysis and of the 
moderator analyses and interpretations of the data. 
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Limitations 
The main limitation of the present meta-analysis was the lack of experimental 
research providing evidence of the effect of biofeedback on the realm of sports 
performance. Although the present meta-analysis allowed analysis of the proposed 
discussion, and relevant conclusions to be drawn, a larger number of studies would 
strengthen these findings, further grounding the proposed discussions. 
The search for articles was made using the English language; therefore, studies 
considered for inclusion in the present meta-analysis were those either written in English, 
or those with an abstract or key-words in English. A search using other languages and 
using specific scientific databases from other countries would definitely increase the 
number of studies to be considered for inclusion in the meta-analysis. 
In accordance to Lipsey and Wilson (1993), the quality of a meta-analysis 
research is proportional to the quality of the studies analyzed in it. Thus, another 
important limitation that affected the present study's quality, was the lack of 
methodological consistency across the available studies. 
A stronger meta-analysis could be conducted if methodological approaches and 
data analyses from the studies were similar or if the outcome measurements were similar 
to one another or even the same. This would also allow further variables to be analyzed 
as moderators. It would be possible to take into account, for instance, participants' ages, 
genders, number of years of experience in the measured sports, among others. 
Yet another distinguished limitation was the scarcity of studies designed to 
investigate the retention level of the learned performance enhancement techniques 
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deriving from biofeedback interventions or from interventions utilizing biofeedback. 
Retention level is a very important concept for the practical application of biofeedback in 
spmis performance enhancement. As an example, an individual may temporarily learn to 
self-regulate his or her state of activation level with the assistance of biofeedback 
methods, factor which could result on perfonnance enhancement. Nevertheless, if the 
retention period is brief, the biofeedback's practical use is very limited, and there is a 
need for continued intervention to achieve the same improvement in sports performance. 
Future Research 
Future investigations using meta-analysis to assess the effect of biofeedback in 
sports may improve its scientific quality, reduce the skewed quality of the effect sizes' 
comparisons, and improve the relevance of the findings, by perfonning comparisons 
including a broader number of studies. 
One possibility, without the need to wait for future publications, is to include in 
the analysis investigations that do not have full text, abstracts or key words in English. 
By including investigations written in other languages and originating from other 
countries databases ' search, it is possible to not only increase the number of studies to be 
compared in the meta-analysis but also to potentially add different moderator analyses, 
such as analyses by participants ' gender, ages, years of experience in sports and others. 
Yet another possibility is the development of a statistical treatment that may 
adjust findings from case studies and single subject designs allowing for their proper 
inclusion in the meta-analysis without compromising the bias analysis, the funnel plot 
analysis, or, more importantly, the overall meta-analysis and relative weight analysis. 
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In the currently available literature, there was a lack of publications focusing on 
retention levels for the improvements achieved by biofeedback interventions. 
Investigation of retention levels is paramount to the development of a better 
understanding of the use and applicability of biofeedback techniques for sports. Future 
investigations may investigate short and long retention periods, if and how the 
improvements in performance are sustained by participants, and at what rate the 
improvements decrease after the treatment is discontinued. 
Another important step for the comprehension of the effect of biofeedback in 
sports performance is an increment in the number of investigations following a same set 
of research methods. Future studies may focus on the development of such set of research 
methods or follow existing procedures such as the Wingate protocol, with adaptations. 
The data provided in the moderator analyses indicated some investigations that 
had strong effect sizes when compared to other investigations; these strong effect sizes 
derived from peculiarities in these studies, such as the methodology used, the number of 
training sessions, the performance outcome targeted, the biofeedback modality used, and 
the number of participants. There remains a need for future studies, investigating 
biofeedback interventions in spmis, to take such details into account during the 
development of their methodological approach. As the first meta-analysis focusing on the 
effect of biofeedback interventions in sports, the present investigation may serve as 
catalyst for future investigations that analyze variables that could not be analyzed in the 
present investigation. Given this context some of these variables to be analyzed in the 
future may be: the duration of each phase of the intervention programs, the total number 
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of minutes devoted to biofeedback interventions, the number of minutes devoted to initial 
baseline, the procedures used for analysis of neuro-physiological baseline data from 
participants to determine training thresholds, and others. The more specific future 
analyses get, the more variables can be treated as moderators, the better can be its final 
repmi and the support for a better understanding of the correlation between 
implementation of biofeedback and spmis performance outcomes. 
Conclusion 
The present meta-analysis contributed to the better understanding of how 
biofeedback interventions and interventions utilizing biofeedback as part of a broader 
program may affect sports performance. Even though the number of studies included in 
the analysis was limited (33), and the variables and outcome measurements that each 
study investigated were not similar to one another, it was possible to understand from the 
overall interpretation of the meta-analysis that the use of biofeedback training has a 
significant and positive effect on sports performance outcome measures. 
Nevertheless, it is paramount to emphasize that biofeedback interventions had the 
highest effect on sports performance outcomes when used along with other techniques or 
approaches (such as goal setting, relaxation practices, focus training, and mental 
toughness implementations). Although there was significant effect of biofeedback 
interventions when implemented with no other techniques, it is possible to conclude that 
to achieve the best improvement in sports performance outcomes, ideal programs should 
use biofeedback as part of a broader set of interventions, and not just by itself. 
Further interpretation of the meta-analysis indicated that studies with higher 
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number ofbiofeedback intervention sessions (more than eight sessions) had stronger 
significance of their effect on sports performance outcomes. Nevertheless, it is also 
important to highlight that investigations focusing on the improvement of indirect aspects 
influencing sports performance (such as reaction time, muscle strength, and controlling 
anxiety levels) had higher effect than those focusing on the improvement of objective 
aspects of sports performance (such as hockey shooting accuracy, golf putting, and 
basketball free-throw accuracy). 
Moreover, it was possible to understand that interventions utilizing EMG, or 
EEG, or HRV biofeedback had higher effect on sports performance outcomes than those 
interventions using multiple types of biofeedback modalities. They were also superior to 
interventions using temperature biofeedback or postural biofeedback, which had the 
lowest effect on the performance outcomes. 
Additionally, some investigations targeted the use of biofeedback in sports as an 
interdisciplinary approach-as examples, using biofeedback for health purposes on 
prevention of injuries, or using it for physical training purposes on development of 
muscle strength. There is still the need for a broader number of investigations on each of 
these areas, targeting each of the specific goals, in order to produce a scientifically based 
conclusion on the interdisciplinary use of biofeedback in sports. 
Although the fmdings provided important introductory evidence, their relevance 
is proportional to the anay of studies included in the analysis. An important factor that 
did not allow for a more significant set of analyses and conclusions of the effect of 
biofeedback in sports performance was the lack of studies and the lack of methodological 
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consistency across studies. 
When analyzing the available literature on the use of biofeedback for sports 
performance it is possible to notice that the methods used by the authors are scattered and 
do not follow a pattern; only 4 studies in the present meta-analysis followed a trend, and 
similar methodological procedures (they all based their methods on the Wingate 
protocol). 
Another factor that weakens the quality of the current body of literature is that 
there was also inconsistency across studies in regard to the investigated correlations 
between biofeedback implementations and sports performance, which sometimes seem 
like arbitrary choices made by researchers (e.g. , lower anxiety will result on better 
performance for any sports and for any skill, regardless of which biofeedback modality is 
used and how the lower anxiety is achieved). 
Investigations utilizing biofeedback towards sports performance is scarce. 
Although 33 studies were analyzed, this was only possible due to the comparison of 
different factors affecting performance in sports (such as basketball free-throw accuracy, 
muscle strength, running speed, ability to relax before sports practices, among others) 
which were transformed into a common metric. A more solid meta-analysis and meta-
analysis moderator analyses would compare investigations with the same outcome 
measures within the same sports, or very similar biofeedback implementation methods 
across different sports. 
There, consequently, lies a strong need of a noteworthy increment on the number 
of investigations of applied biofeedback techniques for sports purposes; moreover, and 
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maybe more importantly, there is a strong need of methodological consistency across 
these future studies. 
Finally, it would be safe to say that research for the use of biofeedback in spmis is 
on its preliminary stages (in regard to the methodological quality) and that it is in need of 
further development. The present meta-analysis provided initial data that supports the fact 
that implementation of biofeedback has a positive effect on spmis performance. 
However, this statement is not as meaningful as it could be due to the lack of studies to 
be included in the analysis, and the methodological inconsistency across the studies 
included in the analysis. 
Improvement on the volume and quality of the body of literature on the use of 
biofeedback for sports performance may yield a more significant analysis and, thus, a 
more significant set of evidences and conclusions on the effect that biofeedback 
interventions have on sports performance. 
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Appendix 6- Cohen's d I Hedge's g 
Study Cohen's d Hedge'sg 
Dorsey, 1976 51.58871 0.617958 
Blais, 1978 1.049674 0.447234 
DeWitt, 1980 (a) 914.6007 1.358056 
DeWitt, 1980 (b) 29.4851 0.691634 
Wilson & Bird, 1981 (a) 50.94791 0.796762 
Wilson & Bird, 1981 (b) 7.678082 0.556737 
Lucca & Recchiuti, 1983 3.883249 0.377701 
Cummings et al., 1984 8.358911 0.578496 
Kappes & Chapman, 1984 3.343706 0.411235 
Costa et al., 1984 1.930936 0.637637 
Blais & Valerand, 1986 8.661016 0.485197 
Croce, 1986 5.295308 0.459365 
Landers et al., 1991 5.510051 0.430244 
Prapavessis et al, 1992 0.076911 7.071068 
Blumenstein et al., 1995 3.102089 0.328064 
Kavussanu et al., 1998 9.024037 0.362687 
Caird et al., 1999 30.94969 0.916036 
Chung et al., 2001 23.50879 0.830294 
Anderson et al., 2002 2.196423 0.562816 
Bar-Eli et al., 2002 2.439406 0.329752 
Bar-Eli & Blumenstein, 2004 (a) 2.932009 0.323104 
Bar-Eli& Blumenstein, 2004 (b) 1.454814 0.225636 
Strack, 2005 2.691139 0.310705 
Edmonds, 2005 1.866808 0.087574 
Galloway & Lane, 2005 6.587256 0.869876 
Bajaj, 2005 1.56973 1.774838 
Goudas et al, 2007 2.250353 0.226384 
Arns et al., 2007 5.725696 0.862435 
Tanis, 2008 2.236455 0.290684 
Lagos et al., 2008 13.00385 10.6066 
Dupee, 2008 0.076903 4.242641 
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Ulahakone & Senanayake, 2009 13.00328 12.5865 
Shaw, 2010 0.22967 0.347578 
Edvardsson, 2010 1.545203 0.386546 
Larsson, 2010 2.292326 0.453023 
Pop-Jordanova & Demerdzieva, 2010 13.00363 12.69961 
Harvey et al., 2011 324.7713 0.953045 
Lagos et al., 2011 13.00404 11.31371 
Perry et al., 2012 13.0042 3.005162 
Paul & Garg, 2012 11.70146 0.404949 
Blumenstein & Orbach, 2012 13.00262 12.96125 
Carlstedt, 2012 13.00239 41.24553 
Edmonds, 2012 12.94431 2.206128 
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Appendix 7- Data used for calculations of averages and sums for the calculation of 
estimated effect sizes for case studies and studies with case study design. 
Siudy I ype of measurement Pre treatment data Pre treatment Post treatment data Post treatment 
used for calcnlations calculated used for calculations calculated 
Prapavess~ et al. (1992) Shooter's average of ilie S1l!ll of fue shots 34 1 "4 39 '6 2~ if4. 30.37 di~anc.es to ilie middle of the target . '! j . J' . J 
G)runasts' number of top 10 and top 3 Athletel:5 Athlete!: 5 
Ath!ete2: 3 Athlete2: 6 
Dupee (2008) appearances tor e.ach athlete on World l3 21 
Athlete3:2 Ath!ete13 
Cup competitions 
Ath!ete4: 3 Athlete4: i 
Skier's times to compkte 4 ski '978 16'}77 3468 1 1H} 
Pop-Jordanova and Demerdzieva (20 l 0) j . ' • .•. 96.82 • j . J . IJI 78.86 
competition modalities lll.Ol ! li3.il 87.38 f 139.95 
Number of times hockev athletes were 
Athletel: 3 I 2 Athlete!: 5 ! 4 
) Ath!ete2: 4 ! 4 Ath!ete2: 5 I 6 Perry et a1 (2011) able to hit the targets placed on the goaf s 6.i5 ll Athle~H Ath!ete3: 5 ! 4 te.:J t ) 
corners 
Ath!ete4: 4! 4 Athlete4: 8 I i 
Blumensteinan and Orbach (2nl 2) Judoka's time to complete a reoctioo time 165 I 175 !170 170 150 /160 /145 151.67 
test 
Athlete l: 361 Athlete!: 350 
Atblete2: 400 Athlete2: 438 
CMlstedt (2012) Baseball athletes' batnng averages Athlete3: 345 296 Atblete3: 313 354.33 
Atblete4: 240 Athlete4: 380 
Athlete3: 188 Atblete3: 264 
Atblete4: 242 Athlete4: 381 
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Appendix 8 - GrammaticaVstructural review information 
The present dissertation underwent an academic proofreading service on January 5t\ 
2013; completed by: ProofreadingPal LLC. (105 Iowa Ave. Ste. 214. Iowa City, IA 
52240). No content was added or deleted; the dissertation was reviewed for its 
grammatical content, sentence structure, clarity, and consistency of style. 
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